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An aerial view of the Launch Complex 39 area shows the Vehicle Assembly Building with the Launch Control Center on its right. 
Looking east (upper end) are Launch Pads 39A (right) and 39B (just  above the VAB). The crawlerway stretches between the VAB 
and the launch pads toward the Atlantic Ocean, seen beyond them. This image is cropped from the original NASA image, which 
can be found at the Great Images in NASA website at http://grin.hq.nasa.gov/. To learn more about the VAB, the crawler-
transporter, and Kennedy Space Center tour recommendations, please read Gary Tomlinson’s article on page 21.

http://grin.hq.nasa.gov/
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Not surprising to us planetarians, the world did not end in 
December! The Mayan calendar turned out to be no more 
dangerous than the calendar that hangs on your wall, and the 
year 2013 opened with exactly as much fanfare as a typical 
New Year’s celebration. Hopefully, it  will be a long time 
before we planetarians have to endure another popular “end 
of the world” prognostication, planetary alignment 
hullabaloo, or conspiracy theory. Hope springs eternal!
 As I write this message for the spring newsletter, the 
year’s shortest month is drawing to a close and it’s snowing 
outside. Nevertheless, the promise of spring is filling my 
mind and heart with anticipation as I squint to see the 
proverbial light at the end of the tunnel. Spring means many 
things to many people. To me, it heralds the return of the 
cycling season (my other major interest) and plans will soon 
be made for the third annual participation of Team GLPA in 
the UPAF Ride for the Arts along Milwaukee’s Lake Michigan shoreline in June. Astronomically speaking, spring also 
means the return of more comfortable weather in which to observe the planets and celestial gems with my telescope.
 Spring is also the time for state meetings, and I encourage you to attend. With the exception of Michigan, all the 
state meetings this year occur on the weekend of April 26-27. You’ll find details about each state meeting at  the beginning 
of each State News report or by visiting GLPA’s State Organizations webpage at www.glpaweb.org/states.htm.
 Please note that the deadline for the summer issue of the GLPA Newsletter is May 1, 2013 and that facility reports 
should be sent to your State Chairs by late-April. Have a wonderful spring and enjoy the night sky and your state meeting!

Happy spring, everyone! I hope this message finds you 
with many smiling faces both entering and exiting your 
domes. With Illinois state testing soon to end, teachers will 
be looking to book field trips. I hope you get as much from 
these cosmic excursions as the kids. After five years of 
college accreditation work, I am back teaching astronomy 
again! With three sections to teach plus the planetarium 
side of the job, let  us say that  I am certainly not  bored, but 
I wouldn’t trade it for the world!
 It  is an exciting time in the science education biz 
as the second draft of the Next  Generation Science 
Standards (www.nextgenscience.org/next-generation-
science-standards) became available in early January. The 

National Science Teachers Association has already submitted comments (www.nsta.org/about/standardsupdate/resources/
FeedbackOnNGSS2ndPublicDraft.pdf). This is a topic that concerns us all and I’m very happy to report  that  GLPA will be 
represented at  the upcoming National Science Teachers Association conference in San Antonio (www.nsta.org/
conferences/2013san/). Our Education Chairperson, Sue Batson (along with Buck), will be there as well as Gary 
Sampson. Gary has applied to resume his membership on the Informal Science Education committee of NSTA. Even 
before the April 11-14 conference, Gary will participate in several webinars relating to the NGSS. Gary and Sue will 
report to us at the next GLPA annual conference in Peoria. I look forward to that!

Be sure to read Jeanne Bishop’s description of a new GLPA Mentor Award on page 17. GLPA wants to honor 
those who have assisted and nurtured others in the planetarium field. If you would like to nominate someone for this new 
award, read Jeanne’s article and make your nomination before June 1.

As I begin my second year of GLPA presidency, I thank both the Executive Committee for all of their good work 
and the membership for having the faith in me to lead this wonderful organization. If anyone has any comments, feedback 
or suggestions on what GLPA should or even should not be doing, please know that my virtual door is always open.

Lastly, allow me to wish our good friend and Past-President John Schroer a quick and complete recovery. As this 
issue goes to press, John was hospitalized with some health issues. I am pleased to report that he is recovering.
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Date: Saturday, April 27, 2013
Location: ISU Planetarium, Normal
Contact: Tom Willmitch
 trwillm@ilstu.edu

T h e W i l l i a m M . S t a e r k e l 
Planetarium at Parkland College in 
Champaign will open the spring with 
their live constellation show Spring 
Prairie Skies, along with Dawn of the 
Space Age and Flight Adventures from 
the SpaceQuest  Planetarium in 
Indianapolis. The staff is planning to 

collaborate with the Chanute Air Museum in nearby 
Rantoul to jointly promote the show, which will include 
new gift  shop items and a flight simulator in the lobby. 
Since the Staerkel Planetarium is now enjoying its 25th 
anniversary season, the staff conducted a poll to see what 
their patrons think is the most  significant astronomical 
discovery made in the last 25 years. The competition 
concludes at the beginning of March and they will attempt 
to offer the winning topic as the subject of their April 
“World of Science” lecture. The staff is also proud to 
display a meteorite collection in their lobby – on loan from 
the Jim Kaler family – that includes a 16 kilogram Gibeon 
specimen.

The Peoria Riverfront Museum is now in full 
operation, and the planetarium has seen over 5,000 visitors 
each month since opening in October. This spring, they are 
presenting The Milky Way – A Uniview Experience, The 
Stars Over Peoria, Zula Patrol, Ultimate Universe, Cosmic 
Colors – an Adventure Along the Spectrum, and a selection 
of laser shows from the AVI show library. One feature of 
the new facility is that the dome furniture can be reset for 
alternative programs, such as their “Wine & Cheese Under 
the Stars” series featuring local wineries, “Karaoke under 
the Stars,” a Chinese New Year’s Celebration, and a full-
plated “Birthday & Anniversary Dinner under the 
Stars” (with 8 eight-top tables). The staff is planning to 
have a special GLPA version of “Karaoke under the Stars” 
at  the fall GLPA meeting in Peoria. On the spring equinox, 
the staff will inaugurate its Interplanetary 5K Race/1 Mile 
Walk through their new Community Solar System model, 
now to a new scale of 99,000,000/1.

The Cernan Earth and Space Center at Triton 
College in River Grove continues its ongoing project to 

STATE CHAIRS

ILLINOIS:  Bart Benjamin
   Cernan Earth and Space Center
   Triton College
   2000 Fifth Avenue
   River Grove, Illinois  60171
   (708) 456-0300, Ext. 3408
   bbenjami@triton.edu

INDIANA:   Alan Pareis
   9421 Stagecoach Drive
   Fort Wayne, Indiana  46804
   (260) 432-8786
   bellerophonii@aol.com

MICHIGAN:  Ronald S. Robinson
   Argus Planetarium
   Ann Arbor Public Schools
   601 W. Stadium Boulevard
   Ann Arbor, Michigan  48108
   (734) 994-1771
   robinson@aaps.k12.mi.us

OHIO:   Dale Smith
   BGSU Planetarium
   Department of Physics & Astronomy
   Bowling Green State University
   Bowling Green, Ohio  43403
   (419) 372-8666
   dsmith@newton.bgsu.edu

WISCONSIN/ Jean Creighton
MINNESOTA:  Manfred Olson Planetarium
   Univ. of Wisconsin - Milwaukee
   1900 E. Kenwood Boulevard
   Milwaukee, Wisconsin  53201
   (414) 229-4961
   jcreight@uwm.edu
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convert  its collection of slide-based programs to its new digital, three-screen video system. Nature’s Fury (their own 
program about severe weather), Sudekum’s Our Place in Space, and Loch Ness’ More Than Meets the Eye became 
the latest of their slide-based planetarium shows to be converted.

S TAT E  N E W S Vernal Equinox, 2013
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Date: Saturday, April 27, 2013
Location: Ball State Planetarium, Muncie
Contact: Ron Kaitchuck - rkaitchu@bsu.edu 

The spring meeting for the Indiana GLPA will be held at Ball State University in Muncie on 
Saturday, April 27. Dr. Ron Kaitchuck is the Planetarium Director and the host for the meeting. 
There will be a full day of activities, including 1) a demonstration of the production of a 
multiple-screen video program for a classical planetarium theater, 2) the presentation of a new 
program titled The Rings of Saturn and Beyond, 3) a mid-year Astronomy Update by Ron 
Kaitchuck, and 4) a number of contributed papers and much informal discussion. You can 
register online and/or obtain more information at www.bsu.edu/planetarium.
 Chuck Bueter, Indiana’s own “Transit of Venus Guru from Granger,” is apparently still 
trying to cool down after the transit by messing around with dry ice and other “cool stuff.” In 
anticipation of the 2013 comets, Chuck has been making dry ice comets at  schools, libraries, and 

special events. For the comet  recipe and tips, see his blog at  www.nightwise.org. Several photographs of “Cool Chuck” in 
action can be found on page 24.

Jeff Bowen of Bowen Technovation  in Indianapolis reports that his company has been awarded the extensive 
exhibit design and installation contract for the new NASA John Glenn Visitor Center at the Great  Lakes Science Center in 
Cleveland, Ohio. Also, Bowen Technovation and Evans and Sutherland have been awarded contracts to equip the new 
Tech High School planetarium in Indianapolis, where Gail Swobel serves as planetarium director.

BJ Harper, retired planetarium director of Northrop High School  in Fort Wayne, continues to devote volunteer 
time as a resource and advisor to the Wayne High School Planetarium in Fort Wayne. Since GLPA member Amera Platt 
retired, that  facility has been without a director. This year, Amanda Penrod, the new Earth Science teacher at  Wayne High 
School, was given responsibility for the planetarium. BJ has been training and coaching Amanda on the operation of the 
planetarium’s Spitz A4, as well as presentation techniques for astronomy and earth science in the dome. BJ also serves on 
the Board of the Fort Wayne Astronomical Society and is active in promoting the work and events of the Society.

The Edwin Clark Schouweiler Memorial Planetarium at  the University of Saint Francis in Fort Wayne 
celebrated its fourth WinterFest  the last two weekends of February. Weekend One offered laser shows using AVI’s rental 
Sky-Lase system. Weekend Two started off with a Friday Open House, Mural Unveiling, and free night. Light 
refreshments, a contest, a behind-the-scenes tour of the facility, and screenings of the Shouweiler’s version of JHE’s 
Welcome to the Universe were offered on the quarter hour. However, the principal reason for the event was to reveal the 
completed “restored and re-imagined” black light Zodiac Mural that  covered three of the four walls of the planetarium 
theater. The planetarium’s past three decades had not been kind to the mural, particularly the 2009 construction of the new 
entrance and Stoeckley Atrium. Jackie Bauman, then a USF art  student  who had just joined the planetarium staff, agreed 
to take on the restoration of the mural. After nearly three years of countless late night  work, redesign, and painting, 
Jackie’s work is complete, and the mural was publicly unveiled. Jackie was present to answer questions about the mural 
and her techniques. Look for pictures of the new mural in an upcoming issue of the newsletter.

Date: Saturday, March 23, 2013
Location: Abrams Planetarium, East Lansing
Contact: John French - frenchj@msu.edu

At the University of Michigan Planetarium, the Indianapolis Children’s Museum show 
Flight Adventures premiered in February, with an undersea adventure and microscopic tour 
of life on Earth to follow. At next  fall’s ASTC conference in New Mexico, the staff hopes to 
participate in a panel discussion on the recent and on-going Worldviews Network 
presentations and the power and impact of the visualization tools used in the WVN. From 
the new facility news arena, the museum is about to review proposals from eight finalist 
museum design companies. Related to that, the museum’s MAP on-site assessment 
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Digital Theaterwww.es.com
digistar5@es.com

Now available for the first time iN digital fulldome,
exclusively from evaNs & sutherlaNd

“we were very immersed iN the film.  it was triply excitiNg 
to see the film iN 3d.”
variety

“exhilaratiNg...combiNes paNoramic beauty, adreNaliNe- 
pumpiNg thrills aNd timely eNviroNmeNtal lessoNs that 
Never get iN the way of the fuN.”
bostoN daily News



Date: Saturday, April 27, 2013
Location: Boonshoft Museum Planetarium, Dayton
Contacts: Cheri Adams (cadams@boonshoftmuseum.org)
  and Scott Oldfield (Scott.Oldfield@vbcsd.com)

Fran Ratka and team are bringing the stars inside at the Lake Erie Nature and Science Center’s 
Schuele Planetarium. Saturday SkyQuest programs are targeted for adults who want some of 
the latest  astronomy news in addition to a sky talk. Similar Sunday programs are aimed at the 
whole family. In March, Ancient Astronomy explores the sky as the ancients did. April’s Let 
there be Night delves into light pollution. May will serve up some gastronomy as Stars: From 
Soup to Nuts tells the story of star life. And throughout the spring, visitors of all ages can find 
their way around the sky in the new show YOU-niverse.

At the Sidney Frohman Planetarium  in Sandusky, Lois Wolf is working to keep her funding and maintenance 
secure in the regime of a new superintendent in the school district.

The Smith Middle School Planetarium  in Vandalia is riding high with continued high school classes in the midst 
of a district  financial crisis, a newly installed planet  walk, and a new infusion of equipment and shows from Deb Lawson 
at  The Children’s Museum of Indianapolis. Amongst all this excitement, Director Scott Oldfield is producing and hosting 
monthly community shows. September featured a Neil Armstrong tribute. October offered Curious Mars. November 
brought an examination of the 2012 Mayan Apocalypse, while December featured A Star in the East. Scott thanks his 
lucky stars that despite three failed levies, the elimination of all field trips, and transportation cutback to state minimums, 
the doors remain open and the buses still run the high school astronomy class to its lab/dome twice a week and all 
elementary students will be brought for their annual show. The public offering for February was How to Find the 
Constellations. March is bringing Meteors - Death from  Above (did he know about the Chelyabinsk meteor ahead of 
time?) as well as a spring Rocket Day. April is being held open to co-host the 2013 GLPA Ohio meeting with Cheri Adams 
of the Boonshoft Museum.

As the Bowling Green State University Planetarium prepares for installation of fulldome, Dale Smith is 
reprising programs run in the planetarium’s first decade from 1984. Shows in this series to date include the original 
productions Planet Quest (1986), It’s About Time (1987), Journey to Earth (1988), and Star Tracks (1985).

Cleveland area planetarians and friends gathered at  the home of Jeanne Bishop in December for the annual 
Christmas holiday potluck and fellowship. Len Muni of the Midpark Planetarium in Middleburg Heights hosted the 
January meeting of the Cleveland Regional Association of Planetariums (C.R.A.P.) and showed some of his creative 
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interviews have begun.
 The staff at  the Eastern Michigan University Planetarium  in Ypsilanti has begun a conservative 
schedule of public programs to be offered two Friday evenings per month. Their feature presentation is 
Stars, narrated by Mark Hamill, with an evening sky overview and the short version of Loch Ness’ 
Seasonal Stargazing - Winter. If the sky is clear, observing with the 10-inch apochromatic refractor at 
Sherzer Observatory is offered after the program. Two new fulldome shows have been added to their 

growing library – the Milwaukee Soref Planetarium shows Galileo: The Power of the Telescope and Cleopatra’s Universe. 
The planetarium sees between 450 and 500 students each semester, spanning many courses. In early March, EMU will 
host the Michigan Science Teachers Association (MSTA) conference for the first  time. Norbert Vance will offer sessions 
in planetarium astronomy for registrants during the conference and evening observing at  Sherzer Observatory. He will be 
certain to get  the word out to teachers about the fine offerings of our regional planetaria, and implore exploration of all of 
them with their students and families. GLPA will also be featured. Norbert  has also donated a Meade 4-inch SCT 
telescope with tripod, equatorial wedge, eyepieces, glass solar filter, and camera adaptor to the Michigan Earth Science 
Teacher Association (MESTA) Rock Raffle, one of the big highlights of MSTA each year. Some lucky science teacher will 
have a convenient telescope to use, with an emphasis on getting young eyes behind that telescope.
  The Argus-IMRA Planetarium has a new name and a new partner – IMRA America. IMRA is oldest 
femtosecond fiber laser company. IMRA’s generous donation has allowed the planetarium to upgrade its Evans & 
Sutherland Digistar 3 to a Digistar 5 and purchase new LED cove lights. Their current mission has not  changed – 
providing Ann Arbor Public Schools with planetarium show that satisfy Michigan’s third, sixth, and tenth grade science 
curriculums.
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teaching modules combining video sequences with the classic Spitz A4 starfield whose stars are as 
sparkling as ever. Suzie Dills hosted the February C.R.A.P. meeting at the International  Women’s Air 
and Space Museum at the Burke Lakefront Airport.
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“During Black History Month, second grade students in the four elementary schools in Westlake, Ohio 
learn about  the nature of slavery and its horrors, study the lives of Harriet Tubman and Frederick Douglas, and 
learn about President Abraham Lincoln’s roles in the Civil War and freeing the Southern slaves. I supplement  the 
classroom unit with a Follow the Drinking Gourd planetarium program, even though the practice of following 
the Big Dipper/Drinking Gourd probably was not as widespread as was once thought and put forth in a popular 
children’s book by Jeanette Winter. Follow the Drinking Gourd is the one second grade program (of three) that I 
offer, which all second grade teachers in my school district  choose to attend. Even if the Drinking Gourd was 
only a small part of the story of escaping slaves, I have found that  it has real power to engage and educate 
students about the tragic chapter of slavery in the pre-Civil War United States. I begin with a discussion of the 
importance of cotton before synthetic cloth was possible, how Southern States’ business was centered on 
growing cotton, how it  required many hands to plant and pick before the invention of the cotton gin, and how it 
is possible in the Deep South (and not  in Westlake) to grow cotton well. I show the path of the sun in Westlake in 
February and then discuss the position of the Big Dipper in the Ohio evening sky. I have some very good long-
handled gourds that my husband Allan grew. I pass these around and match their shadows when I hold them in 
particular orientations with the positions of the Big and Little Dippers in Westlake’s evening sky. Then I change 
the latitude, taking the students on a make-believe journey to Southern Mississippi. Again we watch a day in 
February, noticing the difference in the sun’s path here from what we saw in Westlake. I discuss the difference in 
sun height  as the reason for the warmer weather in Mississippi in February, so cotton with its longer growing 
season can be planted. After a Mississippi day, we simulate an evening of slave singing around a campfire. We 
sing the Drinking Gourd song and I relate the coded lines to places on a map, a path that  slaves can follow to 

From the Westlake Schools Planetarium, Jeanne Bishop writes:

Cleveland area planetarians and friends gathered at the home of Jeanne Bishop in December for the annual Christmas 
holiday potluck and fellowship.  (Photo courtesy of Adam Leis and Dale Smith).
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Date: Friday & Saturday, April 26 & 27, 2013
Location: University of Minnesota - Moorhead Plm, Moorhead
Contacts: Dave Weinrich - dave.l.weinrich@gmail.com

The Charles Horwitz Planetarium in Waukesha, Wisconsin just 
completed a successful “Jan-Boree” celebration, and a “Wild Winter 
Night” in cooperation with Retzer Nature Center. Programs for the 
public this spring include The Endless Horizon, Aurora, and Wish Upon 
a Star.
 The March program at the University of Wisconsin-La Crosse 
Planetarium will be Time Bandits. The April public program will be 

Saturn - Jewel of the Heavens. Weekly “Album Encounter” light and laser shows will run until the end of the school year 
in May.

In downtown Milwaukee, the Soref Planetarium  has added 3D insert projection capabilities. This new 61’ x 40’ 
image is currently featuring Flying Monsters 3D from National Geographic. They are also running National Geographic’s 
Wildest Weather in the Solar System  and Learning Journeys, an original live show that  is being presented to every third 
grader from the Milwaukee Public Schools, thanks to a local foundation grant.

The Allen F. Blocher Planetarium on the UW-Stevens Point campus will be presenting two programs this 
spring. Through the end of March, they will present The Endless Horizon and during April and May, they will present 
Cosmic Colors. In addition to their Monday evening programs, The Night Skies of Spring are presented, along with visits 
to the observatory if the skies are clear.

The UW-Milwaukee  Manfred Olson Planetarium just  completed the run of Birth of the Universe. This live 
cosmological show, despite its complex ideas, was sold out. This spring, the UW-M Planetarium will present Planets Near 
and Far, a show about  planets in our solar system and how they compare to the hundreds of exoplanets we have found 
around other stars.

Larry Mascotti from the Mayo High  School  Planetarium in Rochester, Minnesota submitted a link about Digital 
Globes that  got a write-up in the New York Times. The article was titled “Digital Globes Offer a Dynamic Vision” and it 
can be accessed at www.nytimes.com/2013/01/08/science/digital-globes-a-new-way-to-view-the-world.html.

Canada. I give one boy and one girl each a doll, a ‘baby’ to carry to freedom and keep from crying. It  is 
important  to leave the Deep South in February in order to reach Canada before Lake Erie freezes. After 
careful instructions about being very quiet, in darkness the children scoot progressively northward along 
chair rows. I leave three chairs at  the northward end of each row to accommodate children at three steps 
of the journey. The Drinking Gourd shines overhead and moves around the North Star during the night. 
We imagine sitting out  some night when the full Moon is in the sky, resting and not wanting to be 

visible in the moonlight. Then, at  the end of ‘8 months,’ I hold a small candle in the dark (a flickering battery 
type), and the children imagine observing the signal to cross the Ohio River and go on through safe houses on the 
Underground Railroad in Ohio, finally reaching Canada. As they reach freedom, children share how they feel. I 
hear words, ‘happy,’ ‘sad,’ ‘very tired,’ ‘anxious,’ and ‘proud;’ and the ‘mother’ and ‘father’ of the babies are 
particularly happy that  their ‘children’ will grow up free. I have the children try to explain why they have these 
feelings. The class leaves with a deep feeling of what it might have been like to escape from slavery.”

Jeanne Bishop notes that  “the planetarium has abilities to help students understand many astronomy 
concepts. This month, I am also presenting four science lessons for our fifth grades matched with Ohio standards: 
‘Rotation and Revolution,’ ‘The Seasons,’ ‘Moon Motions and Phases,’ and ‘The Sun and Stars.’ As useful as the 
planetarium is in helping students visualize spatial concepts important  to these astronomy topics, I think a 
historical program with a simulation, like Follow the Drinking Gourd, has an equally important  role in student 
learning. When older Westlake students tell me what they remember about  planetarium programs they attended 
when they were younger, the Follow the Drinking Gourd program and the first-grade Indian Sky Ideas, in which 
we act out  the Micmac story of the Indians following the Bear, are mentioned most  often. Furthermore, the 
stories, real or mythical, make the science ideas of rotation, seasons, and constellations more memorable. We 
should never forget  the educational significance of historical stories and cultural mythology in the 
impressionable planetarium theater when we point out the value of the planetarium to administrators and others.”
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ATTENTION:
DON TUTTLE QUILT OWNERS

submitted by Francine Jackson
(Francine_Jackson@brown.edu)

Many of you knew or knew of Don Tuttle and his 
amazing quilting prowess. Some of you may also 
know that one of his goals was to have one of his 
quilts in every state.
 GLPA would like to honor Don’s memory by 
having, as part  of its website, a complete list  and set 
of images of each quilt  that he distributed. If you are 
a GLPA member who has been given one of Don 
Tuttle’s quilts, please send digital photographs of 
your quilt to Garry Beckstrom, History Chair, at 
garrybeckstrom@delta.edu.
 Don was a founding member of GLPA, and 
this would be a perfect way to remember him.
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GLPA SCHOLARSHIP

Each year since 2011, GLPA’s Executive 
Committee has awarded a pre-determined number 
of scholarships for the next  fall conference. Each 
scholarship waives the registration fee and meal 
package for the award recipient.
 Complete rules and procedures for the 
GLPA Scholarship are provided on the following 
web document: www.glpaweb.org/sites/default/
files/glpa-scholarship-info.pdf. The application 
form can be downloaded from www.glpaweb.org/
sites/default/files/glpa-scholarship-form.pdf. The 
deadline for scholarship applications is 
September 1st.

ALTON YARIAN OBITUARY
written by Jeanne Bishop

Alton Yarian died January 26, 2013 at the age of 103. Alton was the Planetarium Director at 
Lakewood High School in Lakewood, Ohio beginning in the 1960’s. He was also a GLPA Charter 
Member, attending the 1965 meeting at Grand Rapids, Michigan. David DeBruyn, the host  of that 
meeting and GLPA’s first  Historian, recalls “I’ll never forget  Alton Yarian’s demonstration using a 
fisheye lens projected against the slightly domed surface of the Pantlind’s ballroom ceiling.”
 Alton was a frequent  writer for the NSTA journal, The Science Teacher. He was a recipient of 
one of the National Science Teacher’s top honors, the STAR Award, five different  times. He was 
much-loved by his students. In one Cleveland Plain Dealer obituary, a former student writes, “Alton 
Yarian – a great  teacher and mentor. You inspired me as a student to excel no matter what  I did. I have 
so many wonderful memories of the Planetarium and Astronomy Club. Every time I look at  the night 
sky I will think of you. The world has lost a great and wonderful teacher.”
 Alton came to many of my Christmas parties. My husband Allan would pick him up and take 
him home, as his eyesight was failing. Yet, he could see well enough to read, and often he would share 
one of his humorous poems with the group. He had a wonderful sense of humor, presenting me with a 
talking Christmas tree one year and handing out fake eyeballs to everyone in another. Younger people 
loved to talk with him and gain from his experience and gracious point of view. Even at the end of his 
life, those at  the Kemper Nursing Home honored him for his optimism and friendliness. We will miss 
this very fine human being.
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Discover the Legend Written in the Stars...

A New Fulldome Show From Evans & Sutherland Digital Theater Productions
and the eugenides foundation planetarium

Narrated by 

Terry O’Quinn
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NEW GLPA MENTOR AWARD

The GLPA Executive Committee has created a new award to honor those who spend great  effort  and countless 
hours on mentoring students and/or others in the planetarium field. The Great Lakes Planetarium Association 
wants to recognize individuals who consistently provide encouragement and opportunities to become involved in 
the planetarium profession, thereby promoting continuity of the profession. This article describes the details of 
qualifications and nomination procedures.

To qualify for the GLPA Mentor Award, a planetarian must fulfill the following:
1. Nurture interest in planetarium operation.
2. Create opportunities for students and/or others to learn how to prepare and present quality planetarium 

programs.
3. Be a member in good standing for at least five consecutive years.
4. Model quality planetarium work and demonstrate the nature of the planetarium profession as a career for 

students and/or others.
5. Encourage and support participation by those mentored in a variety of learning opportunities: 

 a) attendance and participation at annual GLPA conferences, GLPA state meetings, and other conferences 
 which emphasize planetarium education and operation; and/or b) exploratory visits to a variety of 
 planetariums.

6. Exemplify the GLPA Code of Ethics and GLPA position statements.

Nomination Details:
1. The nominee should not be self-nominated or nominated by another family member.
2. Information about the nominee that must be included: name, work address, phone number, and e-mail 

address. The nomination should contain a description of ways, including specific details, that the 
nominee has fulfilled the requirements for the award.

3. Two additional letters of support from those who understand the nominee’s mentoring role must 
accompany the nomination. 

4. The nomination with the two additional support letters should be sent to the GLPA Membership Chair. 
(The current Membership Chair is John Potts, jjpotts42@gmail.com).
In 2013, the closing date for nominations in this first award year is June 1. In 2014 and subsequent 
years, the closing date for nominations will be moved earlier to the Vernal Equinox.

Treatment of Nominations:
1. The GLPA Executive Committee will review all nominations and select recipients.
2. Recipients will receive their Mentor Award at the Annual Fall Conference.
3. Nomination packets of those who do not receive the award in the year submitted will be kept on file for 

an additional three consecutive years.

The Executive Committee is aware that  there are many GLPA members who mentor students and others new to 
the planetarium field. Please think of those individuals who, with integrity, patience, and creativity, go that  extra 
step to introduce people to the universe of planetarium operation and education. Then submit  a nomination. 
Remember, this year the nomination is due by June 1.

Jeanne Bishop
For the GLPA Executive Committee
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DR. JAMES KALER’S LATEST BOOK

First Magnitude: A Book of the Bright Sky
By James B. Kaler; University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign

First Magnitude is an entry-level book for readers with brightly lit  skies. Its purpose is to show them that they can 
still enjoy personal astronomy and have an appreciation of the heavens no matter where they live. It  concentrates 
on the Sun, Moon, the five bright planets, and on the 23 brightest  stars, which are visible from just  about 
anywhere. The book concludes with bright ephemeral phenomena: meteors, comets, and exploding stars. The 
concept is a platform for introducing the reader to the wonders of the nighttime and daytime skies and serves as 
an introduction to general astronomy. Its intended audience is undergraduates, amateur astronomers, and the 
interested public. Publisher: World Scientific Publishing Company (www.worldscientific.com)
   978-981-4417-42-6 (hardcover) $34 978-981-4417-43-3 (ebook) $44
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PLANETARIUM INTERNSHIP

The Buehler Planetarium & Observatory is pleased to 
announce the Buehler Internship of 2013-2014. This 
one-year internship provides an opportunity to explore 
the professional environment  of an active planetarium 
and observatory. The internship runs from July 1, 2013 
through June 30, 2014, with an application deadline of 
April 1, 2013.
 This internship is open to applicants with a 
Bachelor’s Degree in astronomy, physics, or the 
related fields of education or science education. The 
Buehler Planetarium & Observatory includes a 40-foot 
main theater, seating for 101, with all-dome video 
provided by SkySkan’s Defini SkyVision system, with 
Digital Sky 2. The observatory houses a 16-inch 
Schmidt-Cassegrain and assorted other telescopes, 
which are used frequently for both college classes and 
public observing. The facility offers a regular schedule 
of public shows as well as college presentations and 
shows for the school district. 
 The Buehler Planetarium & Observatory is 
located at Broward College in Davie, Florida. Part  of 
Greater Fort Lauderdale, it  is only minutes to the 
beach or the Everglades. Destinations such as 
Kennedy Space Center, Orlando, or the Florida Keys 
are just a few hours away. 
 To apply, please send an e-mail, fax, or letter 
which includes a letter of interest, resume, and the 
names of two references by April 1 to Susan Barnett; 
Buehler Planetarium & Observatory; Broward 
College; 3501 Davie Road; Davie  FL  33314. Susan’s 
e-mail address is sbarnett@broward.edu.

FREE MOTORS AND
SPECIAL EFFECTS DISKS

 
The Peters Planetarium of Lancaster High School is 
donating assorted low speed motors and disks to any 
planetarian who may still need them. The only 
charge would be for the postage involved. The 
motors are all Synchron geared 120 volt AC items. 
They are of the following speeds: 1/5th RPM, 1/4th 
RPM, 1/2 RPM, & 1.2 RPM (2). Some come with 
power cords and sturdy aluminum brackets by which 
they can be mounted on Edmunds-type slide 
projectors. Two plexiglass disks (9" & 7" diameter) 
are deliberately warped and bubbled in places. These, 
when mounted in front  of a slide projector, can turn a 
static aurora slide into one that  shimmers somewhat 
like the real thing. One 9" disk is smeared with glue 
to produce a deliberately bleary view. One 7.5" disk 
is plain plexiglass. One 6" polarizing disk could be 
used to animate slides. Finally, we have one 3" x 3" x 
3/8" front surface mirror in fairly good condition.
 For more information, please contact  Roger 
Grossenbacher at  rg@greenapple.com or by writing 
him at 819 Schory Avenue, Lancaster  OH  43130.
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Cosmic Colors: An Adventure Along the Spectrum is a dynamic new  planetarium show  from the Great Lakes 
Planetarium Association (GLPA) that will take you on a wondrous journey across the entire electromagnetic 
spectrum. Get ready for an amazing adventure under a rainbow of cosmic light!
  31 minutes in length   Target audience: 5th grade and up

Ordering information:
FULLDOME VERSION: $300 for a full dome masters at 4K x 4K   (need 1 TB hard drive)

$250 for full dome masters at 2K x 2K      (need 500 GB hard drive)
$200 for full dome masters at 1K x 1K      (need 100 GB hard drive)

For FullDome versions, each planetarium must ship an appropriate hard drive to GLPA. Show  encoding is the 
responsibility of each planetarium.
TRADITIONAL VERSION: $100 for traditional version with two discs -- a playable Cosmic Colors show DVD 
and a DVD data disc containing all-sky images, digital JPEG images, audio tracks, flattened video scenes, 
teacher guides, and documentation.

Order Cosmic Colors through the GLPA Online Store at www.glpaweb.org/online-store.

Cosmic  Co lors
An Adventure  Along  the  Spec trum

http://www.glpaweb.org/online-store
http://www.glpaweb.org/online-store


A R T I C L E S

KENNEDY SPACE CENTER TOUR
written by Gary Tomlinson (gtomlins@sbcglobal.net)

I hadn’t been to the Kennedy Space Center (KSC) since February 24, 2011 (the final launch of Discovery) so I 
thought it was time for a re-visit. On that visit, I discovered a couple of interesting facts.

I took a couple of special tours that had previously been unavailable since before the Space Shuttle started 
flying. KSC offers four special tours and I took two – the Vehicle Assembly Building (VAB) and the Launch 
Pad Tour. Since NASA started working with solid rocket boosters (SRB) for the Space Shuttle program around 
1978, no unnecessary personnel have been allowed in the VAB. In fact, when the SRBs were brought into the 
VAB, several hundred NASA employees were relocated to other facilities. The SRBs were just too dangerous, 
because once they’ve been started, there is no shutting them down. That’s why tours were stopped in the 1970’s 
and why they will be stopped again in (probably) two years, depending on the progress of the next NASA 
launch vehicle. As a result, there is only  a small window of opportunity  to actually get inside the VAB. One of 
the highlights of this tour was that I got an opportunity to see the crawler-transporter in action. Our bus actually 
had to wait for it to cross the road.

Since launch pad 39-A is not being used right now (pad 39-B has been refurbished), the tour takes you right 
underneath the pad (well, not all the way, there are still hazardous materials there). NASA is looking for funds 
to refurbish this pad as well. Therefore, I assume that eventually tours to this pad will be discontinued as well.

So if you are in Florida in the next couple of years, it might be worthwhile to stop  by  KSC for a chance to visit a 
couple of areas that will eventually be “off limits” again.
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(Left) KSC Launch Pad.   (Right) The crawler-transporter.  Photos by Gary Tomlinson
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Twinkle, twinkle, little star
We used to wonder what you are.
We now know you are gases hot
With hydrogen most of the lot.
Your source of power deep inside
From us no longer can you hide.
Your marvelous game of four to one
Is played by stars like our own sun.
Four hydrogens make helium
Plus energy a great big sum.
All of the power our stars give us
Comes all the way without a fuss.
This radiation stuff is great
It cannot stop or hesitate.
Each little move our bodies make
Could not occur but for its sake.
The inverse square law it obeys
And always has for all the days.

Some stars are found so far away
The light spends years upon the way.
Some might think this rather slow
But you, of course, much better know.
Some distant star sends speeding light
To reach the Earth on Christmas night.
It shone down on a cattle shed
Where Christ our Lord was put to bed.
A newborn babe like all the rest
But would one day the whole world test.
Each year we celebrate this birth
Around our planet’s entire girth.
When e’er you think of stars and light
Reflect a bit on Christmas night.

MERRY CHRISTMAS – HAPPY NEW YEAR
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DON’T MISS OUT

To be included in the summer issue’s State News 
column, please forward news from your facility to 
your state chair in the latter half of April.

If you have a digital picture of a newsworthy event 
held at your planetarium, please e-mail it to Bart 
Benjamin for possible inclusion in the IPS 
Planetarian’s “International News” column.

WHO DO I CONTACT?

If you ever have a GLPA-related question, but are 
not quite sure to whom you should direct that 
question, GLPA may now have your answer.
 Recently, GLPA created a new web page 
that provides a helpful way to determine who best 
could answer your question. To use it, please visit

www.glpaweb.org/contacts

STARLIGHT FOR CHRISTMAS

This poem, with a slight variation, is a copy of the one that Helen and Alton Yarian composed for their 
students at Lakewood High School years ago. As mentioned on page 15, Alton Yarian died in January at 
the age of 103.

mailto:bbenjami@triton.edu?subject=
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VOLUME VIII, NUMBER 1 VERNAL EQUINOX, 1973

There was no Vernal Equinox issue in 1973.
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In anticipation of the 2013 comets, Chuck Bueter has been making dry ice comets at  schools, libraries, and special events. 
For the comet recipe and tips, see his blog at www.nightwise.org.

http://www.nightwise.org
http://www.nightwise.org


VOLUME XXVIII, NUMBER 1 VERNAL EQUINOX, 1993
(12 pages in length)

GLPA’s 99th newsletter and the first issue of 1993 contained the 
following articles and columns:

★ In his President’s Message, Dale Smith offered an observation as relevant  today as it was in 1993: “Venus, Mars, the 
moon and stars have graced our skies this winter with an exceptional beauty. Their wonderful display night after night 
has served to remind me how fortunate we planetarians are, for it is our privilege ‘to bring the starry night  inside.’ To 
our classes and audiences, we bring a gift increasingly rare to our urban culture – the sight  of the starry night. In my 
facility, and I suspect in many others, we hear more ‘oohs and aahs’ when we turn on the starfield than at any other 
time. Amidst  the fast  pace of modern media, TV, movies and planetarium shows, we need to allow our audiences 
unhurried time to spend with the starfield.”

★ Gleaned from the State News pages, it  was reported that  the Staerkel Planetarium in Champaign, Illinois welcomed 
veteran Russian cosmonaut  Georgi Grechko in March, who spoke to visiting school groups and the general public. The 
P-H-M Planetarium and Space Museum in Mishawaka, Indiana acquired six more Smithsonian space exhibits – 
Gemini space suit, Project  Mercury periscope, Gemini fuel cell, a rare Mercury food sample, and a suborbital monkey 
spacecraft. These additions brought the number of space artifacts in their collection to 41, eleven of which have been to 
the moon and back! Finally, the Abrams Planetarium  in East Lansing, Michigan was readying its new Digistar 
projector for its public premiere in March.

★ Spring State Meetings were hosted by the Cernan Earth  and Space Center (Illinois), the Lawrence  North High 
School Planetarium (Indiana), the Argus Planetarium (Michigan), the Copernicus Planetarium (Ohio), and the 
Minneapolis Public Planetarium (Wisconsin/Minnesota). [Ed. In 1993, all the state meetings fell on the weekend of 
April 23-24. By some cosmic coincidence, in 2013 all state meetings except  for Michigan are scheduled for the 
weekend of April 26-27].

★ Thirty-five new members were welcomed to GLPA. [Ed. Of these, four people are still members of GLPA today. They 
are Jon Frantz, Waylena McCully, Kristina Toth, and Mark Webb. Thank you for your longstanding membership!]

★ Bowen Music Productions (now Bowen Technovation) placed a half-page advertisement  for two slide-based show 
packages – Sandy, Pepper, and the Eclipse (script by Laura Kyro) and Lifestyles of the Stars (script  by Sharon Parker). 
[Ed. Unlike today, advertisements in the GLPA Newsletter were a rather rare event  in 1993. Bowen’s ad was one of 
only three newsletter advertisements placed in all of 1993].
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UK: +44 (0) 845 0 456225 | USA: +1 720 259 1639 | info@globalimmersion.com | www.globalimmersion.com

Introducing fully integrated telescope and observatory 
solutions for planetariums. For in-dome visualization of 
multiple live telescope inputs.

Our new DomeScope™ software quickly, easily, and seamlessly 
brings together the telescope and the planetarium. Simply ‘drag 
& drop’ imagery into real-time and playback presentations, then 
experience your live or time-lapsed data anywhere on the dome 
in its native and completely stunning resolution.

Expect more from your planetarium with Global Immersion.
Contact us to discuss the possibilities.

we do more for planetariums

we take the outside and we bring it in



U P D AT E
Jeanne Bishop, IPS Representative 

The newly-elected IPS President-Elect  is Dr. Paul Knappenberger, Director of the Adler Planetarium in Chicago. 
LeeAnn Hennig and Shawn Laatsch, running unopposed, will remain as Executive Secretary and Treasurer, respectively. 
Thomas Kraupe becomes the new President of IPS, with GLPA’s David Weinrich becoming Past President.

Please consider getting more involved with IPS on a committee or, in the future, running as an IPS officer. See the 
many committees on the IPS website, www.ips-planetarium.org.

The next IPS biennial conference will be held at  the Beijing Planetarium in Beijing, China, June 23-27, 2014. At 
next  summer’s IPS Council meeting (August 9 and 10), the site of the 2016 biennial meeting will be selected. At the fall 
GLPA conference at  my poster table, I asked for feedback on the three proposed 2016 sites. Although the written 
responses placed in my box were few, the most preferred site was Krakow, Poland, Copernicus’ home. A close second was 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada, although it was noted that the joint  host of Calgary was at  some distance, three hours away. 
There were no votes for Toulouse, France.

IPS membership renewal is now only through the IPS website, www.ips-planetarium.org. Go to Membership 
Renewal. Log in with your user name, which is the first  letter of your first name and your last name, with no spaces. For 
example, my login name is “jbishop.” If you have not yet done so, you will need to establish a password. Payment by 
credit  card is over a secure line. If a planetarium has just one membership, the same user name and the password are 
assigned to all at that planetarium.

For many years, IPS has hosted a Script  Contest, with prize money given by the Eugenides Planetarium in Athens, 
Greece. Since there was but  one entry in 2011-12, no script was chosen. Instead, the contest funds were used to honor the 
best  of the fulldome products showcased in Baton Rouge in 2012. A new contest  program with sponsorship by the 
Eugenides Planetarium is now being planned.

A document  on how to build a planetarium, edited by Ken Wilson, is a work in progress under “Publications” on 
the IPS website. Of the 18 planned chapters, 13 have material and authors in PDF format that  can be accessed. If you have 
suggestions for any of the chapters, contact  Ken Wilson at  the e-mail address listed with the Table of Contents. The 
project was formerly assigned to the IPS Development  Committee; now absorbed into the duties of an IPS Technology 
Committee.

At each IPS conference, individuals are honored who have made contributions to the planetarium profession 
beyond the regional level. See details on the Awards section of the IPS website, along with lists of those who have 
received awards. Please carefully consider award requirements, and send me a nomination of one of our colleagues you 
think is deserving of an award with detailed reasons why. Lars Broman is the chair of this IPS Awards Committee, and 
both Susan Button and I serve on this committee with him.
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GALILEO AWARD

The Galileo Award, which is GLPA’s highest  honor, recognizes persons of exemplary leadership at  the 
national and/or international level. For more information or to nominate someone for this award, please 
visit  www.glpaweb.org/awards, click to download the nomination form, complete and submit  it  (along 
with the described letters of recommendation) to GLPA President Dave Leake before June 1.

http://www.ips-planetarium.org
http://www.ips-planetarium.org
http://www.ips-planetarium.org
http://www.ips-planetarium.org
http://www.glpaweb.org/awards
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The Great Lakes Planetarium Association acknowledges 
the following companies and organizations for their 
generous support in Fiscal Year 2012-13:

Parallel Universe Sponsors ($2,800+)
 Spitz, Inc.       www.spitzinc.com

Universe Sponsors ($1,400 - $2,799)
 Astro-Tec Mfg., Inc.      www.astro-tec.com
 Digitalis Education Solutions, Inc.    www.digitaliseducation.com
 The Elumenati     www.elumenati.com
 Konica Minolta Planetarium Co.    www.mediaglobeplanetarium.com
 Sky-Skan, Inc.      www.skyskan.com

Galaxy Sponsors ($900 - $1,399)
 Ash Enterprises International , Inc.   www.ash-enterprises.com
 Audio Visual Imagineering, Inc.    www.av-imagineering.com
 Bowen Technovation     www.bowentechnovation.com
 Evans & Sutherland      www.es.com
 GOTO, Inc.       www.goto.co.jp/english

Solar System Sponsors ($600 - $899)
 Adler Planetarium     www.adlerplanetarium.org
 ChromaCove, LLC      www.chromacove.com
 East Coast Control Systems    www.eastcoastcontrol.com
 Global Immersion      www.globalimmersion.com
 Laser Fantasy     www.laserfantasy.com
 Milwaukee Public Museum (Soref Planetarium)  www.mpm.edu
 Seiler Instrument Corporation/Carl Zeiss   www.zeiss.de/planetariums 
 Space Telescope Science Institute   hubblesource.stsci.edu

Planet Sponsors ($450 - $599)
 New Children’s Museum (Travelers ScienceDome Plm) www.thechildrensmuseumct.org/planetarium 
 Pegasus Productions     www.pegasusproductions.net
 SCISS AB       www.scalingtheuniverse.com

Moon Sponsors ($100 - $449)
 Clark Planetarium     clarkplanetarium.org
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PLANETARIUM THEATER!



IMAGE CREDITS

The 2011 redesign of the GLPA Newsletter incorporates 
small sections of several Hubble Space Telescope images 
for its page mastheads. These and other images can be 
accessed from the Hubble Heritage Project website at 
heritage.stsci.edu or the HubbleSite Gallery website at 
hubblesite.org/gallery. And because the photos are from 
NASA, they are free to use (with proper credit).

Cover:  Hubble Wide Field Camera 3 Image Details Star Birth in Galaxy M83
  Credit: NASA, ESA, and the Hubble Heritage Team (STScI/AURA)

State News: Prototypical Barred Spiral Galaxy NGC 1300
  Credit: NASA, ESA, The Hubble Heritage Team (STScI/AURA)

Bulletin Board: Hubble Ultra Deep Field (STScI-2004-28)
   Credit: NASA, ESA, R. Windhorst (Arizona State University)
    and H. Yan (Spitzer Science Center, Caltech)

IPS Update: August 29, 2011 GOES East Full Disk Satellite Image
  NASA/NOAA GOES Project Science website

Conference Update: Supernova Remnant E0102 in the Small Magellanic Cloud
   Credit: NASA, ESA, and the Hubble Heritage Team (STScI/AURA)

Articles: A Giant Hubble Mosaic of the Crab Nebula
  Credit: NASA, ESA, J. Hester and A. Loll (Arizona State University)

Image Credits page background image: Abstract Art Found in the Orion Nebula
  Credit: NASA, ESA, and The Hubble Heritage Team (STScI/AURA)

http://heritage.stsci.edu/
http://heritage.stsci.edu/
http://hubblesite.org/gallery/
http://hubblesite.org/gallery/
http://goes.gsfc.nasa.gov/
http://goes.gsfc.nasa.gov/


THE GREAT LAKES PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION (GLPA) offers membership opportunities to all  individuals in any way connected with 
the operation of planetariums regardless of geographic location. GLPA is an affiliate of IPS (International Planetarium Society), NSTA (National 
Science Teachers Association), and  IMERSA (Immersive Media Entertainment, Research, Science & Arts). Membership dues are $20 annually, 
payable at  the time of the Autumnal Equinox. General  correspondence should be addressed to the Secretary/Treasurer, and requests for membership 
should  be addressed to the Membership Chair (see below). The quarterly GLPA Newsletter is received by all members in good standing. Ideas and 
opinions  expressed in  the GLPA Newsletter  are not necessarily  those of GLPA, its membership or the editor. Deadlines for contributions fall on the 
1st of February, May, August and November. Send information to GLPA Newsletter Editor (address below). Copyright © 2012.

GLPA Home Page:
http://www.glpaweb.org

PLEASE NOTE:

The GLPA Newsletter is printed and mailed from:

Physics and Astronomy Department
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green  OH  43403

For a replacement copy of this newsletter, please contact Dale Smith
(address given above).

Astronomical photographs used within the GLPA Newsletter are courtesy of 
NASA and the Space Telescope Science Institute (STScI).

PRESIDENT
David Leake
William M. Staerkel Planetarium
Parkland College
2400 West Bradley Avenue
Champaign  IL  61821
(217) 351-2567
dleake@parkland.edu

PRESIDENT-ELECT
Garry Beckstrom
Delta College Planetarium
100 Center Avenue
Bay City  MI  48708
(989) 667-2270
garrybeckstrom@delta.edu

PAST-PRESIDENT
John Schroer
Michigan Science Center
5020 John R Street
Detroit  MI  48202
(313) 577-8400, Ext. 435
john.schroer@mi-sci.org

SECRETARY/TREASURER
John French
Abrams Planetarium
Michigan State University
East Lansing  MI  48824
(517) 355-4676
frenchj@msu.edu

IPS REPRESENTATIVE
Jeanne Bishop
Westlake Schools Planetarium
24525 Hilliard Road
Westlake  OH  44145
(440) 835-6325
jeanneebishop@wowway.com

MEMBERSHIP
John Potts
Bay City, Michigan
jjpotts42@gmail.com

PUBLICATIONS
     GLPA NEWSLETTER  EDITOR
Bart Benjamin
Cernan Earth and Space Center
River Grove, Illinois
bbenjami@triton.edu

     PROCEEDINGS EDITOR
Dale Smith
BGSU Planetarium
Bowling Green, Ohio
dsmith@newton.bgsu.edu

EDUCATION
Susan C. Batson
North Hills High School
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Attention all Astrophotographers

Your celestial masterpiece could appear in 
an upcoming issue of the GLPA Newsletter.

See the Editor’s Message on page 3.
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So . . . . think it’ll rain? I realize that  GLPA members span 
the globe, but for those of us in the Midwest, we’ve been 
underwater most of the spring. I know Sheldon Schafer, 
our fall conference host, had a parking garage close due to 
high water on the Illinois River! Good luck to our farmers 
as they get out into their fields a little later than usual.
 Speaking of the fall conference, by the time you 
read this message, your conference mailing will likely be 
in your mailbox. Sheldon and his crew have a wonderful 
conference planned that  will certainly “play in Peoria!” I 
hope you’ll not  only plan on attending, but  give some 
serious thought  to presenting a paper and/or poster. I’m 
sure there is something you could share with the group, 

whether it  is a new production technique, some outreach to the community, or a new way to teach an old concept in the 
dome. GLPA has a long tradition of members helping members, whether it’s the “new” fulldome technology or “old 
school.” What  we hear a lot is, “I’m not  doing anything that anyone would be interested in.” You may be surprised! Please 
consider sharing with us! As a bonus, you also get a credit on your registration!
 I am especially excited to see Dr. Michael Wysession is one of our fall speakers. Dr. Wysession is an associate 
professor of Earth and Planetary Sciences at  Washington University in St. Louis. He is also on the organizing committee 
for the writing of the Next Generation Science Standards. This is the guy who penned our section of the standards so what 
better individual to have speak to us about  the new standards than the man himself. On this same topic, we’ll get an 
update from Education Chair Sue Batson and Gary Sampson as they attended the latest  National Science Teachers 
Association meeting.
 As I was pruning a tree in my backyard just last  night, my neighbor came over to talk to me. She is an eighth 
grade teacher in the Champaign schools and evidently they have been awarded a state grant  to adapt their curricula to the 
new science standards and her group chose astronomy. They asked me for help and naturally I agreed. Like you, I always 
look forward to working with local teachers! One of her concerns, though, was with the beefed up cosmology section of 
the standards for that grade level. I had to smile and told her that our planetarium association had already seen this! Of all 
the shows in the GLPA show kit  inventory, we do not  have a cosmology show to offer. There are several scripts in the 
online script bank (which you can download if you log into the website and look under “resources”) but  no ready-to-roll 
show. Might some of our members be interested in filling that void?
 I hope all of you enjoy your summer! We’ll see if I “chicken out” on a climb to Angel’s Landing in Zion National 
Park in Utah. I just watched a video on YouTube and let’s just  say a 1,500 foot  fall into a canyon is not  on my bucket  list! 
Wish me luck!

David Leake

President’s
Message

Happy Summer Solstice! It's hard to believe that  it's been a 
year since I was collecting images of the Transit  of Venus for 
the summer newsletter. Now, in a similar move, I'm looking 
for more outstanding astrophotos for future newsletter covers 
and/or photo pages.
 So, whether you're a seasoned astrophotographer or 
just  have a few lucky shots, please send me your best  digital 
astrophotos. The photograph must be your own, must portray 
a celestial object  in the sky, but  can be taken with or without 
a telescope. Exactly if and how I use it will depend on the 
quantity and quality of all photographs I receive.
 To spur the initiative and provide an example, I’ve 
posted a collection of my own astrophotos on the cover of 
this issue. If you want to know more about my photos, turn 
to page 23 to read their captions.
 Please note that  the deadline for the autumn issue of the GLPA Newsletter is August 1, 2013. Please submit  your 
facility reports to your State Chairs by late-July. Have a wonderful summer!

Editor’s
Message

Bart
Benjamin
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Peoria’s Interplanetary 5K has 
doubled its size over the last three 
years – to 380 runners, walkers, and 
children. This was the first run from 
the new downtown Peoria Riverfront 
Museum, where the terrestrial planets 
will be permanently located along the 
Riverfront  Trail. Peoria’s Community 
Solar System is being rebuilt, centered 
on a new Sun on the plaza of the 
Riverfront  Museum, to a new, larger 
scale of 99,000,000:1. Portions of the 
new model are in place, and Jupiter 

and Saturn should be completed before the end of the 
calendar year. This summer, the new planetarium will be 
running seven days a week, showing One World, One Sky, 
Dynamic Earth, Stars Over Peoria, Perfect Little Planet, 
and a laser show from AVI. Planetarium staff members are 
already working on the GLPA conference, to be hosted by 
the Peoria Riverfront Museum from October 16 – 19, 2013. 
Please read more about this on page 14 of this newsletter.
 The William M. Staerkel Planetarium at 
Parkland College in Champaign will again offer summer 
matinees on both Tuesday afternoons and Thursday 
mornings. They will also continue Friday night programs 
with their live Summer Prairie Skies followed by Violent 
Universe. Matinees will include One World, One Sky: Big 
Bird’s Adventure, Solar System Safari, and Flight 
Adventures. Cosmic Colors will return as their weekend 
feature in August. The Goose Kaler Memorial Meteorite 
Collection is now on display in the planetarium’s lobby. It 
features samples from Canyon Diablo, Namibia, Klamath 
Falls, and Russia. The planetarium’s recent live harp 
concert and improvised concert performed on laptop 
computers were both very successful. If possible, they will 
try to offer one live concert per semester. Local children 
can now join the planetarium’s new “Galaxy Club.”
 The staff of the Cernan Earth & Space  Center at 
Triton  College  continues its ongoing project of converting 
its slide-based programs to its digital, three-screen video 
system. Eight planetarium programs have so far been 
completed, with two more nearing completion. For the 
fourth year in a row, the Cernan Center is suspending its 
weekend public shows for much of the summer, with the 
exception of two “Super Saturday” dates. This action is 
part of a campus wide cost-saving initiative by Triton 
College that runs from early June to early August. The 
Cernan Center remains open on Mondays through 
Thursdays for group shows.

STATE CHAIRS

ILLINOIS:  Bart Benjamin
   Cernan Earth and Space Center
   Triton College
   2000 Fifth Avenue
   River Grove, Illinois  60171
   (708) 456-0300, Ext. 3408
   bbenjami@triton.edu

INDIANA:   Alan Pareis
   9421 Stagecoach Drive
   Fort Wayne, Indiana  46804
   (260) 432-8786
   bellerophonii@aol.com

MICHIGAN:  Matthew Linke
   University of Michigan Plm.
   Room 4508 Museums
   1109 Geddes Avenue
   Ann Arbor, Michigan  48109
   (734) 647-1381
   mlinke@umich.edu

OHIO:   Dale Smith
   BGSU Planetarium
   Department of Physics & Astronomy
   Bowling Green State University
   Bowling Green, Ohio  43403
   (419) 372-8666
   dsmith@newton.bgsu.edu

WISCONSIN/ Jean Creighton
MINNESOTA:  Manfred Olson Planetarium
   Univ. of Wisconsin - Milwaukee
   1900 E. Kenwood Boulevard
   Milwaukee, Wisconsin  53201
   (414) 229-4961
   jcreight@uwm.edu
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The Indiana Chapter met for its annual spring meeting at the Ball State  Planetarium. Director 
Dr. Ron Kaitchuck, Assistant Director Dayna Thompson, and Brittany Shart hosted. Dr. 
Kaitchuck provided the delegates with a mini Astronomy Update. Between 35 and 40 people 
attended. Papers were presented by Chuck Bueter, Jackie Baughman, and Alan Pareis from the 
Schouweiler; Keith Turner from the Carmel High School Planetarium; and Gregg Williams from 
the Merrillville Planetarium. Dayna Thompson presented a multi-screen video production primer 
using the BSU planetarium program The Rings of Saturn and Beyond.
 The Missing Universe, an astrophysics show about  dark matter and energy, was presented 
to those wishing to stay after the day’s events. A BSU planetarium production for traditional 
Spitz star projector and R-C-L video screens, the show could be adapted for traditional slide-
based multimedia planetariums. Contact Dr. Kaitchuck if you are interested.
 Vendors also attended the state meeting, including John Hare of Ash Enterprises, Jeff 
Bowen and Mark Trotter of Bowen Technovation, Ken Miller of GOTO, and Laura Misajet  of 
Carl Zeiss Planetariums. An additional piece of vendor news is that Ken Miller has moved to 

Indianapolis. Welcome to Indiana and GLPA, Ken.
The big news for Indiana GLPA is that 2014 will see the opening of two new state of the art planetariums. During 

the business meeting, Alan Pareis shared a brief slide presentation from Mitch Lumen on the new Evansville 
Planetarium, which is now under construction and scheduled to open in early 2014. Indiana is hoping to have its spring 
2014 meeting in Evansville. Dr. Kaitchuck also made an illustrated presentation titled “The New Ball State Planetarium.” 
The planetarium is expected to be completed before GLPA hosts its annual meeting there in the fall of 2014.

The Merrillville Community Planetarium installed new projectors for their Digital Sky System in February. 
The previous projectors were installed in 2006 and replacement lamps were no longer being produced. Director Gregg 
Williams reports that “the new projectors are higher in resolution and contrast and look great!”

Chuck Bueter of bueter@nightwise.org reports that the planetarium community near South Bend will be actively 
participating in the Comet Festival (www.cometfestival.com), a celebration of Comet ISON and its uncertain outcome 
after perihelion. As part  of this Comet Festival, Dayle Brown is organizing a Comet Festival Art Exhibit  to be shown 
during the festival. The exhibit  is open to all 2-D artists. It  will be held in a downtown venue, the soon-to-be refurbished 
State Theater. Come one, come all! Contact Dayle for more information at DayleDavid@comcast.net.

Caroline Fletcher reports that the Kennedy Planetarium in South Bend recently completed a complete 
renovation. This past school year was Caroline’s first in the planetarium. Caroline attended GLPA last fall at Pittsburgh 
and discovered the value of GLPA networking, which enabled her to accomplish the renovation. She adds, “I’m loving my 
updated star ball, control system, video projectors, and lighting. I have enjoyed my first year and am looking forward to 
many more.”
 The SpaceQuest Planetarium in the Children’s Museum of Indianapolis premiered their first fulldome show in 
February, titled Flight Adventures. During the past 14 months, over 56,000 school and public visitors have been delighted 
by this show in the SpaceQuest Planetarium. As part of the NASA grant agreement, they’ve also distributed the show to 
29 U.S. planetariums, to numerous planetariums in India and Mexico (with possible venues in Australia and Egypt) and 
the narration has been translated to Hindi and Spanish. The Children’s Museum of Indianapolis has a new staff member – 
astronaut and Indiana native Dr. David Wolf, who is the first Extraordinary Scientist-in-Residence! One of his priorities is 
to share the extensive Indiana state heritage of space and NASA connections, which includes Mercury, Gemini, and 
Apollo missions. Dr. Wolf is very inspired about  the STEM/STEAM focus already in place at  The Children’s Museum. 
“This will be an incredible opportunity to help young people think in different ways that  are applicable to all problem-
solving,” he said. He will also bring new ideas for immersive ideas for the planetarium. SpaceQuest was part  of an “out-
of-the-box” event in February. The museum hosted the first “Adult Swim,” an evening for adults only…. no children! An 
original live show was created specifically for the evening, titled Planetarium Mash-Up. The 16-minute show included 
short  animations and video clips, with brief descriptions synced to an original music track. It  was so popular that  two extra 
shows were added at the end of the evening to accommodate the huge demand. All eight shows were at capacity and the 
committee has already asked us to be part of Adult Swim II in the winter of 2014!

The Edward Clark Schouweiler Memorial  Planetarium  at  the University of Saint  Francis in Fort  Wayne has 
nearly completed its production of SEPA’s The Planets. The planetarium’s staff has been working on and off for a couple 
of years on this show, now slated for premiere during Fort Wayne’s annual Three Rivers Festival in July. The Planets is 
narrated by Kate Mulgrew, who was Captain Janeway in Star Trek Voyager. It  was originally produced as a fulldome show 
with about 40 additional supplemental slides. Schouweiler producer Alan Pareis and Technician Chris Highlen expect 
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their version to make full use of the planetarium’s Spitz A4, and have 100 additional slides and several 
additional NASA video clips.
 Indiana’s own planetarium design house and vendor, Bowen Technovation in Indianapolis, 
continues to be active with projects around the globe. Phase One of their work for the NASA Glenn Center 
project is complete and Phase Two is underway. Bowen was also involved with the Peoria Riverfront 
Museum, which encompasses 30,000 square feet of exhibits. GLPA conference attendees this fall will get to 
see the new exhibit  work that Bowen did for the Riverfront  Museum. Bowen also participated in their first 

ever sponsorship and exhibiting at  the American Astronomical Society (AAS) conference in June, which was held in 
Indianapolis.

Please note that Michigan has a new State  Chair – Matthew Linke  from the 
University of Michigan Planetarium in Ann Arbor.
 The Longway Planetarium will be showing their new production How I 
Wonder, a show based on questions that children have asked over the years. Also 
playing by popular demand will be Off the Beaten Orbit, a show about the solar system 
that talks about everything but the planets. Summer will also see the planetarium 
buzzing with activity as summer camps and classes kick into full swing.
 The Eastern  Michigan University Planetarium began a modest  schedule of 
alternate Friday public shows in February featuring Stars with a preface of Seasonal 
Stargazing followed by a night sky tour. More recently, the planetarium switched to a 
summer schedule which features Galileo: Power of the Telescope, Seasonal Stargazing, 
an encore of Stars, plus Saturday matinees of The Little Star That Could followed by a 
feature for adults. Looking ahead, the planetarium will switch back to a fall schedule 

that will coincide with campus classes and inbound Comet ISON. The comet will no doubt  stir much public interest! 
Sherzer Observatory will receive much needed roof reconstruction in May, getting new shingles and a smooth patio block 
observing deck to replace the previous ballast  tiles. Twenty-three years of heavy use and weathering atop the building 

have taken their toll. Newly 
pa in ted ra i l ings , t e lescope 
repositioning, equipment  upgrades 
which  include  deck-mounted 
Celestron GoTo telescopes, H-
alpha filters, and more will 
enhance the experience for 
planetarium visitors. The 10-inch 
apochromatic refractor remains 
the primary instrument  but the 
secondary dome will feature a 
control-room-driven Celestron 
9.25" Edge HD SCT for digital 
imaging. The control room is also 
home to a show-render ing 
computer for the planetarium.
 The Univers i ty o f 
Michigan’s Museum of Natural 
History Planetarium  is now 
playing the fulldome movie Stars 
to Starfish, which makes a 
comparison between exploring the 
universe and the Earth’s oceans. 

Cosmic Colors returns by popular demand as well as the ever popular live star talks. Planetarium use in 2012-2013 will 
break attendance figures for the past two years. An NSF-funded short  demo on Dark Matter and its role in the early 
formation of the Milky Way has been completed and is in Switzerland, being reviewed by the SCISS team before being 
released to Uniview domes world-wide. This is based on the work of Dr. Monica Valluri at U-M and her colleagues in two 

Group photograph from the Michigan State Meeting, taken by Dale Smith.
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Ohio planetarians gathered for their 2013 spring meeting in Dayton on April 27. Co-hosts 
were Cheri Adams of the Boonshoft Museum and Scott  Oldfield of Vandalia’s Smith Middle 
School. During the morning session at Boonshoft, Cheri and team showed several of the 
fulldome teaching modules they have developed since installing a Digistar 4 system last  year. 
One of the modules featured a Jeopardy-style set of astronomical questions that  gave those in 
attendance a chance to show how much (or little!) they knew. After lunch at a restaurant 
between sites, the afternoon session in Vandalia showcased several teaching lessons Scott  has 
developed using his video projectors and venerable 1969 Viewlex/GOTO Venus opto-
mechanical star projector. Scott also showed the planet  walk he has installed on the school 
grounds with disks stretching from the Sun to Neptune and beyond. In the paper session, Dale 
Smith described a museum archiving project he recently completed and Adam Leis described 
a website he plans to develop on astronomical clocks.

Recently the Cleveland Regional Association of Planetariums  met at  the new Observatory Park in Geauga 
County for a tour of this vast facility. Hosts Wayne Kriynovich and Chris Montrek not only put  their 30-foot digital 
planetarium through its extensive display capabilities, but  they opened all the facility buildings for inspection including 
the Nassau Observatory, which houses the former Warner & Swasey observatory telescope. The Geauga Observatory Park 
is located in one of the few dark sky locations in Ohio and consists of more than 1,000 acres of rural land. It is a site that 
all astronomy buffs should try to visit.

Photographs of Nassau Observatory taken by Wes Orloff.

countries. Nearing completion is another Dark Matter demo based on work by U-M professor of physics, 
Kathryn Zurek. This will be made more widely available as it was constructed in the U-M 3-D Lab. It 
examines several ways that  Dark Matter could be detected. In the works are demos on plate tectonics and a 
mathematical modeling project  to start in August. In other news, Andrew Merriell & Associates won the 
contract as the museum planners for the museum project. The architect of record has been hired, and the 

construction architect will soon be too. The staff officially began the “planning process” in May, and it is scheduled to be 
completed this fall. After that will come the architectural planning before the project moves on to the approval stage.



Introducing the Global Immersion Projector Lamp 
Replacement Program; a tailored service for the 
planetarium market where we take the hassle 
out of procuring, purchasing and budgeting for 
your projector lamps. The result? The very best 
prices, the broadest selection and the only lamp 
program in the market built around your needs. 

Contact us today for your free consultation - then 
enjoy the benefits of us saving you money and 
raising the performance of your planetarium.

Extensive selection for most digital  
projector brands & models

Choose original equipment (OEM)  
or OEM equivalent lamps at up to  
50% less than MSRP OEM prices

Payment only on receipt of your lamp

Lamp warranty begins at installation

Guaranteed availability

And many more exciting perks...

projector lamps.
not the most exciting things  
are they?

(well, not until we came along)

LOS ANGELES  LONDON  NEW YORK  SHANGHAI  STOCKHOLM  ORLANDO  EDINBURGH  HONG KONG  MINNEAPOLIS  DUBAI

 a division of

info@globalimmersion.com      www.globalimmersion.com
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 Two veterans are retiring at  the Shaker Heights High School Planetarium. First  is Gene Zajac, 
who has led the planetarium with his inimitable blend of style and substance for the past  24 years, following 
inaugural director Dave Sanford. Second to retire is the Spitz A4, installed in 1970, just  a couple years before 
Gene began teaching in the Shaker schools. Replacing the A4 will be Spitz’s SciDome Touch HD Digital 
Projection System. Gene’s spring public show highlighted many recent  and historic astronomy events, 
including the Curiosity landing on Mars, the likely discovery of the Higgs boson, and the legacy of Neil 

Armstrong. Gene and colleague Bryan Child developed a well-received “states of matter” program that  matched new state 
standards and compared resources in different environments in the solar system, for example nitrogen as gas on Earth and 
as ice on Triton. As Gene now moves to Put-in-Bay (South Bass Island in Lake Erie), he will be teaching the public about 
the night sky on not one. . . not two. . . not three. . . but four islands. Lucky indeed will be these Lake Erie islanders!

Back on the mainland, as the Bowling Green  State  University Planetarium prepares for installation of its own 
Spitz SciDome, Director Dale Smith has been running a retrospective of traditional shows from the planetarium’s first 
decade of operation from 1984 to the mid-90s.

Group photograph from the Ohio 
State Meeting, taken by Dale 
Smith and Adam Leis.

Late in April, the Charles Horwitz Planetarium, in Waukesha, 
Wisconsin teamed up with the Pewaukee Astronomical Society to 
present  the visual displays for the Wisconsin Philharmonic Symphony 
Orchestra’s performance of Gustav Holst’s “The Planets.” Also this 
spring, the CH Planetarium became the presentation arena for 
Waukesha High School’s astronomy course projects. These astronomy 
courses are new for their school district, and the planetarium has 
become a major player in the course curriculum.
 This summer, the Soref Planetarium will play National 
Geographic’s Wildest Weather in the Solar System 3D and Adler 
Planetarium’s One World, One Sky. The staff continues its work on a 
show about  the Ice Cube Observatory buried below the ice at the South 

Pole. This show will open in the late-autumn of 2013.
The University of Wisconsin - La Crosse  Planetarium will conduct two summer classes for the Young Scholars 

program in July. They are Solar System Astronomy and Stars and Galaxies.
 The University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee Planetarium will present Lunar Light for the general public 

on Friday nights this summer, along with College for Kids classes (K4-12), and teacher professional development 
workshops.



B U L L E T I N  B O A R D

PRESENT A PAPER OR POSTER

Please consider presenting a paper or poster at this 
year’s conference. There’s always room for more 
poster papers! Many of us think that what we do 
in our domes is nothing new or special, and 
nobody will want to hear about it. Not true! Every 
planetarium is unique, and what you consider a 
routine way of presenting programs, working with 
students and visitors or using your particular 
system, may give the rest of us a new way to look 
at things and new ideas. Plus, we have new 
members joining us and starting out with their 
planetarium every year. This is what makes a 
GLPA conference great. Please share your 
experiences with the rest of us!
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WHERE ARE THEY NOW?

On page 16 of the Autumn, 2012 GLPA 
Newsletter, Gary  Tomlinson wrote a nice article 
that featured GLPA Founding Father Von Del 
Chamberlain, where he is, and what he is doing 
these days. If you know of another planetarian 
who was once active in the organization and is 
now either retired or in another field, please 
consider writing a short article similar to Gary’s. 
You may also write a short article about yourself 
and what you’ve been doing since retiring or 
leaving the planetarium profession.

With member participation, we could offer 
a regular “Where Are They Now” column in the 
newsletter. It’s entirely up to you! Please send any 
such articles to Newsletter Editor Bart Benjamin.

2013 GLPA CONFERENCE UPDATE

Planetarium staff members are already  working on the GLPA conference, to be 
hosted by the Peoria Riverfront Museum from October 16 – 19, 2013. The museum 
will be hosting co-conferences; along with GLPA will be the Illinois Association of 
Museums. Between the two conferences, nearly 350 delegates will be in 
attendance. Wednesday  evening will feature an all museum gala, showcasing all of 
the museum galleries, the new digital Giant Screen Theater (both 4:3 and 16:9 with 
a changing lens system by Global Immersion), the Zeiss Powerdome Planetarium 
(40-foot, 186 degree Astro-Tec dome), and finishing up with Karaoke under the 
Stars and hospitality suite in The Dome. The Sheraton Four-Points a few blocks 
away will be the conference hotel. Both conferences will share the 12,000 square 
foot vendor hall and meeting spaces. Most meals will be held in the vendor hall, 
and paper sessions for both conferences will be in meeting rooms adjacent to the 
vendor hall. If you haven’t received your conference packet by the summer 
solstice, please go to the GLPA website or e-mail Conference Host Sheldon Schafer 
at sschafer@peoriariverfrontmuseum.org.
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Discover the Legend Written in the Stars...

A New Fulldome Show From Evans & Sutherland Digital Theater Productions
and the eugenides foundation planetarium

Narrated by 

Terry O’Quinn



GLPA CONFERENCE SCHOLARSHIP

If you would like to attend this fall’s GLPA 
conference but cannot afford it, please consider 
applying for GLPA’s Conference Scholarship.
 Successful applicants will receive a free 
conference registration and meal package. For 
complete details, please read the Conference 
Scholarship  eligibility, expectations, application 
instructions, and criteria, which are printed on 
page 25 of this newsletter and on GLPA’s 
Conference webpage at www.glpaweb.org/
conference.
 To apply, please print out the Conference 
Scholarship Application (GLPA-Scholarship-
Form.pdf) on that same web page and return it to 
GLPA Membership Chair John Potts.
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WHAT DO YOU GET OUT OF 
ATTENDING A GLPA CONFERENCE?

Gary Tomlinson

In this day of reduced budgets and increased fiscal 
scrutiny, administrators often require written 
justification to allow release time for conference 
attendance. To assist members in communicating 
such justification, GLPA has compiled “Top 10 
Reasons to Attend a GLPA Conference.” It can be 
found at www.glpaweb.org/conferenceattend. 

The “Top 10” is a two-page document 
designed to be cut and pasted into a personalized 
e-mail or memo, presented in its entirety, or 
linked to via the above URL.

In addition to the justifications presented 
in the document, keep in mind that presenting a 
paper, poster, or workshop at a conference is often 
viewed favorably by home institutions.

ASTRONOMY LITERACY:
ESSENTIAL CONCEPTS FOR A K-12 CURRICULUM

Gary Tomlinson

As you may recall, at  a previous GLPA business meeting, our members approved this position statement with 
the stipulation that the GLPA National Standards Committee (NSC) could make minor changes and then 
bring it back to membership for an acceptance vote. During the past few months, the NSC, in consultation 
with our regional partners, has made some changes. The most important change was to identify those 
concepts that could best be done in a planetarium (thanks to Spitz for use of the identifying graphic) along 
with some minor updates. Therefore, membership will be asked to approve those changes this fall. You may 
view the updated document at www.glpaweb.org/k12concepts. The next step is to align this position 
statement with the Next Generation Science Standards that just came out in the spring.

B U L L E T I N  B O A R D Summer Solstice, 2013

FULLDOME DATABASE NEWSLETTER

The Fulldome Database recently launched its own newsletter to provide information about fulldome 
technologies, as well as fulldome shows, events, and news. To sign up or receive more information, please 
visit their website at www.fddb.org.
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2012 GLPA CONFERENCE VIDEO 
STILL AVAILABLE

At the last GLPA conference in Pittsburgh, GLPA 
member Tom Dobes manned an impressive 
collection of video streaming and recording 
equipment throughout the conference. He 
recorded most of the paper sessions and invited 
speakers, as well as GLPA’s Annual Business 
Meeting. These video recordings are still available 
for viewing on the GLPA Ustream channel. For 
more information and complete instructions, 
please visit www.glpaweb.org/conf-video.
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KEN MILLER RELOCATES TO 
INDIANA

After many years in Hawaii, first with Bishop 
Museum Planetarium and then with GOTO INC, 
Ken Miller has relocated to the GLPA region. To 
better serve mainland U.S. planetarians by sharing 
a “reasonable” time zone and to visit more 
Midwest clients more frequently, he has moved to 
Indiana. Ken says this also allows him to better 
reach GOTO’s expanding European customer 
base without too much wear and tear on the body 
and brain. He’ll also be just an hour away from 
the new CHRONOS II HYBRID going into Ball 
State next year, and he looks forward to having a 
“showroom” nearby. Welcome to the region, Ken!

PREVIEW OF TWO NEW INDIANA PLANETARIUMS

Mitch Luman reports that  the Evansville Museum’s new planetarium, scheduled to open in 
early 2014, recently inflated a 50-foot membrane and for a brief time they became the 
world’s largest  inflatable planetarium. Over a period of two weeks in May, the membrane 
was stiffened with foam and concrete to form the structure for the outer dome for the 
theater. When complete, the 40-foot, tilted dome planetarium will house a DLP instructional 
video projector, interactive audience participation devices, distance learning capabilities and 
a 10,000-watt sound system. The planetarium will be equipped with an Evans and 
Sutherland Digistar 5 system and two high-contrast JVC projectors with auto-align 
capability. The prime technology contract for the theater has been awarded to Bowen 
Technovation of Indianapolis. The Koch Immersive Theater will present space and 
astronomy programs, science documentaries as well as traditional planetarium shows. 
Evansville has agreed to host next year’s Indiana state meeting.

Dr. Ron Kaitchuck reports that Ball State University has awarded contracts for the 
construction of its new planetarium. This facility will have a 16-meter (52-foot) diameter 
dome with a hybrid star projector consisting of a GOTO Chronos II optical-mechanical 
projector and a RSA Cosmos digital projector. There will be two 4K JVC digital projectors, 
140 seats, 5.1 surround-sound audio, and LED cove lighting. Ash Enterprises International 
is the project contractor. This facility is expected to open in the fall of 2014.

B U L L E T I N  B O A R D Summer Solstice, 2013
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Cosmic Colors: An Adventure Along the Spectrum is a dynamic new  planetarium show  from the Great Lakes 
Planetarium Association (GLPA) that will take you on a wondrous journey across the entire electromagnetic 
spectrum. Get ready for an amazing adventure under a rainbow of cosmic light!
  31 minutes in length   Target audience: 5th grade and up

Ordering information:
FULLDOME VERSION: $300 for a full dome masters at 4K x 4K   (need 1 TB hard drive)

$250 for full dome masters at 2K x 2K      (need 500 GB hard drive)
$200 for full dome masters at 1K x 1K      (need 100 GB hard drive)

For FullDome versions, each planetarium must ship an appropriate hard drive to GLPA. Show  encoding is the 
responsibility of each planetarium.
TRADITIONAL VERSION: $100 for traditional version with two discs -- a playable Cosmic Colors show DVD 
and a DVD data disc containing all-sky images, digital JPEG images, audio tracks, flattened video scenes, 
teacher guides, and documentation.

Order Cosmic Colors through the GLPA Online Store at www.glpaweb.org/online-store.

Cosmic  Co lors
An Adventure  Along  the  Spec trum
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A R T I C L E S
UPDATE ON THE NEXT GENERATION OF SCIENCE STANDARDS

By Gary Sampson

On April 10-13, GLPA sponsored Education Chair Sue Batson and myself as delegates to the National Science 
Teachers Association (NSTA) conference in San Antonio, Texas. The conference theme was “Next Generation 
Science: Learning, Literacy, and Living.” The conference drew more than 8,000 delegates and featured more 
than 1,000 sessions, with the major focus on the Next Generation of Science Standards (NGSS). Over a three-
day period, Sue and I participated in 14 NGSS sessions. Also during the conference, I was involved with several 
sessions as a newly-appointed member of the NSTA Informal Science Education Committee.

For Sue and myself, the most valuable session was given by Dr. Michael Wysession, the lead author of 
the Earth and Space Science component of the NGSS. Wysession’s major focus is Earth science literacy and his 
work with the NGSS drew strongly on the Earth Science Literacy Principles (ESLP). The ESLP were written 
with direct input from 350 Earth scientists and educators and can be accessed at www.earthscienceliteracy.org. 

Wysession and his team designed the NGSS Earth and Space Science component with three Big Ideas:

 Earth’s Place in the Universe
 Earth’s Systems
 Earth and Human Activity

 Wysession stated that, at  the high school level, the amount of NGSS material in Earth and space science 
is roughly equal to the amount of chemistry  and physics combined. He indicated that “the lines between 
biology, chemistry, and physics are becoming blurred; there is more emphasis on interdisciplinary studies.” He 
maintains that Earth science should be a “capstone” course at the high school level, integrating knowledge and 
practices from biology, chemistry, and physics to investigate Earth-related issues.

Implications for the Planetarium  The NGSS represent a radical change from how science has been taught. 
Instead of focusing on memorization of content, the NGSS formulates performance expectations that include 
scientific and engineering practices, disciplinary core ideas (formerly known as content), and crosscutting 
concepts. Although it may  appear that there is less astronomy in the NGSS than was present in previous science 
standards, there is a great deal of flexibility as to how and where science can be taught. I questioned Dr. 
Wysession as to how informal science could take advantage of the NGSS. He agreed that the NGSS provides 
more opportunities for science in informal settings (such as the planetarium).

The concept that the NGSS can provide more opportunities for informal science education was further 
strengthened at a session given by Dr. David Heil, best known as the host of Newton’s Apple on public 
television. Dr. Heil’s presentation was titled “Stretching Our Collective Science and Engineering Wings through 
Community-Based Resources.” He maintained that the scientific and engineering practices inherent in the 
NGSS “often happen in environments that are beyond school settings.” These practices include:

1. Asking questions and defining problems
2. Developing and using models
3. Planning and carrying out investigations
4. Analyzing and interpreting data
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5. Using mathematics and information technology
6. Developing explanations and designing solutions
7. Engaging in argument
8. Obtaining, evaluating, and communicating information

 Heil listed and discussed 15 community resources (including planetariums) that could be involved with 
informal science education through the NGSS.

Adoption of the NGSS  The final NGSS were released just before the NSTA conference. At a town hall 
meeting, Dr. Stephen Pruitt emphasized that the NGSS are not  curriculum; rather that they provide performance 
expectations that can be assessed. Pruitt is Vice President of Achieve, Inc., which is the developer of the NGSS. 
He also emphasized that the NGSS will be adopted state-by-state, and that currently most states are also in the 
process of adopting the Common Core State Standards in Mathematics and Language Arts. The presenters at the 
NGSS sessions cautioned that these new Standards should not be hastily put in place by  states; it will be a 
gradual process and it will involve a great deal of curriculum development, teacher in-service, and assessment 
strategies. But, by  being proactive, planetariums can be involved with many facets of the NGSS as they are 
adopted.

Follow-up Opportunities  It is important to note that Dr. Wysession will give an invited talk at this fall’s 
GLPA conference, so there will be an opportunity to hear “first-hand” how the NGSS were developed. Also, 
Sue Batson and I will present an NGSS workshop at the conference. The NGSS can be downloaded at 
www.nextgenscience.org. For NSTA members, the NSTA Learning Center provides a number of web seminars 
related to the NGSS. The link for these web seminars is learningcenter.nsta.org/products/
web_seminar_archive_sponsor.aspx?oage=ngss. Also, if there is sufficient interest, GLPA is considering 
synchronous or asynchronous online web seminars related to the NGSS.
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KEY TO COVER PHOTOGRAPHS

Montage  of the  May 10, 1994 annular solar eclipse.  Images were taken between 11:50 a.m. and 12:05 p.m. CDT 
from the Lake of the Woods County Park near Mahomet, Illinois. Photos were taken with a Nikon FM2 camera 
equipped with a 600mm (E.F.L.) lens and Thousand Oaks solar filter.

M6, M7, and the Milky Way.  Photo was taken from Kitt Peak, Arizona in April, 1986 with a Pentax SP-1000 camera 
mounted on a tripod with a Purus clock drive unit.

July 11, 1991 Total Solar Eclipse.  Photo was taken from La Paz, Baja California Sur, Mexico with a Nikon FM2 
camera equipped with a 600mm (E.F.L.) lens.

Halley’s Comet.  Photo was taken from Kitt  Peak, Arizona in April, 1986 with a Pentax SP-1000 camera mounted on 
a tripod with a Purus clock drive unit.

Saturn on May 8, 2007.  Photo was created from stacked video frames obtained with an AVA PlanetCam attached to a 
Questar 3.5” telescope and recorded onto a Sony Hi8 camcorder.

Star Trails over Kitt Peak.  Photo shows Scorpius rising, with the planet  Saturn just to the left  of Antares. Photo was 
taken from Kitt Peak, Arizona in April, 1986 with a Pentax SP-1000 camera.

Montage  of the June  5, 2012 Transit of Venus.  Each image was created from stacked video frames obtained with an 
AVA PlanetCam attached to a Questar 3.5” telescope with a Questar full aperture solar filter and digitally recorded.
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GLPA Conference Scholarship
1. Who is eligible?

• An applicant must be employed currently  at a planetarium or recently have been involved with an 
active planetarium. Planetarians who have been laid off recently are eligible.

• An applicant must have been a member of GLPA for at least five years and be unable to attend the 
GLPA conference without financial assistance.

• The application should come directly from the individual who desires the scholarship. A letter from 
the applicant’s supervisor (if employed) detailing the financial need should be included or sent 
separately, if possible. A signed statement from the applicant  must be included stating that the 
applicant could not attend the conference without the scholarship.

• Successful applicants will receive a waiver of conference registration and meal package for the 
annual fall conference held in the year the application is made. Hotel and transportation costs must 
be covered by the applicant.

• Funds cannot be used to support vendor expenses, including registration.

2. Expectations of successful applicants:
• Successful applicants must attend all parts of the fall conference held in the year the application was 

submitted (i.e. they should not go for only one day or wait to attend until the next year).
• Applicants are expected to serve GLPA in some matter, for example presenting a poster/paper at  the 

conference, working on a GLPA project, assisting the conference host, etc. (See
       www.glpaweb.org/get-involved for ideas).

• The successful applicant must meet all deadlines, as applicable, for the scholarship application, 
conference registration, or a paper/poster submission.

3. How to apply:
• Applicants should submit the application and a letter from their supervisor (if applicable) 

electronically to the GLPA Membership Chair by  September 1. The application form will be 
available on the GLPA website.

• Potential recipients should consider applying as soon as conference materials are available.
• Priority will be given to first-time applicants.
• All applicants will be advised via e-mail of the receipt of materials with decisions being made by 

September 15. Applications that arrive before September 1 will receive full consideration. After 
September 1, awards will be made at the discretion of the scholarship committee and contingent 
upon availability  of funds. An applicant should wait to register for the conference until he/she is 
notified that he/she has received the scholarship.

4. Criteria - the scholarship committee will judge applicants on:

a) Financial need (as discussed in the application). Note: a letter from your supervisor, though not 
required, is beneficial.

b) Potential benefits to the applicant and to GLPA.
c) Ways the applicant currently networks with other planetarians.
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★ The cover story by John Soroka from the Waverly Planetarium in Waverly, Michigan was titled “Planetarium 
Program for the Hard-of-Hearing.” It describes his use of a low-power radio transmitter to create a wireless 
headset for hearing-impaired students. Students using this were able to adjust the audio volume of the audio 
signal, which could come from a variety of audio sources, including tape decks and microphones.

★ Another article by Ken Perkins, then Planetarium Director in Vandalia, Ohio, was titled “Two Dozen Pointers 
on the Planetarium Dome.” He described the modification of two-cell flashlights to create dim, red flashlights 
suited for planetarium use. With these modifications, each flashlight was able to project  a well-defined red spot, 
which students used as pointers to answer sky identification questions posed to them by the show operator.

★ A news note announced that many  members of GLPA planned to travel to the western coast of Africa to view 
the June 30, 1973 total solar eclipse, which offered 7 minutes, 4 seconds of totality  and was one of the longest 
total solar eclipses of the 20th Century. A group  of 25 people from Elgin, Illinois and about a dozen people from 
western Michigan planned to observe the eclipse from the deck of the SS Canberra off the coast of Mauritania. 
Observing reports and experiences were shared at the 1973 GLPA conference in Grand Rapids. [Ed. Legendary 
Solar Saros 136 not  only produced this long eclipse, but the slightly  shorter eclipses of July 11, 1991 (Hawaii 
and Mexico), July 22, 2009 (China and Southeast Asia), and the upcoming eclipse on August 2, 2027 (northern 
Africa)].

★ The October 25-27, 1973 conference in Grand Rapids, Michigan was briefly described. Highlights included 
tours, workshops, and inspection of the many astronomical facilities concentrated in the West Michigan area, a 
Spitz lecture by Dr. George Pitluga, Thursday workshops, Gadget Sessions, and a Saturday Education Session.
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VOLUME VIII, NUMBER 2 SUMMER SOLSTICE, 1973
(10 pages in length)

GLPA’s 24th newsletter and the first issue of 1973 contained the 
following articles and columns:



★ Newsletter Editor Bart Benjamin mentioned to readers that they should have received a special mailing of a 
“State of the Planetarium” questionnaire that was developed in response to reports suggesting that planetariums 
in our region were increasingly being threatened with budget cutbacks, staff cutbacks, or outright closure. 
Results of this survey were to be presented at GLPA’s next fall conference in Dayton, Ohio. [Ed. The results of 
this survey were indeed presented at the 1993 Dayton conference, and they appeared on page 28 of the 1993 
GLPA Conference Proceedings].

★ On the same subject, President Dale Smith offered the following quote: “In this time of special federal 
emphasis on reversing the poor science performance of American students, your planetarium is a leader. Your 
students are learning what many others should be learning, but are not. The vast majority of what you teach in 
the planetarium, whether in daytime classes or in public programs, cannot be taught in a regular classroom. The 
material taught in the planetarium is not ‘peripheral fluff,’ but is the very central stuff that has compelled the 
human race to look skyward since the beginning, to invent mythologies to explain the world, and to explore the 
universe and our place in it. A child deprived of this, and the sense of wonder and understanding it evokes, has 
lost access to an irreplaceable part of human knowledge.”

★ In a Bulletin Board notice titled “How to Help GLPA” came a suggestions that “you can help GLPA by 
volunteering your talents. You don’t  have to be an Executive Committee member to make valuable 
contributions to the organization. Write an article for the newsletter, give a paper at the conference, host a state 
meeting, or volunteer to help one of the many standing committees of your association. GLPA can always use 
more people like you helping out. That way, we can do even more for our members.” [Ed. Twenty years later, 
this is still true. For more information, please visit www.glpaweb.org/get-involved].

★ In the GLPA Newsletter masthead, the GLPA regular membership  dues were given as $20, payable at the time 
of the Autumnal Equinox. [Ed. Twenty  years later, our regular membership dues remain at $20. Actually, these 
dues were last  increased in the fall of 1989. This low cost of membership is largely because of growing vendor 
support for GLPA, which has enabled the organization to provide more services for members without having to 
raise dues].
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VOLUME XXVIII, NUMBER 2 SUMMER SOLSTICE, 1993
(12 pages in length)

GLPA’s 100th newsletter and the second issue of 1993 contained the 
following articles and columns:
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GLPA Executive Committee Meeting

Michigan State University
East Lansing, Michigan

April 13, 2013

Present:  David Leake, Garry Beckstrom, Jeanne Bishop, John French, John Potts, Bart Benjamin, Gary 
Tomlinson, Geoff Holt, Bob Bonadurer, Dale Smith, Janet Beckstrom, Cheri Adams, John Schroer (via phone), 
Sheldon Schafer (via Skype)

Call to Order:  The meeting was called to order by President David Leake at 9:21 a.m. Dave thanked John 
French for hosting the meeting.

Secretary’s Report:  The minutes of the last Executive Committee meeting, held at the North Hills Junior High 
School in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania on October 24, 2012 had been printed in the Winter Solstice 2012 GLPA 
Newsletter and e-mailed. No revisions were made. Jeanne Bishop moved that the minutes be approved. The 
motion was seconded by Geoff Holt and carried.

Treasurer’s Report:  Secretary/Treasurer John French presented the Financial Report, which was then 
discussed. As of April 12, 2013, the current balance of GLPA’s accounts are:
Checking  $12,199.93
Savings   $56,428.09
PayPal   $2,634.29
Image Bank  $6,081.20
Instructional Materials $423.98
Gift Shop  $184.60
Total cash assets $77,952.09

A discussion followed regarding the reporting of revenue and expenses for the Fall 2012 Conference. When John 
French receives the final report from Sue Batson, he will compile an up-to-date financial report.
 John French has an April 29th appointment with a CPA to perform a Compilation Audit for GLPA as 
recommended by the CPA. At that time he will  also address the questions regarding 501(c)(3) qualifications. Geoff 
Holt has not utilized the Instructional Materials for years and will  close out the account from his school and work 
with the Treasurer whenever revenue would be generated and/or expenses incurred. Bart Benjamin will, on a trial 
basis, work with John French to deposit advertising revenue through a local credit union. This will also be an 
option for depositing revenue for the Membership Chair and Registrar.
 The Executive Committee had approved 10 scholarships for the 2012 Fall Conference. Five members 
had applied for and were awarded 2012 conference scholarships. Garry Beckstrom moved that GLPA approve 10 
scholarships for the 2013 Fall  Conference. The motion was seconded by Geoff Holt and carried. The budget will 
be amended to include 10 conference scholarships. Bart will publish a newsletter article regarding conference 
scholarships.
 John French will create a new budget and check with the CPA as to what format it should take.
 Gary Tomlinson led a discussion on the conference financial report. Now the Registrar and website will  be 
receiving the funds for the conference, not the host, as historically been the case. Dialogue ensued regarding 
expenses incurred by the host. John French will check into hotel rewards programs for hotel stays.

President’s Report:  President David Leake reminded everyone that June 1st is the deadline this year for the 
Galileo and Mentor Awards. That deadline will  change to the Vernal Equinox next year. David recognized and 
thanked Jeanne Bishop for her work on developing the criteria for the Mentor Award and newsletter article. Gary 
Tomlinson lead a discussion that a member had brought to him about the awards members can receive. David will 
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The International Planetarium Society (IPS) is the largest organization of professional 
planetarians in the world. It is comprised of members from all over the globe. GLPA is 
an affiliate of this prestigious organization. If you are not a member of IPS, you should 
consider becoming a member! Why?

Because IPS serves its members with . . .
• its full-color quarterly journal, Planetarian, filled with a wide range of articles
• its biennial conferences
• Proceedings of each IPS conference
• free publications, including the Directory of the World’s Planetariums and

 the IPS Resource Directory
• access to resources found only in the members section of the IPS website
• access to the IPS News listserv
• networking on all scales, from local to global

See more on the IPS web site:  www.ips-planetarium.org

IPS dues are only $65 a year, or two years for $100. Other levels of membership are 
also available at Institutional and Corporate levels. For more information or to join 
IPS, please contact:

Shawn Laatsch, IPS Treasurer
P. O. Box 4451
Hilo, HI  96720  USA
Phone: +1 (808) 969-9735
Fax: +1 (808) 969-9748 
E-mail: slaatsch@imiloahawaii.org

http://www.ips-planetarium.org
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check with other regions and see if they offer any other awards. David shared that no additional  information or 
proposal has been provided to the Executive Committee by members that are interested in GLPA subsidizing the 
cost for a consultant to hold a facility evaluation workshop at the fall  conference. David requested Executive 
Committee members provide him with PowerPoint slides ahead of time for Business Meetings at the fall 
conference.

President-Elect’s Report:  President-Elect Garry Beckstrom reported on the Nomination Committee’s progress. 
Serving on the Nomination Committee was Waylena McCully (Illinois), Jon Marshall  (Ohio), Cheri  Adams (Ohio), 
Alan Pareis (Indiana) and Garry chaired the committee. The slate of candidates has not yet been finalized.
 Garry gave a History Report commenting that he has made a list of everything he has. Except for physical  
items, all  other items will eventually be digitized. Summaries of conferences are currently on the website and 
Garry would like to have other interesting items also available online. Francine Jackson has researched the 
location of all of Don Tuttle’s quilts.

2013 Fall Conference Report:  2013 Conference Host Sheldon Schafer gave his report by Skype. He reviewed 
his proposed conference agenda and budget and discussed each in detail. Sheldon will  provide Geoff with online 
registration forms previous to mailing them out. John Potts will provide mailing labels to Sheldon for members and 
vendors in early May.
 
Past President’s Report:  Past President John Schroer reported by phone. He deferred to Gary Tomlinson to 
report on the Handbook updates. The new version of the Handbook has been posted online and Gary thanked 
Bart for posting those. In the discussion that followed, Geoff Holt noted that everyone will  have access to the most 
recent version of the Handbook and it will be accessible to all.

Secretary/Treasurer Non-Financial Report:  Secretary/Treasurer John French requested that all Executive 
Committee members verify the accuracy of their online contact information. Geoff Holt has established the ability 
for Executive Committee members to make motions and record votes cast online. The voting procedures are 
outlined in the Handbook.

IPS Report: IPS Representative Jeanne Bishop reported that in August IPS Council members will be voting for 
the 2016 IPS Conference site. She requested that GLPA members express their opinions about their preference 
of a site. Of the few members who responded, Jeanne said Krakow/Warsaw was their first choice. Geoff can set 
up a poll for Jeanne to again inquire as to the preference of GLPA members. Jeanne is a member of the IPS 
Awards Committee and is soliciting nominees for IPS Fellows, Honor, Service, and Technology Awards. 
Approximately one-third of GLPA members are also IPS members.

Membership Report:  Membership Committee Chair John Potts reported a dozen new and renewing members 
have joined GLPA since the fall conference. Regarding a new membership brochure, John will  consolidate 
previously made suggestions when he produces the brochure.

Development Report:  Development Committee Chair Bob Bonadurer distributed the 2013 vendor chart along 
with past years’ information. Bob predicts that there will be approximately six hours of vendor time at the fall 
conference.

Publications Report:  Publications Chair Bart Benjamin expressed his appreciation of the website work done by 
Geoff Holt and Tom Dobes. Their efforts have streamlined the process for him and for his work with Dale Smith. 
Bart also thanked Dale for his work over the previous 23 years of printing and mailing the newsletter that began 
with the 1990 Autumn issue. $3,755 is the revenue generated by newsletter advertising, occupying 12.5 pages. 
The next Conference Proceedings will be the 26th produced by Dale Smith of the 30 GLPA Conference 
Proceedings. Bart led a discussion regarding future fall  conference-produced video. Bart will notify membership 
through the newsletter that there will be live streaming of the fall  conference and then archived on the website. 
With the 2013 Summer Solstice edition, Bart will have produced 102 GLPA newsletters of the 180 GLPA 
newsletters.
 Social media presence:
  Twitter:  Spring 2011: 17  Spring 2012: 39  Spring 2013: 71
  Facebook: Spring 2011: 73  Spring 2012: 123 Spring 2013: 178

Education Report:  The Education Committee Chair will  lead a committee to develop the review process and 
oversee the criteria necessary for approving potential  projects funded by GLPA. John French will work on a list of 
criteria to be considered for such potential projects. John French moved that GLPA provide $4,000 to Ken Murphy 
to convert the planetarium show The StarGazer to a fulldome show. The motion was seconded by Garry 
Beckstrom and carried.
 Gary Tomlinson reported that the final Next Generation (National) Standards document has been 
released. The lead for the Earth and Space Science Standards, Michael Wysession, requested GLPA’s document 
prior to the final release of the National Standards document.
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Technology Report:  Technology Committee Chair Geoff Holt encouraged everyone to check the expanded 
version of the website. Geoff thanked Bart Benjamin for implementing the new changes on the website along with 
Geoff which included:
• reduced and consolidated content and content menus
• added conference photos to the home page
• the newly updated Executive Committee Handbook
• added a system for recording Executive Committee votes occurring outside meetings
• Obituaries page included in the History section
• Awards page added to the Membership section
• GLPA calendar maintained by Chris Janssen added to the Events section
• Conference videos added to the Events>Conference section
• ”Who do I contact?” page added to the new Contacts section

 Geoff thanked Tom Dobes for leading the upgrade from Drupal  6 to Drupal 7. Following the upgrade new 
design options will be explored.
 GLPADOMES, created for GLPA members, is a new discussion list. Geoff has been training the 
Conference Registrar and will  work with the Conference Planner to set up new conference procedures. Tom 
Dobes will continue to act as the Conference Videographer. Discussions have begun for exploring interest in 
offering online workshops. No financial transactions nor new resources have been added to the website. Dan Tell, 
Technology Standards Ad Hoc Committee Chair, continues his work with IMERSA and has nearly completed the 
TIPS booklet.
 Members will be able to watch the fall conference through Ustream with commercials at no charge, for $3 
for one ad free month, or GLPA can pay $99 for 100 ad free hours. With future conference registration, the 
Registrar will send checks to the Treasurer, and at conferences the Registrar will use a credit card reader.
 Geoff thanked David Leake for his distribution of show kits. There have been 14 Cosmic Colors shows 
distributed (13 fulldome and one traditional version) and one Zubie show.

Conference Planning Report:  Conference Planning Committee Chair Gary Tomlinson led discussions regarding 
conference registrar, registration, paper presenters, and posters. Credit is increased from $10 to $25 for 
presenting a conference paper, poster, or workshop. Suggestions were made to encourage delegates to present 
papers. The 2013 Fall Conference is October 16 – 19 in Peoria, Illinois. John Schroer will continue as Door Prize 
Chair, Dave DeRemer will  continue as Workshop Chair, Conference Photographer is Dan Goins, and 
Videographer is Tom Dobes.
 Ron Kaitchuck would like to host the 2014 Fall Conference. The Grand Rapids Public  Museum has 
extended an invitation to host GLPA’s 50th anniversary, 2015 Fall Conference October 14 – 17. Gary will inform 
the Executive Committee of responses he receives from the list of questions he has concerning the 2015 
Conference. Gary is investigating multiple sites for the 2016 Fall Conference.

Old Business:  No old business.

New  Business:  Jeanne Bishop suggested that we provide anecdotes to be published in the newsletter. The next 
Executive Committee meeting will begin at 9:00 a.m., Wednesday, October 16th at the Plaza Suite Conference 
Hotel in Peoria, Illinois.

Adjournment:  Bart Benjamin moved that the meeting be adjourned. The motion was seconded by Geoff Holt 
and carried. The meeting was adjourned at 5:10 p.m.

DON’T MISS OUT

To be included in the autumn issue’s State News 
column, please forward news from your facility to 
your state chair in the latter half of July.

If you have a digital picture of a newsworthy event 
held at your planetarium, please e-mail it to Bart 
Benjamin for possible inclusion in the IPS 
Planetarian’s “International News” column.
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WHO DO I CONTACT?

If you ever have a GLPA-related question, but are 
not quite sure to whom you should direct that 
question, GLPA may have your answer.
 The GLPA website has a page that provides 
a helpful way to determine who best  could answer 
your question. To use it, please visit

www.glpaweb.org/contacts

mailto:bbenjami@triton.edu?subject=
mailto:bbenjami@triton.edu?subject=
mailto:bbenjami@triton.edu?subject=
mailto:bbenjami@triton.edu?subject=
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The Great Lakes Planetarium Association acknowledges 
the following companies and organizations for their 
generous support in Fiscal Year 2012-13:

Parallel Universe Sponsors ($2,800+)
 Spitz, Inc.       www.spitzinc.com

Universe Sponsors ($1,400 - $2,799)
 Astro-Tec Mfg., Inc.      www.astro-tec.com
 Digitalis Education Solutions, Inc.    www.digitaliseducation.com
 The Elumenati     www.elumenati.com
 Konica Minolta Planetarium Co.    www.mediaglobeplanetarium.com
 Sky-Skan, Inc.      www.skyskan.com

Galaxy Sponsors ($900 - $1,399)
 Ash Enterprises International , Inc.   www.ash-enterprises.com
 Audio Visual Imagineering, Inc.    www.av-imagineering.com
 Bowen Technovation     www.bowentechnovation.com
 Evans & Sutherland      www.es.com
 GOTO, Inc.       www.goto.co.jp/english

Solar System Sponsors ($600 - $899)
 Adler Planetarium     www.adlerplanetarium.org
 ChromaCove, LLC      www.chromacove.com
 East Coast Control Systems    www.eastcoastcontrol.com
 Global Immersion      www.globalimmersion.com
 Laser Fantasy     www.laserfantasy.com
 Milwaukee Public Museum (Soref Planetarium)  www.mpm.edu
 Seiler Instrument Corporation/Carl Zeiss   www.zeiss.de/planetariums 
 Space Telescope Science Institute   hubblesource.stsci.edu

Planet Sponsors ($450 - $599)
 New Children’s Museum (Travelers ScienceDome Plm) www.thechildrensmuseumct.org/planetarium 
 Pegasus Productions     www.pegasusproductions.net
 SCISS AB       www.scalingtheuniverse.com

Moon Sponsors ($100 - $449)
 Clark Planetarium     clarkplanetarium.org
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IMAGE CREDITS

The 2011 redesign of the GLPA Newsletter incorporates 
small sections of several Hubble Space Telescope images 
for its page mastheads. These and other images can be 
accessed from the Hubble Heritage Project website at 
heritage.stsci.edu or the HubbleSite Gallery website at 
hubblesite.org/gallery. And because the photos are from 
NASA, they are free to use (with proper credit).

Cover:  Solar Dynamics Observatory Captures X1.9 Class Solar Flare (Nov. 3, 2011)
  NASA/SDO

State News: Prototypical Barred Spiral Galaxy NGC 1300
  Credit: NASA, ESA, The Hubble Heritage Team (STScI/AURA)

Bulletin Board: Hubble Ultra Deep Field (STScI-2004-28)
   Credit: NASA, ESA, R. Windhorst (Arizona State University)
    and H. Yan (Spitzer Science Center, Caltech)

Articles: A Giant Hubble Mosaic of the Crab Nebula
  Credit: NASA, ESA, J. Hester and A. Loll (Arizona State University)

Image Credits page background image: Abstract Art Found in the Orion Nebula
  Credit: NASA, ESA, and The Hubble Heritage Team (STScI/AURA)

http://heritage.stsci.edu/
http://heritage.stsci.edu/
http://hubblesite.org/gallery/
http://hubblesite.org/gallery/


GLPA is pleased to announce that the 2013 conference 
materials for delegates are now posted online. That means 
that members can now register for this fall’s conference in 
Peoria, Illinois. To register or to learn more about it, please 
visit www.glpaweb.org/.

http://www.glpaweb.org/
http://www.glpaweb.org/


THE GREAT LAKES PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION (GLPA) offers membership opportunities to all  individuals in any way connected with 
the operation of planetariums regardless of geographic location. GLPA is an affiliate of IPS (International Planetarium Society), NSTA (National 
Science Teachers Association), and  IMERSA (Immersive Media Entertainment, Research, Science & Arts). Membership dues are $20 annually, 
payable at  the time of the Autumnal Equinox. General  correspondence should be addressed to the Secretary/Treasurer, and requests for membership 
should  be addressed to the Membership Chair (see below). The quarterly GLPA Newsletter is received by all members in good standing. Ideas and 
opinions  expressed in  the GLPA Newsletter  are not necessarily  those of GLPA, its membership or the editor. Deadlines for contributions fall on the 
1st of February, May, August and November. Send information to GLPA Newsletter Editor (address below). Copyright © 2013.

GLPA Home Page:
http://www.glpaweb.org

PLEASE NOTE:

The GLPA Newsletter is printed and mailed from:

Physics and Astronomy Department
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green  OH  43403

For a replacement copy of this newsletter, please contact Dale Smith
(address given above).

Astronomical photographs used within the GLPA Newsletter are courtesy of 
NASA and the Space Telescope Science Institute (STScI).

PRESIDENT
David Leake
William M. Staerkel Planetarium
Parkland College
2400 West Bradley Avenue
Champaign  IL  61821
(217) 351-2567
dleake@parkland.edu

PRESIDENT-ELECT
Garry Beckstrom
Delta College Planetarium
100 Center Avenue
Bay City  MI  48708
(989) 667-2270
garrybeckstrom@delta.edu

PAST-PRESIDENT
John Schroer
Michigan Science Center
5020 John R Street
Detroit  MI  48202
(313) 577-8400, Ext. 435
john.schroer@mi-sci.org

SECRETARY/TREASURER
John French
Abrams Planetarium
Michigan State University
East Lansing  MI  48824
(517) 355-4676
frenchj@msu.edu

IPS REPRESENTATIVE
Jeanne Bishop
Westlake Schools Planetarium
24525 Hilliard Road
Westlake  OH  44145
(440) 835-6325
jeanneebishop@wowway.com

MEMBERSHIP
John Potts
Bay City, Michigan
jjpotts42@gmail.com

PUBLICATIONS
     GLPA NEWSLETTER  EDITOR
Bart Benjamin
Cernan Earth and Space Center
River Grove, Illinois
bbenjami@triton.edu

     PROCEEDINGS EDITOR
Dale Smith
BGSU Planetarium
Bowling Green, Ohio
dsmith@newton.bgsu.edu

EDUCATION
Susan C. Batson
North Hills High School
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
batsons.nhsd@gmail.com

DEVELOPMENT
Robert Bonadurer
Daniel M. Soref Planetarium
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
bonadurer@mpm.edu

HISTORIAN
Garry Beckstrom
Delta College Planetarium
Bay City, Michigan
garrybeckstrom@delta.edu

GIFT SHOP
Todd DeZeeuw
Gary E. Sampson Planetarium
Wauwatosa, Wisconsin
dezeeuto@wauwatosa.k12wi.us

TECHNOLOGY
Geoffrey Holt
Madison Metro School District Planetarium
Madison, Wisconsin
gholt@madison.k12.wi.us

     AUDIO-VISUAL RESOURCES
David Leake
William M. Staerkel Planetarium
Champaign, Illinois
dleake@parkland.edu

     TECHNOLOGY AD HOC
Daniel R. Tell
Morrison Planetarium
San Francisco, California
dtell@calacademy.org

CONFERENCE PLANNING
Gary Tomlinson
Comstock Park, Michigan
gtomlins@sbcglobal.net

2013 CONFERENCE HOST
Sheldon Schafer
Peoria Riverfront Museum
222 SW Washington Street
Peoria  IL  61602
(309) 686-7000
sschafer@peoriariverfrontmuseum.org

UPCOMING GLPA CONFERENCES:
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Executive Committee mailing addresses and 
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www.glpaweb.org/exec.
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IMAGE CREDITS

The 2011 redesign of the GLPA Newsletter incorporates 
small sections of several Hubble Space Telescope images 
for its page mastheads. These and other images can be 
accessed from the Hubble Heritage Project website at 
heritage.stsci.edu or the HubbleSite Gallery website at 
hubblesite.org/gallery. And because the photos are from 
NASA, they are free to use (with proper credit).

Cover:  Star Cluster NGC 2074 in the Large Magellanic Cloud
  Credit: NASA, ESA, and M. Livio (STScI)

State News: Prototypical Barred Spiral Galaxy NGC 1300
  Credit: NASA, ESA, The Hubble Heritage Team (STScI/AURA)

Bulletin Board: Hubble Ultra Deep Field (STScI-2004-28)
   Credit: NASA, ESA, R. Windhorst (Arizona State University)
    and H. Yan (Spitzer Science Center, Caltech)

IPS Update: August 29, 2011 GOES East Full Disk Satellite Image
  NASA/NOAA GOES Project Science website

GLPA Elections: Supernova Remnant E0102 in the Small Magellanic Cloud
   Credit: NASA, ESA, and the Hubble Heritage Team (STScI/AURA)

Articles: A Giant Hubble Mosaic of the Crab Nebula
  Credit: NASA, ESA, J. Hester and A. Loll (Arizona State University) 

Image Credits page background image: Abstract Art Found in the Orion Nebula
  Credit: NASA, ESA, and The Hubble Heritage Team (STScI/AURA)
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Happy equinox everyone! I hope those of you who teach in 
the classroom had a relaxing summer and now (drum roll, 
please!) . . . the kids are back! It’s time to do what we do 
best! I hope your calendars are filling up with field trips. 
For the first time in about five years, I actually got to leave 
the state this summer. I took the family to the five national 
parks of southern Utah. We hit Zion, Bryce Canyon, 
Capitol Reef, Canyonlands, and Arches. Though we made 
the hike up to Angel’s Landing in Zion, my only 
disappointment  was that with the weather pattern at  the 
time, the best starry nights were still pretty hazy.
 With some luck, those hazy Midwestern skies 
will yield some good views of Comet  ISON later this year. 

You’ve heard the same updates I’ve heard. Reports run the gamut from “comet of the century” to “it  won’t be that great.” 
That’s where WE come in! It’s up to us to educate the public and let them know what to expect. At the risk of showing my 
age, I remember going outside to look for Comet Kohoutek! I never saw it. Let’s hope for a nice surprise for ISON. 
 I hope you have registered for our upcoming conference. 
I’m very anxious to see the new Peoria Riverfront Museum! If you 
haven’t  registered yet, do it today! Sure, you’ve missed one 
deadline but the “late-late” deadline hasn’t passed yet. Why attend? 
The reasons are many! I could list  them here, but  we actually have a 
document online addressing the plusses. It’s a genuine David 
Letterman “Top Ten List!” Check it out at  glpaweb.org/sites/
default/files/benefits-of-attending.pdf. And please consider doing a 
poster and/or paper to share all the good things you’ve done in the 
past year. Plus, it is an election year, so we need your vote!
 Lastly, I have another “task” this year that isn’t much fun. 
To confess to you, I was getting ready for the GLPA banquet  in 
Pittsburgh and literally popped the button off my pants! How 
embarrassing!   So  I vowed right then to be thinner by Peoria.  That

(continued on page 34)

David Leake

President’s
Message

Happy Autumnal Equinox! Beginning on Wednesday, 
October 16th, Peoria, Illinois and its all-new Peoria 
Riverfront  Museum will host  the 49th annual GLPA 
Conference. In addition to seeing their new museum and 
planetarium, conference delegates will also benefit by the 
simultaneous conference of the Illinois Association of 
Museums. Delegates from both GLPA and IAM are 
welcome to attend both conference’s paper sessions and 
most workshops. For the latest  updates to the GLPA 
conference schedule, please visit www.glpaweb.org/
tentative_schedule. Don’t miss it.
 Also occurring at  this year’s conference is GLPA’s 
biennial election. Please review the candidate information 
pages, which begin on page 23. Special thanks to the 
Nominations Committee consisting of Garry Beckstrom, 
Waylena McCully, Jon Marshall, Cheri Adams, and Alan 
Pareis for assembling such a great  slate of officers. Members who cannot attend the conference were given the option of 
receiving an absentee ballot when they renewed their membership. If you have any questions, please contact  GLPA’s 
Membership Chair John Potts at jjpotts42@gmail.com.
 This issue of the GLPA Newsletter contains the second in a series of “Where are they now?” articles, once again 
written by Gary Tomlinson. Former Strasenburgh Planetarium Director Don Hall is in the spotlight  this time. Please 
consider writing a similar article for a future issue.
 Please note that the deadline for the winter issue of the GLPA Newsletter is November 1, 2013. Please submit 
your facility reports to your State Chairs by late-October. Enjoy the early weeks of autumn and safe travel to everyone 
attending the conference in Peoria. To echo our President’s words, I too look forward to our annual “family reunion!”

Editor’s
Message

Bart
Benjamin
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The Peoria Riverfront Museum  is 
the proud host of the 49th Annual 
GLPA Conference, which will be held 
from October 16 – 19. At the same 
time, the museum will also be hosting 
the Illinois Association of Museums. 
There will be a common vendor hall 
for both conferences, as well as two 
shared speakers. Delegates from both 
conferences will be welcome at both 
conference’s paper sessions and most 
w o r k s h o p s . F u l l d e t a i l s a n d 
registration information are on the 

GLPA Conference Page at www.glpaweb.org/conference. 
In addition to hosting the GLPA meeting, this fall the 
planetarium is presenting Perfect Little Planet, Extreme 
Planets, Cosmic Journey, The Stars over Peoria and a 
selection of AVI laser light shows.
 The William M. Staerkel Planetarium at  Parkland 
College is working around a massive construction project 
at  the adjacent Parkland Theatre, but they’re still open for 
business! This fall, they will be showing their live sky 
show Fall Prairie Skies, Secrets of the Sun, and Flight 
Adventures. For the holidays, they’ll bring back Santa’s 
Secret Star and Loch Ness’ Season of Light. On November 
1 and 2, they will welcome Suono Mobile for a live concert 
and enjoy storytelling with Kim Sheahan in “Myths by 
Moonlight.” Kim will also present stories at the Peoria 
conference. Staerkel’s “World of Science” Lecture Series 
for the academic year has been set (see www.parkland.edu/
planetarium) and they also plan to bring back their five 
week backyard astronomy workshop in late October.
 In late June, the Cernan Earth & Space Center at  
Triton College installed a new theater sound system, which 
replaced the sound system that  has operated in its theater 
since the current Cernan Center building opened in 1984. 
An array of JBL speakers and a Soundcraft  16-channel 
mixer now powers everything audible within the Cernan 
Center’s 44-foot  diameter dome theater. In late-September, 
the Cernan Center will host  storm chaser and meteorologist 
Paul Sirvatka, who will make a presentation to their 
members titled “Tornado Chasing: The Educational and 
Societal Impacts.” His subject  is particularly relevant now 
because of the storm chaser deaths and injuries earlier this 
year.

STATE CHAIRS

ILLINOIS:  Bart Benjamin
   Cernan Earth and Space Center
   Triton College
   2000 Fifth Avenue
   River Grove, Illinois  60171
   (708) 456-0300, Ext. 3408
   bbenjami@triton.edu

INDIANA:   Alan Pareis
   9421 Stagecoach Drive
   Fort Wayne, Indiana  46804
   (260) 432-8786
   bellerophonii@aol.com

MICHIGAN:  Matthew Linke
   University of Michigan Plm.
   Room 4508 Museums
   1109 Geddes Avenue
   Ann Arbor, Michigan  48109
   (734) 647-1381
   mlinke@umich.edu

OHIO:   Dale Smith
   BGSU Planetarium
   Department of Physics & Astronomy
   Bowling Green State University
   Bowling Green, Ohio  43403
   (419) 372-8666
   dsmith@newton.bgsu.edu

WISCONSIN/ Jean Creighton
MINNESOTA:  Manfred Olson Planetarium
   Univ. of Wisconsin - Milwaukee
   1900 E. Kenwood Boulevard
   Milwaukee, Wisconsin  53201
   (414) 229-4961
   jcreight@uwm.edu
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In August, the Koch Planetarium  at  the Evansville Museum presented three weeks of laser light 
shows furnished by Audio Visual Imagineering. They also distributed the third edition of their 
Teacher’s Astronomy and Space Calendar. Mitch Luman reports that the idea to e-mail a 
quarterly calendar to area teachers came from Deb Teuscher at  the Pike Planetarium in 
Indianapolis. Evansville’s Spitz 512 equipped planetarium is presenting Sudekum Planetarium’s 
Mars Update through December 1. Local presentations include a live segment featuring Mars 
Curiosity mission updates. During the summer, the planetarium added a third part-time Science 
Experiences Specialist to its staff. Justin Pyles, a senior advertising and PR major at the 
University of Southern Indiana, was hired to assist  with the operation and marketing of the 
museum's new fulldome immersive theater. Bowen Technovation of Indianapolis was awarded 
the contract  to integrate and install the technology for Evansville’s 4K x 4K Digistar 5 theater, 
which is scheduled to open in early 2014.

The Evansville Museum will open its Koch Immersive Theater early in 2014. It will feature a 12.2 meter tilted dome, 4K x 4K 
projection system and Digistar 5 software. Photos provided by Mitch Luman.

At the SpaceQuest Planetarium  within the Indianapolis Children’s Museum, Deb Lawson and her staff have 
been traveling on behalf of their new self-produced fulldome film, Flight Adventures. In July, Deb attended the MAPS 
conference and presented a paper on the Flight Adventures show and its associated content. She continues to be surprised 
that many planetariums are not  aware that the show is free for a facility that has a hard drive and is willing to pay for 
shipping to Indianapolis and back! Flight Adventures was one of 26 fulldome productions selected from nearly 48 
submissions to the 2013 Imiloa Fulldome Festival, which is the largest planetarium festival in the world that features full 
length films. Flight Adventures, which shows the science of aeronautics through the eyes of a young girl and her 
grandfather, was produced with support from a NASA grant.

Bowen Technovation in Indianapolis has been contracted to completely design, build, and equip the new 
planetarium at  the Princess Haya Cultural Center in Amman, Jordan. The Princess, who is very supportive of modern 
education, is the wife of the King of Dubai and daughter of the late King Hussein of Jordan. The new planetarium opens 
in January of 2014. Back in the U.S., NASA Glenn just  hired Bowen to complete another wing of the new Glenn Visitors 
Center in Cleveland. The new wing is equal in scope to the first  wing, which Bowen completed in mid-summer. Bowen 
recently completed a project with E&S in Karneid, Italy at the base of the Italian Alps. Bowen supplied the 7.1 channel 
sound system and the LED cove system. IPS President Thomas Kraupe was their advisor for the project.

With all the speculation about  Comet ISON’s outcome, planetariums around South Bend are joining the local 
community’s sentiment to celebrate! As Chuck Bueter reports, the 2013 Comet  Festival embraces the uncertainty of 
Comet ISON and recognizes that science doesn’t have all the answers. From perihelion on November 28 through 
December 8, the festival confronts the peak week when ISON could be seen as anything from a spectacle to a dud. 
Regardless of the visual outcome, ISON will have enormous scientific value, which merits recognition. Planetarians and 
astronomy enthusiasts in South Bend are planning art  exhibits, music events, guest speakers, planetarium shows, a Comet 
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Quest  scavenger hunt, viewing with telescopes, and more. Emerging details can be found at 
www.cometfestival.com. 
 Ruth Craft, retired director of the Kennedy Planetarium in South Bend, sends her greetings. She is 
enjoying retirement, her grandchildren, and the local Astronomical Society.
 Alan Pareis from the E.C. Schouweiler Memorial  Planetarium at the University of Saint  Francis in Fort  
Wayne reports that  the planetarium’s participation in the city’s annual Three Rivers Festival was very 

successful. This summer, the staff has been heavily involved in show production, and for the first time, two shows are in 
production at the same time. The first is SEPA’s The Planets, augmented with additional slide imagery and NASA/ESA 
video clips. The Planets should become an educational offering this fall, with public show premiere occurring in first  half 
of 2014. The second show is Larry Cat in Space. Larry Cat’s public show premiere target  is during the planetarium’s early 
November Fall Planetarium Weekend. The staff also hopes to premiere a Spanish language version of the show – Fito el 
Gato  – sometime in 2014. This should prove to be an interesting challenge since none of the planetarium staff are speakers 
or readers of Spanish. Fortunately, they have identified people in the local Latino community who are interested in helping 
with this project. Fito will also eventually be offered to area schools as a supplement to their Spanish courses.

The Roger B. Chaffee Planetarium at the Grand Rapids Public Museum has some 
exciting news. The current planetarium theater, which opened late in 1994 with the 
museum’s new building on the banks of the Grand River, will close in mid-September 
for an extensive renovation. The Digistar 2 projector and 75 noisy Ektagraphic slide 
projectors will be replaced with the latest  Digistar 5 fulldome video system. 
Additionally, the current  145 seats will be refurbished and seating capacity will be 
increased using space originally committed to a central projection pit. There will be new 
carpeting, LED dome lighting, an updated sound system and other refinements, bringing 
full 21st  century capabilities to a 19-year-old facility which has hosted more than a 
million visitors. The target  reopening date is February of 2014. That will give the staff 
time to fully acclimate to the new equipment prior to hosting the gala 50th anniversary 
GLPA conference, which will run from October 14-17, 2015. Many special activities and 
speakers will be featured at this most important  of GLPA milestone events. Be sure to 

put these dates on your long-range planning calendar.
 The “Planning Process” for the U-M Museum of Natural  History in Ann Arbor continues, with the mid-project 
review of the planning document having just taken place. A new draft will be reviewed in September. Architects are 
accumulating data from several town hall meetings with all of the various occupants of what  will be called the Biological 
Sciences Building, including the planetarium. All of this is in preparation for a first look by the Regents this fall. The 
planetarium will add weather to the museum’s “Learn It, Do It” days this fall. A series of after-midnight  programs will 
target  university students as the staff participates in a program to offer alternatives ways to party on campus. Work is also 

DON’T MISS OUT

To be included in the winter issue’s State News 
column, please forward news from your facility to 
your state chair in the latter half of October.

If you have a digital picture of a newsworthy event 
held at your planetarium, please e-mail it to Bart 
Benjamin for possible inclusion in the IPS 
Planetarian’s “International News” column.

WHO DO I CONTACT?

If you ever have a GLPA-related question, but are 
not quite sure to whom you should direct that 
question, GLPA may have your answer.
 The GLPA website has a page that provides 
a helpful way to determine who best  could answer 
your question. To use it, please visit

www.glpaweb.org/contacts

http://www.cometfestival.com
http://www.cometfestival.com
mailto:bbenjami@triton.edu?subject=
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Bryan Child is the new Director at  the Shaker Heights High School Planetarium following 
the retirement of Gene Zajac. Bryan notes that Gene “will be greatly missed by everyone, 
student  and teacher, in our district.” Bryan himself brings years of experience in the 
planetarium to his new role and is looking forward to working with the new Spitz SciDome 
Touch HD installed in August. Along with colleagues Amanda Rabatin and Jon Rice, he 
attended the 2013 Spitz Institute this summer.
 Fran Ratka reports that the Scheule  Planetarium at  Lake Erie Nature & Science Center 
has had a busy summer of camps for all ages. One-day rocket  camps were very popular again 
this year. Children aged seven through teens learned about aerodynamics and rocketry, played 
with some hands-on physics, and built and launched gliders and Estes rockets appropriate to 
their age level. Fran notes that  it  was really a blast! Adults and families also joined in this year 
and came to the Center for an evening of rocket building and a launch. The week-long space 

camp had the students exploring all sorts of space topics including making a comet with their own Chuck Beuter’s recipe, 
a challenge to see which group could build the longest flying and most  accurate parachute, identifying Mars rocks made 
from different kinds of candy bars, and a Dress for Space relay race.
 Jim Gavio reports that the Erie  Planetarium is displaying their planetarium banner, poster board and flag, which 
were all carried on the last  flight  of the Shuttle Endeavor by their astronaut friend Mike Fincke. [See photos below.] Over 
the years, Mike has done radio contacts and live visits with a grateful planetarium. After 53 years of operating 
continuously in the same place, the Erie Planetarium is moving to a new facility, perhaps not in orbit, but  at  Behrend 
College, the local Penn State branch. After the move this fall, the planetarium will continue to operate as a public 
planetarium.

 Curt  Spivey reports from the Ward Beecher Planetarium  at Youngstown State University that their major refurbish 
project this year was moving four seats from the back corners of the last row to the center aisle to provide more “prime” 
viewing — a lot less impactful than last  year when they installed the ChromaCove light  system and 5.1 surround sound. 
At GLPA last  year, Curt was fortunate enough to win a week’s rental of the Prismatic Magic Laser system, which turned 

under way to put  Michigan Stadium in the dome. As Matt  Linke quipped, “It seems unlikely that  my secret 
ambition to put a planetarium dome over the stadium itself will ever materialize.”
 The Dassault Systemes Planetarium  in Detroit is currently featuring Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Solar 
System, a light  hearted view of “your solar system, not your grandfather’s.” There are also over eight 
offerings for school and other groups. In addition, they are presenting a variety of laser light shows 

provided by Audio Visual Imagineering, using AVI’s white light technology. The laser shows are an option to enhance 
visitor experience to the travelling exhibit  “The Science of Rock and Roll.” John Schroer is currently recovering from a 
serious illness. The planetarium is being operated by Don Klaser and Jennifer Bridges, who have filled the gap quite 
nicely. The planetarium has a new Technical Coordinator, Howard George, with assistance from MSC Webmaster and 
Producer Jenny Pon. Recently the planetarium production team has re-started work on a Sun-oriented planetarium show 
that will be produced for both fulldome and traditional systems and is anticipated to be available sometime in 2015.
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into a wildly successful attendance weekend in February. So this year, YSU is starting its public schedule by 
renting the AVI Skylase system! They expect to boost public awareness and overall attendance with a big 
splash weekend. Sharon Shanks and Curt are revamping several existing shows to give them a new look, and 
are adding a few new shows as well, most notably George Fleenor’s new show Firefall to coincide with Comet 
ISON in November. YSU’s original show Cosmic Castaways is now up on CosmoQuest  (cosmoquest.org)! 

They are uploading several versions as well as 1K and 2K masters so you can bring this FREE show to your dome. Once 
at  CosmoQuest, you can visit  the “Science on the Half Sphere” page at cosmoquest.org/blog/scienceonthehalfsphere to 
download the show. While you are there, you can also download some fulldome stills and time-lapse sequences from 
Mauna Kea taken by YSU Planetarium Director Pat Durrell, who is on sabbatical this fall semester to work on research 
projects. For the semester, veteran Warren Young will come out of retirement  to serve as the interim Director. Welcome 
back, Warren!

 Dale Smith and Nick Anderson from the Bowling Green 
State  University Planetarium  attended the Spitz Institute 
this summer to learn Starry Night, ATM-4 automation, and 
the conversion of legacy shows in preparation for the 
installation of SciDome at  BGSU next year. On BGSU’s 
home turf, Ash Enterprises installed a set  of lifts on the 
Minolta star projector, which will be kept after SciDome is 
installed, and Astro-Tec repainted the dome they installed 
thirty years ago. [The photo on the left  shows the dome 
painting process by Astro-Tec’s Elijah Williams].
 Ohioans Dale Smith of Bowling Green and Jeanne 
Bishop of the Westlake Schools Planetarium attended the 
2013 IPS Council meeting in Bolzano, Italy in August. 
Jeanne was attending as GLPA’s affiliate representative to 
IPS and Dale was attending as IPS Publications Chair and 
as proxy for the Association of Mexican Planetariums.

The Daniel  M. Soref Planetarium in Milwaukee started up their 
NASA CREATE grant titled “Creating Relevant Education in 
Astronomy Through Experience.” The program will immerse high 
school students from the Milwaukee area in astronomy where they will 
create their own education materials, including parts of a fulldome 
planetarium show! This fall, the Soref Planetarium will run Space Junk 
3D from K2 Communications. In November, it will premiere an original 
production Chasing the Ghost Particle: From the South Pole to the 
Edge of the Universe. The show features Ice Cube, the world’s largest 
and strangest telescope buried in the ice at  the South Pole. Ice Cube 
captures neutrinos, the tiny “ghost particles” that  help to solve huge 

mysteries related to supernovae, black holes, and maybe even the Big Bang!
 The University of Wisconsin  - La Crosse  Planetarium  will present  Two Small Pieces of Glass for its October public 
program and Cosmic Castaways for November. Weekly Album Encounters light and laser shows will also be presented.
 The University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee Planetarium will have a special event  on October 3-4 titled “Black Hole 
Bash,” that will include discussions with black-hole experts, an NSF funded exhibit, a special planetarium program, a 
cookout, and music. In addition, “Shooting Stars” is the topic for the Friday night  shows in September and in late fall, the 
theme will be “Fall Stars and their Myths.”

http://cosmoquest.org/
http://cosmoquest.org/
http://cosmoquest.org/blog/scienceonthehalfsphere/
http://cosmoquest.org/blog/scienceonthehalfsphere/


Introducing the Global Immersion Projector Lamp 
Replacement Program; a tailored service for the 
planetarium market where we take the hassle 
out of procuring, purchasing and budgeting for 
your projector lamps. The result? The very best 
prices, the broadest selection and the only lamp 
program in the market built around your needs. 

Contact us today for your free consultation - then 
enjoy the benefits of us saving you money and 
raising the performance of your planetarium.
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ASP AWARDS GLPA MEMBERS
GREGG WILLIAMS AND CHUCK BUETER

(excerpted from the ASP webpage)

The Astronomical Society of the Pacific (ASP), one the largest and most innovative astronomy and 
science education organizations in the United States, is proud to announce the recipients of its 2013 
awards for excellence in astronomy research and education. The awards were formally  presented at the 
ASP Banquet on July 23 in San Jose, California as part of ASP’s Annual Meeting.

The Thomas J. Brennan Award for exceptional achievement related to the teaching of 
astronomy at the high school level, was awarded to Gregg L. Williams. Williams has served as 
planetarium director for Indiana’s Merrillville Community School for 30 years, and has made a point of 
including everyone he can in the production and presentation of planetarium shows. The planetarium is 
staffed by his students who are members of the astronomy club that Williams sponsors. He invites other 
teachers to become familiar with the production of shows specific to their subject matter, including art 
and history. In addition to teaching technicalities of running an engaging and real-time planetarium 
show, he also engages students in the classroom. When he began teaching in 1984, he developed his 
own astronomy course materials, and in 2001 his teaching expanded to science courses taught in his 
planetarium. Williams, a member of the Great Lakes Planetarium Association (GLPA) for 30 years, 
regularly hosts astronomy conferences, and engages the public in stargazing after planetarium shows.

The Las Cumbres Amateur Outreach Award for outstanding outreach by an amateur 
astronomer to children and the public was awarded to Chuck Bueter. Bueter, independent informal 
education professional in South Bend, Indiana, was instrumental in the popularization of astronomy at 
summer camps as well as diverse astronomy events in the area, and garnered national attention through 
his programs and website. He has volunteered with Kids 
Astro Camp at Camp Eberhart in Michigan since 2003, 
where his enthusiasm for astronomy has helped introduce 
astronomy to children of all ages. Most recently, his 
passion for astronomy culminated with the Transit of 
Venus in 2012, where he orchestrated dozens of events in 
preparation for the June 5, 2012 Transit of Venus. His 
efforts resulted in thousands of children and adults 
viewing the transit  with excitement, and became the cover 
story of the March 2012 issue of Planetarian, the journal 
of the International Planetarium Society. He also worked 
with a local planetarium director to organize a program 
called Let There be Night, during which more than 3,000 
students from 14 schools learned about the problems of 
light pollution from hands-on research and activities.

Congratulations to Gregg and Chuck!

ASP Award Winners  Gregg Williams and Chuck 
Bueter. Photo courtesy of Chuck Bueter.

http://bit.ly/12AVaep
http://bit.ly/12AVaep


Cosmic Colors: An Adventure Along the Spectrum is a dynamic new  planetarium show  from the Great Lakes 
Planetarium Association (GLPA) that will take you on a wondrous journey across the entire electromagnetic 
spectrum. Get ready for an amazing adventure under a rainbow of cosmic light!
  31 minutes in length   Target audience: 5th grade and up

Ordering information:
FULLDOME VERSION: $300 for a full dome masters at 4K x 4K   (need 1 TB hard drive)

$250 for full dome masters at 2K x 2K      (need 500 GB hard drive)
$200 for full dome masters at 1K x 1K      (need 100 GB hard drive)

For FullDome versions, each planetarium must ship an appropriate hard drive to GLPA. Show  encoding is the 
responsibility of each planetarium.
TRADITIONAL VERSION: $100 for traditional version with two discs -- a playable Cosmic Colors show DVD 
and a DVD data disc containing all-sky images, digital JPEG images, audio tracks, flattened video scenes, 
teacher guides, and documentation.

Order Cosmic Colors through the GLPA Online Store at www.glpaweb.org/online-store.

Cosmic  Co lors
An Adventure  Along  the  Spec trum
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A R T I C L E S
WHERE ARE THEY NOW?  DON HALL

Submitted by Gary Tomlinson

I got  interested in planetariums when I was in high school. My school system built a brand new school for me to graduate 
from and it  included a planetarium (which is now closed). That is where I got the planetarium bug. I had been going to a 
few planetariums before that  and while in college I stopped by Strasenburgh Planetarium (where I was mesmerized) on 
my way to a solar eclipse. Don Hall was Director there but I did not  meet  him for a few more years. As it turned out, every 
time I went back to Strasenburgh, I was mesmerized.

 When I finally met Don, I found him to be a succinct, to the point  type of guy with a 
good understanding of planetarium audiences and always looked to him for helpful pointers. Don 
spent 27 years and 9 months at Strasenburgh until his retirement in 1995. In retirement, unlike me, 
he left  the profession entirely and concentrated on other interests. Now Don spends a lot  of time in 
the Mount  Hope cemetery . . . at  least for someone who is not  dead yet. Maybe he’s picking out  a 
good spot! Don is one of the tour guides for the Friends of Mount Hope. He is especially 
interested in zinc grave markers, and tour-goers have described his tours as fun and funny (pretty 
good for a cemetery tour). But Don has done so much more. He has a wide range of talks ranging 
from Depression glass to Rochester’s Millionaires’ Mansions to American Art Pottery to Tiffany. 
He has created his own “company” where he describes himself as “Supreme Leader” and the fees 
from his talks go toward historic preservation.
 Don explains that he took a speech class in high school and it  appears he has put it to 

good use. He has been talking ever since, first  on stage, then under what  he calls the electric sky, and now as a tour guide 
covering the wide range of topics above and more. For a complete list of Don’s talks, go to donhallspeaks.weebly.com.
 This charismatic ex-planetarian hails from Columbus, Ohio, where before being bitten by the planetarium bug, he 
did puppet shows and performed magic. He took that talent  to the planetarium, where he performed magical planetarium 
shows for the world. I guess Don has always been a showman. Strasenburgh was one of the first planetariums to share (i.e. 
sell) its shows to other planetariums.
 In 1990, at  the Indianapolis GLPA Conference, I recall that Don gave a talk about their current kids show, titled 
Space Bus. He also told the story of letters he kept  getting from an attorney that  represented the publisher of a children’s 
book of the same name asking Strasenburgh to cease and desist showing that particular program. After ignoring them for a 
while, Don received another letter. This time he responded, pointing out that his show started a couple of years prior to the 
book being published (along with documents to prove that) and asked what financial arrangements could be made to make 
the book legal? He never heard from that attorney again.
 His last  talk for GLPA was in Grand Rapids (where I had the pleasure to introduce him as Tom T. Hall, the 
country singer — you know me!) entitled, “Hall’s Laws.” Check out the 1995 GLPA Proceedings. It’s a good read. You 
know Tom (er, . . Don) and I have a lot in common, which is good since I always wanted to be more like Don. We both do 
magic. We both talk in public (although Don is a lot more comfortable with it than I am). We were both born in June, 
although he has 11 years on me. We both worked about 27 years for one planetarium. We both retired in our 50’s (Don by 
choice). Don gives tours in a cemetery. The museum I worked for also gave tours in cemeteries. Don is an expert  on 
Depression (such as Greentown) glass. My museum was known for its exhibit  of Greentown glass. But, I never did 
puppets and I have hair so I guess Don is more interesting than I am. To check out this 73-year-old hairless wonder, go to 
his website listed above and if you are ever in Rochester, New York maybe you can enjoy one of Don’s many talks.

WHERE ARE THEY NOW?
If you know of another planetarian who was once active in the organization and is now either retired or in another field, 
please consider writing a short article similar to Gary’s. You may also write a short  article about yourself and what you’ve 
been doing since retiring or leaving the planetarium profession.
 With member participation, we could offer a regular “Where Are They Now” column in the GLPA Newsletter. It’s 
entirely up to you! Please send any such articles to Newsletter Editor Bart Benjamin at bbenjami@triton.edu.
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★ The issue’s cover story was “Planetarium Instruction – Using an Open Sky Test” by Norman J. Dean and 
Gregory M. Lauck from Bel Air, Maryland. The article, which was reprinted from an article in The Science 
Teacher, concluded that the planetarium is “clearly  and significantly superior to the classroom, chalkboard, 
and celestial globe.”

★ As mentioned in the previous (summer) issue of 1973, a number of GLPA members planned to observe the 
June 30, 1973 total solar eclipse from the deck of the SS Canberra off the coast of Mauritania. This autumn 
issue featured a five-page article by Dave DeBruyn of Grand Rapids, Michigan, complete with eclipse 
photographs. Here, DeBruyn describes the onset of totality:

“Illumination on the deck of the ship was now reduced to an eerie greenish hue which is characteristic of 
the last  moments before a total eclipse. Around us, feverish activities were abating, as more and more persons 
turned away from their poised cameras and telescopes and lifted their eyes toward the diminishing solar 
crescent. Suddenly, the ship’s great  power system went completely still, and everything seemed to become 
dead in the water, as if in anticipation of a great event. A hush fell over the tripod jungle on the broad decks of 
the Canberra, with only the whirling of movie cameras and the clicking of shutters to disturb the almost 
unworldly scene. A great shadow came racing across the ocean from the west, suddenly enveloping the huge 
ship in a false night. There were gasps of amazement  as stupefied eyes turned upward. Where the sun had 
been only a moment before, there was now only a black disk surrounded by a magnificent irregular halo of 
greenish-white light. The total eclipse had come.

Never before in the history of man had so many persons observed nature’s greatest  spectacle from such a 
restricted area. The scene was one of weird proportions, with the chatter of hundreds of clicking shutters. 
Muffled, awestruck voices were occasionally interrupted by exclamations about the magnificent rays of 
coronal light  emanating from around the eclipsed sun, resulting from high energy atomic particles spiraling 
along the sun’s magnetic field. Even though this was one of the longest  solar eclipses of the century, the end 
came all too soon.”

★ It was announced that VonDel Chamberlain, who had been associated with the Abrams Planetarium for the 
previous nine years, had assumed a new position as Chief of Presentations and Education Division at the 
National Air and Space Museum in Washington, D.C.
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VOLUME VIII, NUMBER 3 AUTUMNAL EQUINOX, 1973
(12 pages in length)

GLPA’s 25th newsletter and the second issue of 1973 contained the 
following articles and columns:



VOLUME XXVIII, NUMBER 3 AUTUMNAL EQUINOX, 1993
(18 pages in length)

GLPA’s 101st newsletter and the third issue of 1993 contained the 
following articles and columns:

★ Two Illinois planetariums – Peoria’s Lakeview Museum Planetarium and River Grove’s Cernan Earth and 
Space Center – received grants from the Institute of Museum Services (IMS). [Ed. Today, that federal agency 
is known as the Institute of Museum and Library  Services (IMLS). Its mission is to “create strong libraries 
and museums that connect people with information and ideas.”].

★ Eight pages of this issue were devoted to the printing of proposed bylaws of the National Planetarium 
Council, a national organization that would have “provided a unified voice to represent the common interests 
of American planetariums on a domestic national level.” Bob Tate of SEPA, Steve Mitch of MAPS, and Dale 
Smith of GLPA were the authors of these bylaws. [Ed. Unfortunately, despite support from the GLPA 
Executive Committee and membership, the noble effort of establishing a National Planetarium Council 
ultimately proved unsuccessful].

★ Last-minute reminders to register for the 1993 GLPA Conference in Dayton, Ohio were printed. Arthur Goss 
served as conference host for that October 20-23, 1993 conference.

★ Candidate information for the 1993 GLPA elections was printed. [Ed. At the Dayton Conference, April Whitt 
would be elected President-Elect, David Parker would be re-elected Secretary/Treasurer, and Dayle Brown 
would be re-elected IPS Representative].
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U P D AT E
Jeanne Bishop, IPS Representative 

I attended the off-conference-year IPS Council meeting August  9 and 10 in Bolzano, Italy. It was a very 
productive meeting attended by  over 20 affiliate representatives. Current President Thomas Kraupe and 
President-Elect Paul Knappenberger (former Chair of the Adler Planetarium, now retired) laid out a new 
program for IPS, “Vision 20/20.” A key  part of this is learning what members want from IPS. A number of IPS 
committees have been retired, and two new committees have been formed. A “Best Practices” IPS conference 
planning procedure has been put into action to assure that every conference will be of very high quality. IPS 
officers, including Past President David Weinrich, Secretary Lee Ann Hennig and Treasurer Shawn Laatsch 
meet regularly to discuss issues and plan.

The Beijing 2014 IPS Conference will be held June 23-27, hosted by Jin Zhu. Registration will be $450, 
which will include many meals. Eleven main sessions are planned, including ones on topics of education, 
cultural astronomy, data visualization, archaeoastronomy, and modern astronomy. Although the presentations all 
will be given in English, simultaneous translations for some things are planned. Parallel sessions will be limited. 
Probably there will be no live streaming due to the large differences in time zones between China and the 
Americas and Europe, but videos will be made of some events. Beijing Planetarium has two planetarium domes, 
one with 400 seats and one with 200 seats, four theaters, and three classrooms. The main conference hotel, 
Hotel Nikka New Center Beijing, is about a 10 minute walk from the Beijing Planetarium. The airport is 27 km 
from the hotel and planetarium, with a taxi fee of about $17 one-way. A Chinese visa will be needed by 
delegates from other countries. Three special excursions are planned. A mid-conference tour will include the 
Ancient Beijing Observatory, the Temple of Heaven, and the Forbidden City. Pre- and post-conference tours 
will be the Great Wall and Chengdu Summer Villa, a modern astronomical observatory; Xian and the terra cotta 
warriors; and Hong Kong. By mid-September, IPS website information about the conference should be 
complete. A letter of invitation to IPS members will be sent this fall, and registration information should be 
mailed in mid-January of 2014. Although all costs will be given in U.S. dollars, Chinese currency is the Yuan. 
Currently 6.2 Yuan equals one dollar. Jin expects at least 80 attendees from China. The conference should give a 
strong boost to planetarium construction and effective planetarium use in China.

Jon Elvert reported on the 2012 Baton Rouge IPS conference, a very successful and well-attended 
conference. (When GLPA delegates gathered for a meeting, at least 30 were present, and there were even more 
GLPA members at the conference.) Jon reported that the total attendance was 701 from 40 countries, the largest 
IPS conference to date. It was a model conference, and Jon and his staff have prepared a wonderfully detailed 
final report and given much input on the IPS push for “Best  Practices” at IPS conferences. The Proceedings for 
this conference are now finished and will be mailed with the next copy of Planetarian.

The 2016 IPS conference site was selected. It will be in Warsaw, Poland, at  the Heavens of Copernicus 
Planetarium and Science Center. The planetarium and science center staff has a lot of experience in planning 
large, innovative conferences, and they already have begun planning on the 2016 IPS conference. There will be 
plenty of room for a dome village like we saw in Baton Rouge and the center’s largest theater will hold 900 
people. Costs for the Warsaw conference will be fairly low, as hotels and meals in Warsaw are inexpensive. One 
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hotel category is only  $30/night. A taxi from the airport downtown takes 15 minutes and currently  costs only $1. 
Dates have yet to be selected, since some affiliates have many  members with conflicts on the originally 
proposed dates. The planning will evolve around a main idea of the new IPS Vision 20/20 goal, a “bottoms up” 
procedure for conference planning in which member ideas rather than conference planner ideas guide the 
conference content.

There are only three IPS Standing Committees: Publications, Elections, and Awards. The IPS 
Publications Committee, under the able chairmanship  of Dale Smith, continues to do an outstanding job of 
producing Planetarian, Conference Proceedings, the IPS Directory, and occasional special publications (an IPS 
Songbook, Jon Bell, Editor, with dozens of astronomical songs, is in the planning stages.) Sharon Shanks 
remains as Planetarian Editor; our journal is better than ever. The IPS Publications Archive, with searchable 
PDF files of all IPS publications from 1970 through 2006, is available as a set of eight CDs. Of course, we are 
proud to claim both Dale and Sharon as GLPA members.

The Council approved awards recommended by the Awards Committee, chaired by Lars Broman (and 
on which Susan Button and I also serve), which will be given in Beijing. The Elections Committee, chaired by 
Martin George, is working on a slate which will be voted on next year.

IPS Committees that have been dissolved are the IPS Fulldome Video committee, the IPS Outreach 
Committee, the IPS Professional Services Committee, the IPS Script Contest Committee, the IPS Technology 
Committee, and the IPS Web Committee. Absorbing many of the functions of the dissolved committees are two 
new committees: the IPS Science and Data Visualization Task force and the IPS Planetarium Design and 
Operation Committee. The work of these committees is just  starting and their full sets of duties are yet to be 
determined.

At the meeting, Shoichi Itoh, Public Outreach Official of the National Astronomical Observatory of 
Japan gave an outstanding presentation of (free) astronomy visualization software, viewed with 3-D glasses. To 
see what is available, go the NAOJ website: www.nao.ac.jp/E/.

As part of the brief oral affiliate delegate reports (although I submitted an 11-page written report to all 
Council members as well), I discussed our main GLPA projects. One of our efforts, under the editorship of Gary 
Tomlinson, has been our document of recommended minimum astronomy concepts for students. There was a lot 
of interest  in this, so I sent a copy to IPS Secretary  Lee Ann Hennig. She has sent the report to all IPS affiliate 
delegates.

As always, everyone, please be in touch with me with questions, concerns, and suggestions, which I will 
take to IPS officers and to Council meetings. I think that the new thrust of Vision 20/20, to find out what 
members want and then to implement these member ideas, is wonderful. It will be realized best if all of us are 
involved.
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CANDIDATES FOR GLPA OFFICES

Voting will occur at  the Annual Business Meeting of the GLPA Conference in Peoria, Illinois or by absentee ballot 
following GLPA requirements.
The GLPA Nominations Committee, led by President-Elect  Garry Beckstrom (Bay City, Michigan) and consisting of 
Waylena McCully (Champaign, Illinois), Jon Marshall (Strongsville, Ohio), Cheri Adams (Dayton, Ohio), and Alan Pareis 
(Fort Wayne, Indiana) respectfully submits to the membership the following candidates for office:

President-Elect:
Dayle L. Brown
Mark S. Reed

Secretary:
Fran Ratka
Daniel Tell

Treasurer:
Cheri Adams

Jean Creighton

IPS Representative:
Jeanne E. Bishop

FOR PRESIDENT-ELECT

Candidate Name: Dayle L. Brown
Institution: Pegasus Productions, South Bend, Indiana
Phone: (574) 217-8557 
E-mail: DayleDavid@comcast.net
GLPA member for: 29 years
Educational Experience:

• Undergraduate – B.A. in Education with endorsement in Sp. Ed. (EMR), Ball State University, Muncie, Indiana.
• Graduate – M.S. in Education, Ball State University; Endorsement, General Science (K-9), Ball State University, 

Muncie, Indiana.
Astronomy education related classes/workshops:

• Stellar Astronomy and Solar Astronomy classes, IUSB, South Bend, Indiana.
• Participant at 1985, 1986, and 1987 Spitz Summer Institute in Planetarium Education, West Chester University.
• Participant, Lunar Certification, Indiana Teacher in Space Workshop, Purdue University.
• Applicant for NASA “Teacher in Space”
• Participant at Professional Planetarium Production Workshop at the Bishop Planetarium, Bradenton, Florida.
• Participant at Space Academy Adult Program, Space Camp, Huntsville, Alabama.
• Participant at Planetarium Production Techniques Seminar at Strasenburgh Planetarium.
• Participant at POPS Summer Institute at the Lawrence Hall of Science.

Current and Past Service to GLPA:
• Nominated for President-Elect, 2009, 2011

mailto:DayleDavid@comcast.net
mailto:DayleDavid@comcast.net
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• Donation of text and images from first three Skylore books to GLPA image bank
• Chair of GLPA Portable Network
• Attended 23 GLPA Conferences and 7 State Meetings (co-hosted 1)
• Presented 17 workshops
• Presented 11 papers
• Presented 4 posters
• Vendor, 2012
• IPS Rep 1992 – 95
• Hosted 5 Executive Committee meetings
• Established “Mobile News Network” column for GLPA Newsletter, 1992

Member of the Following Organizations:
• Great Lakes Planetarium Association, Chairman of Portable Planetarium Network; Newsletter column: “Mobile 

News Network” (past); IPS Representative (past)
• International Planetarium Society (IPS), GLPA Affiliate (past)
• Michigana Astronomical Society
• Indiana State Teachers Association (ISTA)
• Hoosier Association of Science Teachers, Inc. (HASTI)
• Northern Indiana Artists, Inc. (NIA), Exhibit Chair (past), Historian (past)
• St. Joe Valley Watercolor Society, South Bend Museum of Art rep (past)
• South Bend Museum of Art, President of Board of Trustees, SJVWS Rep. (past), Art League: Garden Walk 

Coordinator
Honors and Achievements:

• Publication of Skylore from Planet Earth: stories from around the world . . . Our MOON (Authorhouse)
• Publication of Skylore from Planet Earth: stories from around the world . . .VENUS (Authorhouse)
• Published article: “For the Love of the Stars” Planetarian, Journal of the International Planetarium Society, Dec. 

2010, pp 60 & 61
• Publication of Skylore from Planet Earth: stories from around the world. . . MILKY WAY (Authorhouse)
• Published article: “Skylore in the Classroom” The Hoosier Science Teacher, Journal of the Hoosier Association of 

Science Teachers, Inc. , Vol. XXXII, No. 3, Spring 2007 
• Publication of Skylore from Planet Earth: stories from around the world. . . PLEIADES (Authorhouse)
• Artwork “The Ice Maidens” (Pleiades) from Skylore from Planet Earth: stories from around the world. . . 

PLEIADES featured on the cover of Planetarian, Journal of the International Planetarium Society, September 
2006

• Published article: “Skylore  from Planet Earth: A Labor of Love for Education” Planetarian, Journal of the 
International Planetarium Society, September, 2006, pp 6-9

• Book Review: “Skylore from Planet Earth: stories from around the world . . . Pleiades” Planetarian, Journal of the 
International Planetarium Society, September, 2006, p 43

• Publication of Skylore from Planet Earth: stories from around the world. . . ORION (Authorhouse)
• Individual Artist Projects Grant Awarded for publication of MILKY WAY by Indiana Arts Commission, 

Indianapolis, Indiana.
• Awarded “A Week in Italy,” Brescia, Italy, Starlab Instructor
• Writer for Indiana Science Curriculum Frameworks Document
• On-site co-director for POPS Summer Institutes, Lawrence Hall of Science, Berkeley, California
• “Top 5” Science Teachers in Indiana in 1992
• Awarded rank of  “Fellow of GLPA”  in 1991
• Awarded “Teacher Creativity Fellowship” for planetarium education, Lilly Endowment, Indianapolis, Indiana.

Candidate Statement:
GLPA has been more than a professional organization for me these past  25 years. The members of this organization make 
me proud to be a planetarian. They provide the structure, support, encouragement, and creativity to make us all better at 
what we do. GLPA is respected and admired the world around for these qualities and more. I hope to provide the 
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leadership framework for all of our talented and creative members so that  they can continue to lead the field in the work 
of our organization.

It  is such an honor to be considered for an office in this wonderful organization. If elected, I will apply myself to 
paying back for all the past deeds of kindness and support…and to paying forward for all the fresh new planetarians 
entering our profession.

FOR PRESIDENT-ELECT

Candidate Name: Mark S. Reed
Institution: Peter F. Hurst Planetarium, Jackson, Michigan
Phone: (517) 745-0219
E-mail: marksreed@aol.com
GLPA member for: 20 years
Educational Experience:

• Undergraduate – B.S. Earth Science, Michigan State University
• Graduate – M.A.E. Physics, Ball State University

Additional Graduate Coursework:
• Earth Science and Education, Michigan Technological University
• Astronomy/Planetarium, Ball State University

Current and Past Service to GLPA:
• Hosted several spring meetings
• Hosted informal summer/winter pot-lucks
• Attended 18 conferences
• Attended most state meetings in Michigan
• Attended 10 Indiana State Meetings
• Presented 4 papers at GLPA
• Presented 1 poster at GLPA
• Paper Chair for 2009 GLPA Conference
• Submitted research to the GLPA Library

Member of the Following Organizations:
• Michigan Science Teachers Association (MSTA)
• Michigan Earth Science Teachers Association (MESTA)
• Astronomical Society of the Pacific (ASP)
• International Planetarium Society (IPS)

Honors and Achievements:
• Astronomical Society of the Pacific
• Rank of Fellow, GLPA
• Successful grant writer for my planetarium and another non-profit organization

Candidate Statement:
I would like to champion more opportunities to showcase efforts being made by K-12 school planetariums through 
conference activities, paper sessions and with the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS). K-12 school planetariums 
make up a significant  part of our membership and as technology has changed, our organization should examine how we 
might  support or praise efforts that K-12 domes are making. In addition, all planetariums may benefit from both the 
teaching and evaluation done through the use of rubrics as NGSS take root. I would like to be an active voice to help 
people make connections with astronomy, Earth science, and the sense of wonder that  science can invoke as we help 
people discover “their” universe.

mailto:marksreed@aol.com
mailto:marksreed@aol.com
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digistar5@es.com

Discover the Legend Written in the Stars...

A New Fulldome Show From Evans & Sutherland Digital Theater Productions
and the eugenides foundation planetarium

Narrated by 

Terry O’Quinn
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FOR SECRETARY

Candidate Name: Fran Ratka
Institution: Lake Erie Nature & Science Center – Schuele Planetarium
Phone: (440) 471-8360
E-mail: franr@lensc.org
GLPA member for: 14 years
Educational Experience:

• B.S. Chemistry, Notre Dame College; State of Ohio Teaching License, Chemistry and General Science, Notre 
Dame College

Current and Past Service to GLPA: 
• Presentations at GLPA conferences
• Cleveland GLPA Conference Committee
• GLPA Development Chair – 1 year
• GLPA Nominating Committee – 1 year

Member of the Following Organizations: 
• CRAP
• IPS
• Notre Dame College Alumni Association – First Vice President

Honors and Achievements:
• Appreciation Pin, Girl Scouts of Lake Erie Council
• Rank of GLPA Fellow
• Raised two daughters to be happy, healthy, compassionate, self-sufficient human beings!! (This is my highest 

achievement!)
Candidate Statement:
Since I was lucky enough to find the job of my dreams, and am back in the planetarium field, I would like to become 
more involved in GLPA. I believe that  I can help to keep GLPA the strong organization that it is and move us into the 
future.

FOR SECRETARY

Candidate Name: Daniel Tell
Institution: California Academy of Sciences
Phone: (415) 379-5257
E-mail: dtell@calacademy.org
GLPA member for: 8 years
Educational Experience:

• Undergraduate — Undergraduate studies in English, Grand Valley State University, Michigan
Current and Past Service to GLPA: 

• Conference Host, 2005
• Chair, Michigan Planetarium Organization 2009-2011
• Chair, Technology Standards Committee 2011-present
• Co-editor, Fulldome TIPS booklet
• Annual conference presenter on free software production 2009-present

Member of the Following Organizations: 
• International Planetarium Society (2012-present)
• Digistar Users Group (2006-2012)

mailto:franr@lensc.org
mailto:franr@lensc.org
mailto:dtell@calacademy.org
mailto:dtell@calacademy.org
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Honors and Achievements:
• Rank of Fellow, Great Lakes Planetarium Association
• Spearheaded GLPA involvement and action in industry standards discussions

Candidate Statement:
GLPA has given me an incredible array of opportunities for professional growth and development, and I have sought  to 
repay that  with continuous service to the organization. In the role of Secretary, I would seek to improve the efficiency and 
quality of GLPA’s operations and communications: internally, with our affiliates and related organizations, and between 
the membership and Executive Committee. I want to ensure an open, engaged, communicative GLPA responsive to the 
needs of 21st century planetarium professionals.

FOR TREASURER

Candidate Name: Cheri Adams
Institution: Boonshoft Museum of Discovery – Director of Astronomy, Dayton, Ohio
Phone: (937) 275-7431 ext. 122
E-mail: cadams@boonshoftmuseum.org
GLPA member for: 19 years
Educational Experience:
B.S. / Ed Earth Science, University of Missouri - Columbia
Current and Past Service to GLPA: 

• GLPA Past President (Served as President 2008-2010)
• Executive Committee Meetings Recording Secretary, April 2010-April 2013
• Served on GLPA Scholarship Selection and Nominations Committees
• Presented numerous fall conference posters
• Attended 19 GLPA conferences

Member of the Following Organizations: 
• IPS
• Astronomical League
• Miami Valley Astronomical Society

Honors and Achievements: 
• Rank of Fellow of GLPA
• Astronomical League Great Lakes Region Recognition for Achievements in Amateur Astronomy

Candidate Statement:
I joined GLPA and attended my first fall conference in 1994. Throughout the years I have benefited professionally and 
personally from this phenomenal organization and its members. I would appreciate the opportunity to contribute to the 
organization of GLPA at this time by serving as Treasurer.

FOR TREASURER

Candidate Name: Jean Creighton
Institution: Manfred Olson Planetarium, University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee
E-mail: jcreight@uwm.edu
GLPA member for: 5-6 years
Educational Experience:

• Undergraduate – BSc, Physics, University of Athens
• Graduate – MSc, Astronomy, St. Mary’s University, Halifax; PhD, Astrophysics, University of Waterloo, Ontario

mailto:cadams@boonshoftmuseum.org
mailto:cadams@boonshoftmuseum.org
mailto:jcreight@uwm.edu
mailto:jcreight@uwm.edu
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Current and Past Service to GLPA: 
• Participated in the “Live from the Planetarium” project
• Chair of WIMPS

Member of the Following Organizations: 
• IPS
• Wisconsin Society of Science Teachers (WSST)

Honors and Achievements: 
• Rank of Fellow of GLPA (2012)
• UWM academic staff outstanding performance and service award (2012)
• UWM academic staff professional development award

Candidate Statement:
I am honored to be nominated as Treasurer of the GLPA; the GLPA membership has been a great resource for me. If I get 
elected, I will do my best to master my new responsibilities.

FOR IPS REPRESENTATIVE

Candidate Name: Jeanne E. Bishop
Institution: Westlake Schools Planetarium, Westlake, Ohio
Phone: (440) 871-5293
E-mail: JeanneEBishop@wowway.com
GLPA member for: 40 years (from its inception)
Educational Experience:

• Undergraduate — B.S., Kent State University
• Graduate — M.S., University of Pittsburgh; Ph.D., University of Akron

Current and Past Service to GLPA: 
• President, 1999-2000
• Served many years as Chair of Education Committee and initiator of TIPS Booklets
• GLPA Newsletter Editor from late-1985 through 1987
• Have given papers and/or workshops at every conference
• Conference photographer for several years

Member of the Following Organizations: 
• Great Lakes Planetarium Association
• I.P.S. (from its inception. I served two terms as Executive Secretary and President of IPS)
• ASP (Astronomical Society of the Pacific)
• NSTA (National Science Teachers Association)
• NAGT (National Association of Geology Teachers)
• Cleveland Astronomical Society (I served as President, Secretary, Newsletter Editor, and Program Chair)
• Cleveland Geological Society
• Delta Kappa Gamma (Women Education Honorary)

Honors and Achievements: 
• GLPA Galileo Award
• GLPA Fellow
• IPS Service Award
• ASP Thomas Brennan Award for High School Astronomy Teaching
• Martha Holden Jennings Master Teacher Award
• NSTA Ohaus and AGA first-place project awards
• Ohio finalist science and math Presidential award
• textbook author

mailto:JeanneEBishop@wowway.com
mailto:JeanneEBishop@wowway.com


The Great Lakes Planetarium Association acknowledges 
the following companies and organizations for their 
generous support in Fiscal Year 2012-13:

Parallel Universe Sponsors ($2,800+)
 Spitz, Inc.       www.spitzinc.com

Universe Sponsors ($1,400 - $2,799)
 Astro-Tec Mfg., Inc.      www.astro-tec.com
 Digitalis Education Solutions, Inc.    www.digitaliseducation.com
 The Elumenati     www.elumenati.com
 Konica Minolta Planetarium Co.    www.mediaglobeplanetarium.com
 Sky-Skan, Inc.      www.skyskan.com

Galaxy Sponsors ($900 - $1,399)
 Ash Enterprises International , Inc.   www.ash-enterprises.com
 Audio Visual Imagineering, Inc.    www.av-imagineering.com
 Bowen Technovation     www.bowentechnovation.com
 Evans & Sutherland      www.es.com
 GOTO, Inc.       www.goto.co.jp/english

Solar System Sponsors ($600 - $899)
 Adler Planetarium     www.adlerplanetarium.org
 ChromaCove, LLC      www.chromacove.com
 East Coast Control Systems    www.eastcoastcontrol.com
 Global Immersion      www.globalimmersion.com
 Laser Fantasy     www.laserfantasy.com
 Milwaukee Public Museum (Soref Planetarium)  www.mpm.edu
 Seiler Instrument Corporation/Carl Zeiss   www.zeiss.de/planetariums 
 Space Telescope Science Institute   hubblesource.stsci.edu

Planet Sponsors ($450 - $599)
 New Children’s Museum (Travelers ScienceDome Plm) www.thechildrensmuseumct.org/planetarium 
 Pegasus Productions     www.pegasusproductions.net
 SCISS AB       www.scalingtheuniverse.com

Moon Sponsors ($100 - $449)
 Clark Planetarium     clarkplanetarium.org
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Candidate Statement:
I am very happy to run again for IPS Representative. IPS is the worldwide group that  represents planetariums and 
planetarians, and every year it seems to offer more to its members. I want to make sure of that, involving GLPA in every 
way possible. I view this position as a two-way facilitator. I want to bring information about all the wonderful things that 
GLPA is doing to IPS, often helping to model ways for IPS to do things better, and let GLPA members know what  is 
happening in IPS, ways to access IPS benefits, and ways to have direct  input into IPS committees and activities. Recently, 
with the gracious web help of Geoff Holt, I sent  a letter to all GLPA members, asking for input on the 2016 conference 
site and nominations for IPS awards. Along with regular reports in the GLPA Newsletter and presentations at the fall 
GLPA meetings, I would continue contacting you in this way for feedback. It is very important to be at  each year's IPS 
Council meeting, and I pledge to continue to be at every one, completing a detailed GLPA report  to IPS Council. Further, I 
pledge to continue to be very active on the GLPA Executive Committee, assisting with a variety of detailed projects. I 
hope to help GLPA and IPS be the best they can be. It is an honor to run for this office, as both the GLPA Executive 
Committee and the IPS Council are composed of planetarians who have outstanding enthusiasm, leadership, and 
commitment.

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
(continued from page 3)

work isn’t easy but I’m giving it my best shot. Still, it is easier than the health issues some of our members are dealing 
with. The planetarium field is interesting as we do support  and care for each other. I think Past-President John Schroer 
said it  best  when he said simply “GLPA is family.” Well, the “family reunion” begins October 16 in Peoria and you’re all 
invited! I can’t wait to see you there! Clear skies.

HST IMAGES
If you would like to download beautiful Hubble Space 
Telescope images like the ones that are found throughout 
the GLPA Newsletter, all you need to do is visit:

Hubble Heritage Project
heritage.stsci.edu/

or

HubbleSite Gallery website
hubblesite.org/gallery/

And the best news of  all? Since the photos come from 
NASA, they are free (with proper credit)!

http://heritage.stsci.edu/
http://heritage.stsci.edu/
http://hubblesite.org/gallery/
http://hubblesite.org/gallery/




THE GREAT LAKES PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION (GLPA) offers membership opportunities to all  individuals in any way connected with 
the operation of planetariums regardless of geographic location. GLPA is an affiliate of IPS (International Planetarium Society), NSTA (National 
Science Teachers Association), and  IMERSA (Immersive Media Entertainment, Research, Science & Arts). Membership dues are $20 annually, 
payable at  the time of the Autumnal Equinox. General  correspondence should be addressed to the Secretary/Treasurer, and requests for membership 
should  be addressed to the Membership Chair (see below). The quarterly GLPA Newsletter is received by all members in good standing. Ideas and 
opinions  expressed in  the GLPA Newsletter  are not necessarily  those of GLPA, its membership or the editor. Deadlines for contributions fall on the 
1st of February, May, August and November. Send information to GLPA Newsletter Editor (address below). Copyright © 2013.

GLPA Home Page:
http://www.glpaweb.org

PLEASE NOTE:

The GLPA Newsletter is printed and mailed from:

Physics and Astronomy Department
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green  OH  43403

For a replacement copy of this newsletter, please contact Dale Smith
(address given above).

Astronomical photographs used within the GLPA Newsletter are courtesy of 
NASA and the Space Telescope Science Institute (STScI).

PRESIDENT
David Leake
William M. Staerkel Planetarium
Parkland College
2400 West Bradley Avenue
Champaign  IL  61821
(217) 351-2567
dleake@parkland.edu

PRESIDENT-ELECT
Garry Beckstrom
Delta College Planetarium
100 Center Avenue
Bay City  MI  48708
(989) 667-2270
garrybeckstrom@delta.edu

PAST-PRESIDENT
John Schroer
536 St. Thomas Court
Fairfield  OH  45014
(513) 645-0343
ka8grh@gmail.com

SECRETARY/TREASURER
John French
Abrams Planetarium
Michigan State University
East Lansing  MI  48824
(517) 355-4676
frenchj@msu.edu

IPS REPRESENTATIVE
Jeanne Bishop
Westlake Schools Planetarium
24525 Hilliard Road
Westlake  OH  44145
(440) 835-6325
jeanneebishop@wowway.com

MEMBERSHIP
John Potts
Bay City, Michigan
jjpotts42@gmail.com

PUBLICATIONS
     GLPA NEWSLETTER  EDITOR
Bart Benjamin
Cernan Earth and Space Center
River Grove, Illinois
bbenjami@triton.edu

     PROCEEDINGS EDITOR
Dale Smith
BGSU Planetarium
Bowling Green, Ohio
dsmith@newton.bgsu.edu

EDUCATION
Susan C. Batson
North Hills High School
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
batsons.nhsd@gmail.com

DEVELOPMENT
Robert Bonadurer
Daniel M. Soref Planetarium
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
bonadurer@mpm.edu

HISTORIAN
Garry Beckstrom
Delta College Planetarium
Bay City, Michigan
garrybeckstrom@delta.edu

GIFT SHOP
Todd DeZeeuw
Gary E. Sampson Planetarium
Wauwatosa, Wisconsin
dezeeuto@wauwatosa.k12wi.us

TECHNOLOGY
Geoffrey Holt
Madison Metro School District Planetarium
Madison, Wisconsin
gholt@madison.k12.wi.us

     AUDIO-VISUAL RESOURCES
David Leake
William M. Staerkel Planetarium
Champaign, Illinois
dleake@parkland.edu

     TECHNOLOGY AD HOC
Daniel R. Tell
Morrison Planetarium
San Francisco, California
dtell@calacademy.org

CONFERENCE PLANNING
Gary Tomlinson
Comstock Park, Michigan
gtomlins@sbcglobal.net

2013 CONFERENCE HOST
Sheldon Schafer
Peoria Riverfront Museum
222 SW Washington Street
Peoria  IL  61602
(309) 686-7000
sschafer@peoriariverfrontmuseum.org

UPCOMING GLPA CONFERENCES:
2013 October 16-19
 Peoria, Illinois

2014 October 29-November 1
 Muncie, Indiana

Executive Committee mailing addresses and 
phone numbers can be found by visiting  
www.glpaweb.org/exec.
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IMAGE CREDITS

The 2011 redesign of the GLPA Newsletter incorporates 
small sections of several Hubble Space Telescope images 
for its page mastheads. These and other images can be 
accessed from the Hubble Heritage Project website at 
heritage.stsci.edu or the HubbleSite Gallery website at 
hubblesite.org/gallery. And because the photos are from 
NASA, they are free to use (with proper credit).

Cover:  Infant Stars in the Small Magellanic Cloud (NGC 346)
  Credit: NASA, ESA and A. Nota (STScI/ESA)

State News: Prototypical Barred Spiral Galaxy NGC 1300
  Credit: NASA, ESA, The Hubble Heritage Team (STScI/AURA)

Bulletin Board: Hubble Ultra Deep Field (STScI-2004-28)
   Credit: NASA, ESA, R. Windhorst (Arizona State University)
    and H. Yan (Spitzer Science Center, Caltech)

IPS Update: August 29, 2011 GOES East Full Disk Satellite Image
  NASA/NOAA GOES Project Science website

Articles: A Giant Hubble Mosaic of the Crab Nebula
  Credit: NASA, ESA, J. Hester and A. Loll (Arizona State University)

Image Credits page background image: Abstract Art Found in the Orion Nebula
  Credit: NASA, ESA, and The Hubble Heritage Team (STScI/AURA)
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How do you get  along with roller coasters? Do you like the 
feeling you get  in your stomach during one of the dips and 
then the exhilaration you feel on the fast turns? That was 
sort of the feeling one had about two weeks ahead of the 
conference when word arrived that  our conference hotel 
was closing! It  was nothing for our super conference host, 
Sheldon Schafer, as he merely walked into a phone booth, 
changed into tights and cape, and calmly took care of 
business! The conference went off without a hitch! Kudos 
to Sheldon and his crew of Dave Grebner, Renae Kerrigan, 
and Nick Rae. Theirs was a masterful job, especially under 
the circumstances! Plus a HUGE GLPA thank you goes to 
the Peoria Area Convention and Visitors Bureau for 

stepping up to the plate and using some of their own funds to ensure the conference was successful. As I write this, the 
IAM Executive Director Donna Sack and I are penning a letter to the Peoria Journal Star newspaper praising the efforts of 
the CVB. The hotels that  took us in on late notice and the Peoria Civic Center deserve our thanks as well. Our own 
Executive Committee also jumped into action and we appreciate the work done by Gary Tomlinson, Bart Benjamin and 
Geoff Holt  for keeping the membership informed. I want  to also publicly thank Tom Dobes, too, not only for capturing 
each of the talks but  for making sure we had operating A/V in the rooms. You’ll be able to catch the presenters you may 
have missed on the GLPA website very soon. What could have been a tragedy became a great  conference all because we 
all pulled together! This was GLPA at its best! 

So, what’s next? As I scan the to-do list  I have lots of follow-up to tend to from the conference, plus rumor has it 
that there may be a comet  in the sky. By the time you read this, we will have known if ISON was a boon or a bust. The 
winter sky doesn’t disappoint, though, with its long list of bright stars, plus Venus and Jupiter. 

(continued on page 20)

David Leake

President’s
Message

I would also like to congratulate the staff of the Peoria 
Riverfront  Museum for an outstanding GLPA conference 
amidst the challenge of the Sheraton Hotel closure. We all 
owe a huge debt  of gratitude to Sheldon Schafer, his staff, 
and the fine people at the Peoria Area Convention and 
Visitors Bureau for ensuring that GLPA and IAM were able 
to offer their planned conference schedule, albeit with a 
few venue changes.
 I would l ike to o ffe r some add i t iona l 
congratulations – to one of my fellow Illinois planetariums 
and to one of my fellow Illinois planetarians. The 
planetarium that I’d like to congratulate is the Elgin 
Observatory/Planetarium, which recently celebrated its 
50th anniversary. You can read more about  their history and 
this stellar achievement  on page 16. The planetarian that I’d 
like to congratulate is Sheldon Schafer, who will be retiring at the end of January after 41 years in the planetarium field, 
most of which was spent at Peoria’s Lakeview Museum and the new Peoria Riverfront Museum.
 On the eve of Sheldon’s retirement, I’d like to offer him a personal note of appreciation. A Peorian by birth, I 
grew up with Lakeview Museum and saw what a difference Sheldon Schafer made when he became its Planetarium 
Director. Years later, as a Science Communications major at  Bradley University, I volunteered at Lakeview Museum in my 
senior year to acquire some hands-on museum experience before entering the job market. Ironically, my first full-time job 
was with Lakeview Museum, where I worked as a Curatorial Assistant  for its science exhibits. Since I had been an avid 
amateur astronomer since high school, it didn’t take me long to find my way into the planetarium as a part-time show 
operator during my off-hours. Sheldon was more than willing to accommodate my wishes. As the months passed, I began 
to realize that my next  career step would likely be into the planetarium field. When that  opportunity presented itself, 
Sheldon was very helpful in making my next big career step possible, and the rest, as they say, is history. Years later, I not 
only hold Sheldon in high regard for what he brought to Peoria and the planetarium/museum profession, but  how his 
support  and encouragement many moons ago led this young and enthusiastic amateur astronomer to the planetarium 
profession. Thank you again, Sheldon!

(continued on page 20)

Editor’s
Message

Bart
Benjamin
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Illinois State Meeting
Date: Saturday, May 3, 2014
Location: Elgin Observatory 
& Planetarium, Elgin
Contact: Peggy Hernandez 
(peggyhernandez@u-46.org)

It’s been a busy fall at Chicago’s 
A d l e r P l a n e t a r i u m . I n l a t e 
September, they hosted two concerts 
by local musician Benn Jordan. In 
addition to composing and performing 
the score for Adler’s newest show 

Cosmic Wonder, Benn also created soundscapes for their 
cosmology exhibition. On November 8th, JPL Planetary 
Science Manager Dr. Rosaly Lopes delivered an exciting 
lecture about the Cassini mission. Adler hosts its 
astronomy lectures in-dome, utilizing their real-time digital 
systems to eliminate the traditional “PowerPoint  frame”, 
and immerse their audience in the science behind the 
lecture topics. This holiday season also marks the return of 
Season of Wonder, their building-wide holiday experience. 
Under the dome(s), they place audiences inside the World’s 
Largest  Snow Globe, and feature Holiday Sky Live, their 
night  sky show that covers the winter stars, Comet  ISON, 
Jupiter’s icy moon Europa, and more.

The William M. Staerkel Planetarium at 
Parkland College will reopen on the January 17-18 
weekend after a winter break. They will be opening a 
“brand new old show” with the digital re-master of Adler’s 
Skywatchers of Africa. Skywatchers will be joined by 
Calgary’s In My Backyard and their live Winter Prairie 
Skies program. On Valentine’s Day, the staff will welcome 
guitarist  Kenna Mae Reiss into the dome for a live concert. 
Their “World of Science” Lecture Series continues on the 
first  Friday of the month, with talks in February and March 
on sustainable farming and storm chasing.

The staff at  the Peoria Riverfront Museum  in 
Peoria are recovering from co-hosting the Great  Lakes 
Planetarium Association and the Illinois Association of 
Museums in October. All told, 150 attended the GLPA 
meeting and 125 attended the IAM meeting. In December 
and January, Earth, Moon & Sun, Stars over Peoria, 
Cosmic Journey, Laser Holidays, The Size and Scale of the 
Universe, and A Uniview Experience will be presented. 
Longtime planetarium director Sheldon Schafer will be 
retiring at  the end of January after 38 years at Lakeview 
Museum and Peoria Riverfront Museum and 41 years in 
the planetarium field. Before Peoria, Sheldon worked at  the 

STATE CHAIRS

ILLINOIS:  Bart Benjamin
   Cernan Earth and Space Center
   Triton College
   2000 Fifth Avenue
   River Grove, Illinois  60171
   (708) 456-0300, Ext. 3408
   bbenjami@triton.edu

INDIANA:   Alan Pareis
   9421 Stagecoach Drive
   Fort Wayne, Indiana  46804
   (260) 432-8786
   bellerophonii@aol.com

MICHIGAN:  Matthew Linke
   University of Michigan Plm.
   Room 4508 Museums
   1109 Geddes Avenue
   Ann Arbor, Michigan  48109
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   BGSU Planetarium
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   Bowling Green State University
   Bowling Green, Ohio  43403
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Andrus Planetarium and Wagner College Planetarium in New York. Sheldon will continue teaching two 
sections of Introductory Astronomy at Bradley University, so he will continue to be a frequent user of The 
Dome at the Riverfront  Museum. He will also continue in his role as Curator of the Solar System for Central 
Illinois’ Community Solar System Model. With the closing of Lakeview Museum and the move to the Peoria 
Riverfront  Museum in downtown Peoria, the Community Solar System was re-created and enlarged, this time 
to a scale of 99,000,000:1. The model features a 46-foot  Sun in the center of the Sun Plaza at  the museum, 
eight planets, and five dwarf planets spread out  across 4,000 square miles of Illinois, several hundred 

unnamed comets across seven continents, and the Alpha Centauri System on the Moon, represented by Little West Crater 
at  the Apollo 11 landing site. The first  event using the new model will be the Interplanetary 5K Race and Walk on March 
22, 2014.
 In December, the Cernan Earth & Space  Center presents its annual holiday show titled Celebrations of Winter 
(which makes its 26th annual appearance) and Aura Technologies’ Winter Wonderlight laser light  show. In January, the 
Cernan Center will present  a three-part program featuring the Cassini mission at  Saturn, Hubble Space Telescope image 
highlights, and AVI’s Orion laser cartoon.

Indiana State Meeting
Date: Saturday, April 5, 2014
Location: Evansville  Museum of Arts, History and Science’s Koch  Immersive Theater, 
Evansville
Contact: Mitch Luman (mluman@emuseum.org)

2014 will be the “Year of the Planetarium” in Indiana. The new Koch Planetarium opens in 
Evansville early in the year and hosts the spring Indiana State Meeting. The new Ball State 
Planetarium also opens in 2014, and Dr. Ron Kaitchuck will host the GLPA Conference there in 
October of 2014.
 Chuck Bueter describes the South Bend Indiana Comet Festival  as “celebrating the 
uncertain outcome of Comet ISON.” Not relying on a visible spectacle, this community 
celebration includes planetarium presentations, art  exhibits, music, a “Comet Quest” treasure 
hunt, speakers, food and beverage specials, and more. Details can be found at 

www.cometfestival.com.
The next book from Dayle Brown’s (Pegasus Productions) Skylore from Planet Earth: stories from around the 

world… series will be Comets and Meteors. Learn more about  Dayle’s gorgeously illustrated series of books at 
www.pegasusproductions.net.

The P-H-M DVT/Planetarium  in Mishawaka is one of the many active participants in Comet  Festival. Art 
Klinger comments that “thanks to digital technology, we’ve added to each public and curriculum show the path of Comet 
ISON as viewed from high above the plane of the Solar system as well as an edge-on view. Also, we’ve been showing 
where it’ll appear in our early morning eastern sky each day from October 3rd through December 25th. The ‘wow’ factor to 
all of this has been very gratifying.” In mid-November, they offered a show titled The Comet Chef, which featured Chuck 
Bueter and special guest Martin Ratcliffe, who happened to be in town for that  workshop. It  was a great evening with a 
full house in attendance.

Mitch Luman from the Evansville Museum of Arts, History and Science’s Koch Immersive  Theater reports that 
they have received a $28,113 grant  from the Institute of Museum and Library Services (IMLS) through its “Museums for 
America” program. The grant will assist  with the installation of digital signage, digital ticketing equipment and traditional 
signage in support of their Koch Immersive Theater. The Evansville Museum was one of only four Indiana museums to 
receive a grant from this Federal agency.

The Merrillville  Community Planetarium continues its longstanding tradition of encouraging and involving 
public school students. This fall, 104 students attended a meeting to sign up to be a Student Assistant at the planetarium!

The E. C. Schouweiler Memorial  Planetarium at  the University of Saint  Francis in Fort Wayne’s public fall 
weekend in November was well attended for the debut  of Larry Cat in Space, which was produced and directed by 
Planetarium Educator Niki Habegger, automated by Planetarium Educator Sydnee Hamrick, and coached by Planetarium 
Technician Chris Highlen. The Schouweiler production of SEPA’s The Planets is scheduled for debut during the 
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planetarium’s fifth annual, two-week WinterFest  in mid-February. Planetarium Director Alan Pareis is the 
Producer/Director, and Chris Highlen is providing the show realization automation, image, video and audio 
post-production development.

Michigan State Meeting
Date: Saturday, April 26, 2014
Location: Kalamazoo Valley Museum Planetarium, Kalamazoo
Contact: Eric Schreur (eschreur@kvcc.edu)

The Vollbrecht Planetarium in Southfield will begin 2014 on January 15th with a series 
of eight unique interactive 90-minute shows on Wednesday evenings, presented by Cliff 
Jones. The planet  and sun projectors on the Spitz A3P projector have been upgraded to 
LED by Ash Enterprises. Summer triangle line projectors, found in a hidden box, have 
been reinstalled and work great!
 The Chaffee  Planetarium  at the Grand Rapids Public Museum closed to the 
public on September 15th to begin a major renovation. As of November 1st, most of the 
75 slide projectors, video projectors, and special effects projectors that  were part of the 

“state of the art” system when it  opened in 1994 had been removed, along with the incandescent  dome lighting. Out  came 
the central pit for Digistar 2 and additional special effects projectors, along with the forward-located control 
console. Right  now, the 145 seats are being taken out  and sent across town to be rebuilt at American Seating’s Grand 
Rapids factory, which is very convenient! Soon, AstroTech will be coming in to bring dome reflectivity to the 
specifications recommended by E&S for Digistar 5, which will produce fulldome video via two state-of-the art  digital 
projectors. There will also be some upgrades to an already excellent sound system, new carpeting and color schemes, and 
additional technical and cosmetic upgrades. If all goes according to plan, the new “state of the art” Chaffee Planetarium 
will open with exciting new programming in February. Check the spring newsletter for latest updates and further details. If 
you are so curious that  you can’t wait until the Gala 50th Anniversary GLPA conference (October 14-17, 2015) to see the 
new look, be sure to get in touch with Ken Cott or Dave DeBruyn to arrange a visit.

The University of Michigan’s Museum of Natural  History Planetarium continues with its comet-related 
programming, running Impact Earth, with updates on the progress of Comet ISON. Live star talks run every weekend and 
through the holidays, with the solstice program Season of Light running in December and early January. The Lighthearted 
Astronomer kicks off the New Year. December 7th is their comet-centered Discovery Day, with talks, shows, and activities 
throughout the day. A large gift is equipping the planetarium with a computer system designed to handle large video and 
audio as the staff begins production on several NSF-related faculty research programs. With regard to their plans for a new 
building, they are nearing completion of the initial planning document, and exhibit  design firms are now being 
interviewed.

Ohio State Meeting
Date: Saturday, May 17, 2014
Location #1: Shaker Heights High School Planetarium, Shaker Heights
Location #2: ChromaCove, Cleveland
Location #3: Schuele  Planetarium in the Lake Erie  Nature and Science Center, Bay 
Village
Contacts: Bryan Child (child_B@shaker.org), Chuck Rau (chuck@chromacove.com), 
and Fran Ratka (franr@lensc.org)

Is Fran Ratka excited? She writes, “In case you didn’t  hear my screams of joy at  the GLPA 
conference when I found out, we are pleased to announce that  the Walter R. Schuele 

Planetarium at  Lake Erie Nature & Science Center in Cleveland, Ohio will be undergoing a complete renovation and 
upgrade this winter! We will be replacing our 40-year old, 30-foot  dome with a shiny, new Astro-Tec dome. Our Spitz 
A3P will be replaced with a refurbished 512 by Ash Enterprises. We are replacing our incandescent  dome lighting with 
beautiful Nanocove LEDs from Chromacove and our seats and sound system will also be brand new! If that wasn’t 
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enough, we will be adding digital projection to our repertoire with the amazing new Omnistar projector from AVI. 
Completion of the project is anticipated during late April of 2014.” Fran will co-host  the Ohio meeting next  May and 
hopes to invite a future GLPA conference to Bay Village.

Scott  Oldfield and the Vandalia Planetarium at Smith Middle School are riding high on the success of their 
latest show Spooky Skies. For the first time in six years, it  was standing room only with over 70 people in attendance. 
Additionally, the dome recently hosted the local Optimists Club, who pledged to donate a Pluto sign for the far end of the 
newly installed planet walk. November’s showing was Asteroids, Comets, and Meteors, Oh My!!! with hopes that Comet 
ISON would cooperate for viewing. December is bringing A Scope for Christmas. During its run, one lucky attendee will 
receive a free Galileoscope.

Cheri Adams writes that during 2013, the public show attendance for the Caryl D. Philips Space  Theater at the 
Boonshoft  Museum of Discovery in Dayton doubled over the previous year’s public show attendance. At the start of 2013, 
planetarium ticket fees were eliminated for all members and paid general admission guests wishing to view any live, 
fulldome, or 3D show during regular museum hours. Scott Lever, JPL Mission Manager for NASA’s MER Mission, will 
be in Dayton in January to celebrate the 10th anniversary of the landing of the Opportunity rover on Mars. Scott  will 
present  the latest discoveries and challenges by Opportunity at  the University of Dayton (Jan. 22nd), Wright State 
University (Jan. 23rd), and the Boonshoft  Museum of Discovery (Jan. 24th). He will also provide an opportunity for the 
public to observe his JPL Science Operations Working Group meeting in the planetarium at  noon on Friday, January 24th. 
These SOWG meetings are a real glimpse into the daily work of the rover science/engineering team and he will provide 
commentary to planetarium visitors to explain what  is taking place. Scott is originally from the Dayton area and was a 
past speaker at the 2006 GLPA conference in Merrillville.

In its lead-up to installation of fulldome next spring, the BGSU Planetarium  is continuing its retrospective runs 
of most programs shown over the past  thirty years, this semester featuring shows from the second decade of operation. In-
house productions on the schedule have included Water World: Our Precious Planet Earth, New Worlds? (written for the 
Columbus landfall quincentenary in 1992), The Seabird Show, Unworldly Weather, To Shine Almost Forever: the 
Incredible Lives of Stars, and Dinosaur Light. Secret of the Star returns for its annual holiday run, this year including a 
matinee showing on Christmas Eve and, for the first time, showings on Christmas Day itself.

Comets are everywhere! After making comets at  the October GLPA conference and for thousands of school kids 
in the South Bend area, Chuck Bueter, in his inimitable and irrepressible style, made more comets during a talk to the 
Cleveland Astronomical Society on November 7th and could not resist  a reference, in his words, to the “Joe DeRocher 
Limit” around planets, inside of which rings may be found.

DON’T MISS OUT

To be included in the spring issue’s State News 
column, please forward news from your facility to 
your state chair in the latter half of January.

If you have a digital picture of a newsworthy event 
held at your planetarium, please e-mail it to Bart 
Benjamin for possible inclusion in the IPS 
Planetarian’s “International News” column.

WHO DO I CONTACT?

If you ever have a GLPA-related question, but are 
not quite sure to whom you should direct that 
question, GLPA may have your answer.
 The GLPA website has a page that provides 
a helpful way to determine who best  could answer 
your question. To use it, please visit

www.glpaweb.org/contacts
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WIMPS State Meeting
Date: Friday & Saturday, April 25 & 26, 2014
Location: Allen F. Blocher Planetarium, Stevens Point
Contact: Randy Olson (rolson@uwsp.edu) 

The Allen F. Blocher Planetarium at UW-Stevens Point is presenting 
Galaxies this winter. This former Hansen Planetarium program will run 
from January until the spring equinox. This year also marks the 50th year 
that the planetarium has been in continuous operation. The original 
science building was first  occupied during the 1963-64 school year. The 
planetarium has always been a part of that facility.

  This fall, the Bell  Museum of Natural  History ExploraDome  debuted Andromeda's Treasure, a planetarium 
program produced with support  from a grant  from the Space Telescope Science Institute. University of Minnesota 
Astrophysicists are part  of a team of researchers undertaking one of the most  ambitious projects ever done with the 
Hubble Space Telescope, a survey of our galactic neighbor in Andromeda. The Panchromatic Hubble Andromeda 
Treasury, or “PHAT” project, will reveal unseen treasures and help scientists understand more about  distant galaxies and 
the stars in our own Milky Way. The live, interactive planetarium program details the latest  science results, the history of 
the galaxy's observations, and how to find Andromeda in the night sky. The program was written using Uniview software, 
and the next phase of the grant  will include incorporating PHAT  research elements into a fly-through module of the 
Andromeda galaxy and testing the program with partner sites at the University of Michigan and Pacific Science Center.

On October 18th, the Charles Horwitz  Planetarium participated in the first  Retzer Nature Center Howl-O-
Ween night event. Through the end of October, the planetarium also ran Frite Lite SkyLase programs. In November, the 
planetarium presented Our Place in Space and More Than Meets the Eye to the public.

The Manfred Olson Planetarium  at  UW-Milwaukee had a Black Hole Bash on October 3-4. For this special 
event, UW-M hosted the interactive exhibit  “Astronomy’s New Messengers: Listening for Gravitational Waves.” For the 
regular Friday night shows series, Fall Stars and their Myths runs until December 13th and Colorful Nebulae will run in 
January and February.

The Soref Planetarium is running its new show on the Ice Cube telescope called Chasing the Ghost Particle: 
From the South Pole to the Edge of the Universe. Produced with the Wisconsin IceCube Particle Astrophysics Center – or 
WIPAC – this show will be available for both fulldome and traditional planetariums in January, 2014 for a small purchase 
price. The show explores how tiny neutrinos help explain the extreme objects like gamma ray bursts and supermassive 
black holes. The Soref is also playing Space Junk 3D from nWave.

FORMER PLANETARIAN DOUG HOLT DIES AT 79
Karl D. “Doug” Holt, who preceded current  Planetarium Director Geoff Holt 
(no relation) at the Madison Metropolitan School District Planetarium, died on 
July 13, 2013 after a long battle following heart surgery.
 Doug was born and raised in Madison, where he attended Madison West 
High School and the University of Wisconsin-Madison. During his college 
years, Doug joined the Army R.O.T.C. which led to his 28½ year military 
career. He would later go on to flight  training school to become a pilot at  Fort 
Rucker, Alabama.
 He continued in his life as a teacher at  Cherokee Middle School. Later, 
he taught  Earth Science for a number of years at  Madison West  High School. 
After Memorial High School was built, Doug was asked to become the 
Planetarium Director. He retired in 1993.
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GLPA ELECTION RESULTS
On October 19, 2013 at  the GLPA Conference in 
Peoria, Illinois, GLPA conducted its biennial election 
of officers. The outcome of this election was as 
follows:

President-Elect:
Dayle Brown
Secretary:
Dan Tell

Treasurer:
Cheri Adams

IPS Representative:
Jeanne E. Bishop

Congratulations to our new officers (who will take 
office on the Vernal Equinox, 2014) and a big thank 
you to everyone who was willing to run for office.

14

GLPA AWARDS
At the Annual Banquet of the GLPA Conference in 
Peoria, Illinois, GLPA bestowed the following awards:

Fellows:
Mike Grznar

Indianapolis, Indiana
Martin Ratcliffe

Nashua, New Hampshire

Honorary Life Member:
Von Del Chamberlain

Kanab, Utah
Congratulations to the GLPA award winners for 2013!

If you would like to nominate someone  for GLPA 
Fellow, Honorary Life  Member, Service  Award, 
Mentor Award, or Galileo Award, please  visit 
www.glpaweb.org/awards to download the PDF 
nomination forms and/or read the award 
guidelines.

FULLDOME TIPS BOOKLET
There is a new TIPS booklet  in the works. “TIPS on Planning and Implementing a 
Conversion to Fulldome Technology” is a new kind of TIPS booklet, created by the 
Technology Standards ad hoc Committee. It will eventually be available online to anyone 
through the GLPA website, and is currently available for viewing by GLPA members using 
their GLPA website accounts.

Now we need your help! Currently the booklet is a rough draft, and appendices still 
need to be added. We need general proofreading, subject  matter accuracy and additional 
material, suggestions on better ways to explain things, and ideas for helpful resources to 
list.

We especially need assistance from planetarians who are not  familiar with these 
technologies, to help us improve descriptions and explanations.

The booklet  can be found online at www.glpaweb.org/tips-fulldome. You must  be 
logged in with your website account  to read. Comments can be left through the website or 
by e-mail to wmccully@parkland.edu.

http://www.glpaweb.org/awards
http://www.glpaweb.org/awards
http://www.glpaweb.org/tips-fulldome
http://www.glpaweb.org/tips-fulldome
mailto:wmccully@parkland.edu
mailto:wmccully@parkland.edu
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ATTENTION: DON TUTTLE QUILT OWNERS
submitted by Francine Jackson (Francine_Jackson@brown.edu)

Many of you knew or knew of Don Tuttle and his amazing quilting prowess. Some of you may also know 
that one of his goals was to have one of his quilts in every state.

GLPA would like to honor Don’s memory by having, as part  of its website, a complete list and set 
of images of each quilt  that he distributed. If you are a GLPA member who has been given one of Don 
Tuttle’s quilts, please send digital photographs of your quilt  to Garry Beckstrom, History Chair, at 
garrybeckstrom@comcast.net.

Don was a founding member of GLPA, and this would be a perfect way to remember him. [Ed.: To 
read more about Don Tuttle and the 50th anniversary of the Elgin Planetarium, please turn to page 16].

50TH ANNIVERSARY OF GLPA DVD PROJECT
GLPA is now less than two years from reaching a major milestone – its 50th anniversary! To 
commemorate this milestone, GLPA is in search of any and all images, films, or videos of past 
conferences or state meetings. We are especially in need of any pictures or film for the first  few 
conferences, such Cincinnati in 1966. In fact, we have very little at all from GLPA’s first decade.

F o r m o r e i n f o r m a t i o n , p l e a s e c o n t a c t  P r e s i d e n t - E l e c t  G a r r y B e c k s t r o m 
(garrybeckstrom@comcast.net) or Past-President John Schroer (ka8grh@gmail.com).

FREE DARK MATTER FULLDOME CLIP
A free, seven minute fulldome clip is available as the result  of an NSF-funded project  by Dr. Kathryn Zurek of the 
U-M Department of Physics. Her work centers on ways that Dark Matter might  be detected.  At present it is 
available as dome masters in 1200 x 1200 and 4000 x 4000 resolutions from the University of Michigan’s 
Museum of Natural History Planetarium.

You would just  need to ship them a drive. (A 4K file uses about  190 GB). They will likely have another in 
2000s as well. An mpeg file is also available. The audio is only available as a stereo track. You can preview the 
clip on YouTube at youtu.be/3156Aq9l7rs. The staff is working on a “read me” document with labeled stills to 
help interpret what  is shown. NSF would ask you to tell us if it  is used and where. If have an interest in receiving 
the clip, please contact Matt Linke at mlinke@umich.edu.

mailto:Francine_Jackson@brown.edu
mailto:Francine_Jackson@brown.edu
mailto:garrybeckstrom@comcast.net
mailto:garrybeckstrom@comcast.net
mailto:garrybeckstrom@comcast.net
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mailto:ka8grh@gmail.com
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A R T I C L E S
The Elgin School District U-46 Planetarium:

Fifty years of learning under the stars
Excerpts from an article written by Peggy Hernandez

and Courier-News article of September 29, 2013.

In 1963, the space race was on, the Soviet Union’s Sputnik satellite had orbited the Earth and John F. Kennedy 
had recently announced plans to send U. S. astronauts to the Moon “not because it is easy, but because it is 
hard.” In that year, the Elgin School District U-46 had a Spitz A3P planetarium projector installed in a newly 
constructed addition to the back of the old Elgin Observatory, which had been deeded over to the District for 
$1.00 in 1960 by the defunct Elgin National Watch Company. That company  had originally built the 
observatory  in 1909 and was the only watch manufacturer of its day with an observatory  dedicated to measuring 
time. Company  employees used the transit telescope to watch the movement of stars through the field of view. 
From those observations, they could accurately mark the time, and Elgin watches famously were advertised as 
“timed by the stars.”

Mr. Donald Tuttle, who was a radio man during his stint in the 
U.S. Navy and had an astronomy degree, needed a job. The Elgin 
School District U-46 hired him in 1960 as the part-time Chief Radio 
Engineer for its commercially-licensed WEPS radio station, which 
U-46 still owns! In 1962, Don, who already served as Chief Radio 
Engineer and physics teacher at Elgin High School, was given the 
reins of the Elgin Observatory to develop an astronomy program for 
grades K-14. Don brought in classes to tour the Observatory, but he 
quickly realized that what was needed was a planetarium, not a 50-
year-old, museum-like transit scope. A grant was secured through the 
National Defense Education Act to partially fund a brand new 
planetarium. The total cost of the addition, projector and dome, 
benches, audio system and lighting was $24,784, half of which was 
paid for by the grant. The Elgin facility was only the fourth 
planetarium to be installed in Illinois and the first  one in a school 
district. Mr. Tuttle worked side by side to install the projector with the technicians from Spitz, Inc. That same 
instrument is in operation today, and it has been tenderly cared for over the years and still produces a pristine 
simulation of the night sky.

In 1985, the 500,000th visitor walked through the doors. Don Tuttle served as the U-46 Planetarium 
Teacher from 1963-1985. He was succeeded by Gary  Kutina, who served from 1985 until 2009. In 2009, Peggy 
Hernandez was hired to become Elgin’s third Planetarium Teacher. Don Tuttle died in August of 2010.
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Don Tuttle in 1972
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On Friday, September 27, 2013, the Elgin 
Planetarium/Observatory  hosted a public open 
house to commemorate the 50th anniversary of 
the facility. As reported by the Courier-News, 
“About two dozen people gathered under the 
dome of the U-46 Observatory and 
Planetarium on Friday  evening, recounting 
history and memories, and giggling over 
photos of original planetarium director Don 
Tuttle’s trademark plaid ties. But  when the 
room went dark and the star projector 
illuminated that night’s constellations in 360 
degrees around the dome, it went silent, heavy 
with awe and shared experiences.”
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Upper Left: Early promotional photo of the 
Elgin Planetarium. Above: Gary Kutina, Nancy 
Franklin, and Don Tuttle sometime during the 
2000s. Left: Nancy Franklin, Carol Tuttle, and 
Peggy Hernandez.



U P D AT E
Jeanne Bishop, IPS Representative 

Thank you for your confidence to represent  GLPA members in IPS for another term. I’ll certainly do all I can to 
bring your concerns and choices to the IPS Council and communicate information about  IPS to you. I appreciate all who 
give me ideas so that  I can do my job better. I will be going to Beijing for next  summer’s biennial conference (I shared the 
details I know at both the GLPA business meeting and in the September GLPA Newsletter). I was very pleased to see 
hands of a number of others at the Business meeting, indicating they will also go to Beijing. 

We should be receiving IPS Beijing registration information very soon. If attending, I remind you to make sure 
your passport  is up to date and to apply ahead for the required Visa. The Visa form now used for China is about  four 
(easy) pages long. You need to send this out, with an up-to-date passport, either to a government  location or via a travel 
service, one to two months ahead of travel time. 

The IPS Beijing meeting will be a forum for welcoming people from new or planned Chinese planetariums into 
IPS. Although the location is distant for GLPA members, Beijing offers an excellent opportunity to recognize and promote 
the “I” for International in IPS. As planetarians come together from around the world, those who cannot travel to North 
America, to meeting places such as Baton Rouge, can have their chance of attending a meeting close to their homes. And 
the result  is that all learn about planetarium work being done in many countries. Each planetarium normally serves 
hundreds to thousands of people. So after learning about best  planetarium practices, a domino-effect occurs as the 
wonderful message of astronomy and space science effectively reaches many more people than if IPS conferences took 
place on just one continent. IPS celebrates astronomy and space science and its transmission via the world’s diverse 
planetariums. GLPA was a leader in the initiation of IPS, and its members are leaders within the group today. GLPA 
member Dave Weinrich is now Past-President; Dave has been very active in promoting planetarium success in third-world 
countries. Paul Knappenberger, former head of the Adler Planetarium in Chicago, is IPS President-Elect. Shawn Laatsch 
has been Treasurer for many years. Dale Smith, who publishes GLPA Proceedings (and has for 26 years), is exceptionally 
effective as IPS Publications Chair. GLPA member Sharon Shanks is the tremendous, insightful Editor of Planetarian. 
GLPA member Susan Button for many years has been the world leader in organization and promotion of portable 
planetariums, serving as chair of the Portables ad hoc IPS committee. GLPA member April Whitt  currently writes two 
Planetarian columns – book reviews and commentary. GLPA has supplied four IPS Presidents. Be proud, GLPA. And if 
you are not a member, I recommend joining. Whether or not you attend an IPS conference, the benefits of the four-times-
per-year journal Planetarian and the IPS website, as well as knowing you support  world planetarians, makes membership 
well worth it. Please also consider serving IPS. If you would like to help in some particular way, let  me or Past-President 
Dave Weinrich know.

IPS President  Thomas Kraupe, Past-President Dave Weinrich, and President-Elect Paul Knappenberger have been 
formulating a “vision” for the future of IPS. A file of “best practices” in ways for IPS to present  conferences and do other 
things should make membership in IPS even more worthwhile. At last  summer’s Council meeting, Paul spoke eloquently 
about the increased emphases on communication and education that  IPS now will be taking. Look for conference themes 
to reflect  this. The 2016 biennial IPS conference in Warsaw, Poland, will follow the new vision, in that  planning will take 
a “ground up” approach. The hosts actively are looking for suggestions on ways to make sessions most relevant  to 
participants. Please let  me know if you have any ideas for this conference, as planning has just  begun. I hope very much 
that a lot of GLPA members will be able to attend the Warsaw meeting, at  a location once frequented by Nicolas 
Copernicus. You may want to start  reading more about this giant of astronomy history, to get greatest  pleasure from 
visiting this part of the world.
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There was no Winter Solstice issue in 1973. In the following Vernal Equinox, 1974 issue, the Newsletter Editor 
at that time apologized for the absence of a winter issue. He explained that “publication difficulties, combined 
with all the [Comet] Kohoutek hoopla” were to blame.
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VOLUME VIII, NUMBER 4 WINTER SOLSTICE, 1973

EDITOR’S MESSAGE (continued from page 3)

Within the pages of this winter newsletter, you’ll find an assortment of photographs from Conference 
Photographer Dan Goins on the cover and on pages 30 and 31. All photographs were taken by him except  for a couple of 
images taken by me. As usual, his full collection of photographs will be included on the Proceedings CD that  will be 
mailed to members in early 2014.

Please note that the deadline for the spring issue of the GLPA Newsletter is February 1, 2014. Please submit your 
facility reports to your state chairs by mid-January. On behalf of GLPA’s Executive Committee, I wish you all a happy 
holiday season and a wonderful start to 2014!

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE (continued from page 3)

As you head towards some sort of winter break, keep GLPA awards in mind. We have GLPA Fellow, a new 
Mentor Award, a Service Award, and the grand prize, the Galileo Award. Anyone who is a GLPA member can nominate 
someone for these recognitions. The guidelines and (where appropriate) nomination forms are all listed on the GLPA 
Awards web page under “Membership.” The Mentor Award is new and no one has taken that  one home yet. Please 
consider recognizing one of your colleagues, but note that the deadline for nominations is now the Vernal Equinox.

In closing, it  has been a true honor to serve you as president  of the Great  Lakes Planetarium Association. The 
president’s job is easy when you have a hard-working Executive Committee. I’d like to thank them, all the subcommittee 
chairs, and you for putting up with little ole me. Mr. Beckstrom will be taking over in March. GLPA is in good hands! 
Whatever holiday you celebrate during this “cold time” of the year, Rena and I hope it is happy, healthy, and full of stars!

http://www.glpaweb.org/awards
http://www.glpaweb.org/awards
http://www.glpaweb.org/awards
http://www.glpaweb.org/awards


VOLUME XXVIII, NUMBER 4 WINTER SOLSTICE, 1993
(22 pages in length)

GLPA’s 102nd newsletter and the fourth issue of 1993 contained 
the following articles and columns:

★ The GLPA elections results were announced. April Whitt  was voted in as GLPA’s President-Elect, David 
Parker was re-elected Secretary/Treasurer, and Dayle Brown was re-elected IPS Representative. [Ed.: Twenty 
years after her election as IPS Representative, Dayle Brown was elected to President-Elect. Congratulations!]

★ GLPA’s Patron Members for 1993 included GOTO Optical, East Coast Control Systems, Minolta 
Corporation, Joe Hopkins Engineering, Evans and Sutherland, Zeiss/Seiler Instrument, Astro-Tech 
Manufacturing, and Mr. Roderick Webster and Mrs. Marjorie Webster from the Adler Planetarium. [Ed.: It is 
wonderful to read that many of these 1993 Patron Members remain as Sponsors of GLPA twenty  years later. 
Thank you!]

★ One and one-quarter pages of the Winter, 1993 issue of the GLPA Newsletter were devoted to paid 
advertising. Seiler/Zeiss had a full-page ad and Castle Lane Productions had a quarter-page ad. [Ed.: As I 
reported at GLPA’s Annual Business Meeting, there are currently  eleven advertisers with annual contracts in 
the GLPA Newsletter. Twelve and one-half pages are devoted to these advertisements, which raise an 
additional $3,745 in revenue for GLPA. Thank you!]

★ Of the new members listed in the 1993 winter issue, one is still a GLPA member – Shawn Laatsch, who now 
serves IPS as its Treasurer and Membership Chair and was then from the Sudekum Planetarium in Nashville.

★ In the State News column, it was reported that the Merrillville Community Planetarium had just celebrated its 
20th birthday and that Director Gregg Williams had reported that 1992-93 was a record year, with 490 shows 
and 2,100 visitors! [Ed.: That means that the Merrillville Community Planetarium recently celebrated its 40th 
birthday! Congratulations to all of them!]

★ Two pages of photographs from the recent conference in Dayton, Ohio were printed in the newsletter. In his 
regular column, the Newsletter Editor congratulated Art Goss and the staff of the Dayton Museum of Natural 
History for “the fine job they all did in creating and executing such an outstanding and memorable 
conference!”
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GLPA Annual Business Meeting
Marriott Pere Marquette Hotel

Peoria, Illinois
October 19, 2013

Call to Order:  President David Leake called the meeting to order at 10:32 a.m. CDT.
Secretary’s Report:  April Whitt  moved that the meeting minutes of the past business meeting (held on October 27, 2012 
at  the Marriott  Airport Hotel in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania) and published in the Winter 2012 GLPA Newsletter be approved. 
Her motion was seconded and carried.
President-Elect’s Report:  President-Elect Garry Beckstrom introduced the GLPA members running for office:

President-Elect: Dayle Brown and Mark Reed
Secretary: Fran Ratka and Dan Tell
Treasurer: Cheri Adams and Jean Creighton
IPS Representative: Jeanne Bishop

Ballots were distributed. Garry reported that the Executive Committee approved funding ten conference scholarships at 
the 2013 Spring Executive Committee meeting. Four scholarships were approved, which covered conference registration 
fees and the cost of meal packages. Chuck Bueter inquired as to the criteria for applying for a conference scholarship. The 
criteria were included in the conference registration packet  but  some criteria Garry conveyed were that those applying 
must have been a GLPA member for a minimum of five years, have the support  of their administration, and those awarded 
a scholarship will commit to providing a service at the conference such as presenting a paper, poster, serving as a paper 
moderator, etc. Garry suggested that running for an elected office or serving on a committee is a great way to become 
involved in GLPA.

Ballots were collected. Waylena McCully of the Nominations Committee assisted Garry in counting the ballots.
Treasurer’s Report:  Secretary/Treasurer John French gave a brief Financial Report  of the balances of GLPA’s accounts, 
totaling $148,613.41 as of October 14, 2013 prior to the start of the conference. This does not include conference 
expenses of approximately $50,000. The checking and savings accounts are currently held at  the Michigan State 
University Federal Credit Union and GLPA has a PayPal account. John thanked the membership for the four years he has 
served as Secretary/Treasurer and President Leake thanked John for his service to GLPA.
President’s  Report:  President Leake reported during his President’s Report that there were no nominations for the 
Galileo, Mentor, or Service Awards this year. The deadline for those awards is the Vernal Equinox. Guidelines for 
nominations are on the website. Two Fellow awards were presented at the Friday evening banquet to Mike Grznar and 
Martin Radcliffe and an Honorary Life Member award was presented to Von Del Chamberlain.

Jean Creighton made the suggestion that  a reminder be sent to members two weeks prior to the award 
nominations deadline and President  Leake commented that we have the capability to do that now. Gary Tomlinson 
suggested that  the Galileo Award requires letters of support and therefore it  would be prudent to send the reminder earlier. 
Bart Benjamin commented that he will include information in newsletter articles and links to the appropriate content.
Past President’s Report:  President Leake presented the Past  President’s Report in John Schroer’s absence. John has 
been interested in documenting GLPA’s 50th anniversary with a short video. Dave requested that if anyone has any early 
GLPA photos or video to contribute they may send those to him. The GLPA Handbook is available online.
Secretary/Treasurer Non-financial Report:  Secretary/Treasurer John French had no non-Financial Report to make.
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IPS Report:  IPS Representative Jeanne Bishop reported on the upcoming IPS Conferences to be held in Beijing (2014) 
and Warsaw, Poland (2016) and inquired as to how many GLPA members might attend the 2014 Beijing Conference, June 
23 through June 27. The registration fee will be $450, hotel costs vary widely, and the taxi fee one way from the airport  is 
approximately $17. Registration packets will be mailed to IPS members in January of 2014. Travel to China requires a 
visa as well as a passport.

Jeanne thanked Geoff Holt for assistance in sending members a request for their opinion for the 2016 IPS 
Conference site, now chosen to be Warsaw, Poland. Jeanne reported on some of the associated costs with attending. 
Jeanne thanked Bart  for sharing GLPA news with Lars Broman for the IPS affiliates column in the Planetarian. Dave 
Weinrich has been chosen for the next teacher in Italy. Sharon Shanks was recognized as editor of the Planetarian and 
Dale Smith for his work with Publications. Susan Button and April Whitt were recognized for their columns in the 
Planetarian.
Membership Report:  Membership Chair John Potts reported that GLPA membership has remained very stable. John 
also reported on a newly designed membership brochure to be distributed at  state meetings. John encouraged GLPA 
members to reach out  to those individuals working in planetariums who have not joined GLPA. Less than half of all 
planetariums in the region are members of GLPA.
Development Report:  Development  Chair Bob Bonadurer thanked everyone for support  of the vendors. There were a 
few more than 20 vendors at  the conference this year, many at the high end. Generally there are between five to seven 
hours of vendor time at recent  conferences. Attempts are made to not  have vendor time past 10 p.m. but sometimes it is 
necessary to do so.
Publications Report:  Publications Chair Bart Benjamin reported that  the main GLPA publications are the quarterly 
GLPA Newsletter and the annual Proceedings of the GLPA Conference. There are currently eleven advertisers with annual 
contracts, 12½ newsletter pages are devoted to these ads, and an additional $3,745 in revenue is generated. Our 
contractual advertisers are AVI, Digitalis, Evans & Sutherland, Electrosonics (formerly Global Immersion), GOTO, 
Konica Minolta, Sky-Skan, Spitz, ChromaCove, GeoGraphics, and Seiler/Zeiss. With the production of the winter 
newsletter, Bart will have produced 104 newsletters of GLPA’s total of 182 newsletters.

Currently, 127 members opt to download the electronic version of the newsletter, 31 receive the printed 
newsletter, and 82 receive both versions. The electronic version is produced in full color and is available online to anyone. 
Bart thanked Dan Goins, conference photographer, for making available the conference photos for the newsletter.

State news reports should be submitted to State Chairs; Bart  Benjamin (Illinois), Alan Pareis (Indiana), Matthew 
Linke (Michigan), Dale Smith (Ohio), and Jean Creighton (Wisconsin/Minnesota). The IPS Planetarian is always looking 
for color photographs to illustrate its International News column and these can be sent directly to Bart Benjamin.

The next Proceedings will be GLPA’s 30th annual proceedings. Dale Smith has edited, produced, and distributed 
26 of these, which is all except the first  four. The Proceedings CD of this year’s conference will likely include all past 
Proceedings and conference photos by Dan Goins.

The number of followers on GLPA’s Facebook and Twitter pages has increased in the past year from 53 to 77 (on 
Twitter) and from 154 to 191 (on Facebook). Administrators Geoff Holt and Bart Benjamin continue to solicit  feedback 
from members.
President-Elect’s Report:  Election results as reported by Garry Beckstrom:

IPS Representative: Jeanne Bishop
Treasurer: Cheri Adams
Secretary: Dan Tell
President-Elect: Dayle Brown

As History Committee Chair, Garry requested that anyone with one of Don Tuttle’s quilts or photos of such quilts should 
e-mail the information to Garry.

Education Report:  Education Chair Sue Batson reported that  the Next  Generation Science Standards NGSS will have a 
great  impact  on all involved in the planetarium field. Gary Tomlinson reported that the document  produced by a GLPA 
subcommittee can be found on the website. He recognized the efforts of Jeanne Bishop to identify which concepts can 
best  be done in a planetarium. Alan Davenport  has been working with the committee to correlate the document with the 
NGSS. Michael Wysession, lead writer for Earth and Space Science NGSS, has also agreed to correlate the document  with 
the NGSS. The committee has many more ideas and will continue to work on the document. Sue announced a 
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subcommittee of the Education Committee has been formed to develop criteria and guidelines for future projects seeking 
GLPA funding.
Technology Report:  Technology Chair Geoff Holt  thanked Tom Dobes and Bart Benjamin for their work and support  of 
the website. Tom completed the website software upgrade. Geoff thanked Chris Janssen for his work on the Google 
Calendar (which includes the conference agenda) on the website which can also be added to members’ own calendar 
systems. Geoff thanked Dave Leake for his work with the A/V portion of the Technology Committee.
 Next year, conference registration will be online. Of the 105 regular delegates this year, 16 were paper 
registrations. Paper conference registration will be available if needed but will not  be sent  to all members. Geoff requested 
if anyone has any suggestions to improve the online registration process to please let someone on the web team know.
 TIPS booklets are available online, immediately downloadable, as well as all past  booklets and prior Proceedings. 
Geoff reminded everyone that members may request  to have a password reset  but  cautioned everyone to not create a new 
login account. Anyone encountering difficulties should contact a member of the web team for help.
 “Live from the Planetarium” has been added to the website and a new TIPS booklet TIPS on Planning and 
Implementing a Conversion to Fulldome Technology will be posted very soon. An announcement will be sent out  through 
GLPADomes.

Dan Tell reported briefly on the actions of the Technology Standards Ad Hoc Committee. Due to the election 
results, Dan will be stepping down as chair and Geoff thanked Dan for his efforts. Dan Tell reports that  nothing significant 
has changed in regards to standards and IMERSA. Dan feels it is still important  for us to continue to be involved in 
IMERSA. However, he also suggests that we create related appendices to the Fulldome TIPS booklet, including one focused 
on “best practices” for creating dome masters.
 Geoff thanked those members that ran for election that were not elected and expressed the hope that  they would 
run again in a future election.

Geoff briefly demonstrated the device that  changes light intensity to sound in his Teaching Seasons in the 
Planetarium  workshop. The device is sensitive to the Earth’s tilt, so it is able to demonstrate changes in differential 
intensity on the surface of the Earth due to the Sun’s elevation.

Geoff reported one of the main projects over the past six months has been to support the conference host. Bart 
Benjamin and Geoff Holt  have been working to post and update all of the conference materials and managing the 
registration system. Conference Registrar Janet Beckstrom was instrumental in this process as well, serving as the main 
link between the conference host and the Technology team.

Website statistics from the past month (September 11 to October 11, 2013):
1) Over the past month, 624 unique visitors initiated 1,294 visits, totaling 8,639 page views. This is 20% higher than
    last year at this time.
2) About half of the traffic came from people using Google to find our site, with the most popular search terms being
    “glpa,” “great lakes planetarium association”, “glpa conference”, and “cosmic colors planetarium show.” Almost a 
    third of the traffic came directly to the site from their own bookmarks or by typing the address.
3) Our visitors came from 42 countries, but mostly the United States (87%). Visitors are using the following browsers:
    Firefox (32%); Chrome (23%); Internet Explorer (21%); and Safari (19%). About 57% of our visitors are on a 
    Windows computer. Mobile access accounts for 5% of the traffic.

Dave Leake reported for A/V that  55 Cosmic Colors show kits have been sold, generating revenue in excess of 
$12,000.
Conference  Planning Report:  Conference Planning Chair Gary Tomlinson thanked the following and announced that  they 
have agreed to work in preparation of and during next year’s conference:

Tom Dobes: A/V
Dan Goins: Photographer
Dave DeRemer: Workshops
Janet Beckstrom: Registrar

Gary thanked Sheldon Schafer for hosting this year’s conference. Sheldon thanked his staff for their contributions to the 
conference: Nick Rae, Dave Grebner, and Renae Kerrigan.

(continued on page 40)
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The Great Lakes Planetarium Association acknowledges 
the following companies and organizations for their 
generous support in Fiscal Year 2013-14:

Multiple Universes Sponsors
(both GLPA and Illinois Association of Museums)

 Bowen Technovation     www.bowentechnovation.com
 Peoria Area Convention and Visitors Bureau www.peoria.org
 Zdi Inc.      www.zdiinc.net

Parallel Universe Sponsors
 Audio Visual Imagineering, Inc.    www.av-imagineering.com
 Mirage 3D      www.mirage3d.nl
 Carl Zeiss AG/Seiler Instrument Inc.   www.zeiss.de/planetariums
 Sky-Skan, Inc.      www.skyskan.com
 Spitz Inc.       www.spitzinc.com

Universe Sponsors
 Ash Enterprises International   www.ash-enterprises.com
 Digitalis Education Solutions, Inc.    www.digitaliseducation.com
 Evans & Sutherland      www.es.com
 National Geographic Society   www.nationalgeographic.com
 RSA Cosmos      www.rsacosmos.com/en/

Galaxy Sponsors
 Astro-Tec Mfg., Inc.      www.astro-tec.com
 East Coast Control Systems    www.eastcoastcontrol.com
 Electrosonic      www.electrosonicimmersion.com
 GOTO, Inc.       www.goto.co.jp/english
 Prismatic Magic     www.prismaticmagic.com

Solar System Sponsors
 ChromaCove, LLC      www.chromacove.com
 Clark Planetarium     www.clarkplanetarium.org
 Milwaukee Public Museum     www.mpm.edu
 SCISS AB       www.scalingtheuniverse.com

Moon Sponsors
 California Academy of Sciences   www.calacademy.org
 Full Dome FX, Inc.     www.fulldomefx.com
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GLPA Executive Committee Meeting
Peoria Civic Center

Peoria, Illinois
October 16, 2013

Present:  David Leake, Garry Beckstrom, Jeanne Bishop, John French, John Potts, Bart Benjamin, Gary Tomlinson, 
Geoff Holt, Bob Bonadurer, Dale Smith, Janet  Beckstrom, Cheri Adams, John Schroer (via telephone), Sue Batson, 
Sheldon Schafer.
Call to Order:  The meeting was called to order by President David Leake at 8:45 a.m.
Secretary’s Report:  The minutes of the last  Executive Committee meeting, held at  the Abrams Planetarium at  Michigan 
State University in East  Lansing, Michigan on April 13, 2013 had been printed in the Summer Solstice 2013 GLPA 
Newsletter and e-mailed. No revisions were made. Gary Tomlinson moved that the minutes be approved. The motion was 
seconded by Garry Beckstrom and carried.
Treasurer’s Report:  Secretary/Treasurer John French presented the Financial Report, which was then discussed. As of 
October 14, 2013, the current balance of GLPA’s accounts are:
  Checking    $67,213.61
  Savings     $69,459.81
  PayPal      $ 5,010.10
  Image Bank     $ 6,745.29
  Gift Shop       $  184.60
  Total cash assets $148,613.41
It  is anticipated that approximately $50,000 in conferences expenses will be paid out of the current balance. A discussion 
followed regarding the reporting of revenue and expenses for the 2012 Conference. The Instructional Materials account 
has been closed.
 The CPA John met with previously will be assisting John with filing a form for GLPA’s 501 (c)(6) status. The 
CPA, after briefly reviewing GLPA’s revenue and expenses, advised that GLPA does not warrant  an audit  nor a 
compilation based on the small number of checks that  are written. The CPA suggested that  copies of all checks written be 
included in the Executive Committee report  by the Treasurer. The CPA did suggest that a review of the books take place 
every couple of years or at least  when there is a change in Treasurers. A question arose – Are non-Executive Committee 
members that  handle money such as the Registrar covered under the Directors and Officers Liability? Gary Tomlinson 
suggested it be tabled until this spring.
 Currently John uses a debit card and not  a credit card with any reward points. A discussion followed as to whether 
or not  conference hosts would be able to have a prepaid credit  card to cover expenses they may incur and if John would 
work with the new Treasurer to investigate online banking or for GLPA to utilize a regional bank/credit union.
 John reported that the CPA advised that  GLPA remain as 501(c)(6) as that is recognized as professional status with 
the IRS. John thanked everyone for the opportunity to serve GLPA as Secretary/Treasurer and extended an open invitation 
for spring Executive Committee meetings.
 Gary T. inquired as to whether John took care of the hotel bills for Tuesday evening. The Mark Twain Hotel 
wanted to wait until after the night had occurred.
 President Leake will propose an online budget to be approved by the Executive Committee.
 Geoff Holt led the discussion that  due to the circumstances of the conference hotel changes, it  is a good reminder 
that GLPA needs to maintain a balance for such situations.
President’s  Report:  President David Leake reported that there were no nominations for the Galileo or Mentor Awards 
and will mention that  at  Friday’s banquet. The award nominations’ deadline will change to the Vernal Equinox in 2014 
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and Bart Benjamin will include a notice in the winter newsletter. Anyone with slides to project at  the Business Meeting 
should provide them to Dave ahead of time. Dave had e-mailed everyone with information regarding other organizations 
awards. He received information from SEPA, MAPS, IPS, GPPA, and Rocky Mountain and reported on those awards. 
Discussion ensued regarding awards and possible additions to those awarded. Discussion occurred to have minutes 
available to Executive Committee members online. Obituaries to be reported at Friday’s banquet: 

Kindra Johncock
Doug Holt
Alton Yarian
Linton Pitluga

President-Elect’s Report:  President-Elect Garry Beckstrom reported that the nominated candidates are:
President Elect: Dayle Brown and Mark Reed
IPS Representative: Jeanne Bishop
Secretary: Fran Ratka and Dan Tell
Treasurer: Cheri Adams and Jean Creighton

The election for new officers will be Saturday at the Business Meeting.
 At the spring 2013 Executive Committee meeting, the Executive Committee approved ten scholarships for the 2013 
Fall Conference. The Scholarship Committee received six scholarships applications and four were approved. Garry 
suggested that in the spring, consideration should be made to approve ten scholarships for the 2014 Fall Conference.
Past President’s  Report:  Past President  John Schroer reported by phone. He asked that  Garry Beckstrom provide the 
History Committee report and that Gary Tomlinson report on the Handbook updates. John is working on the door prize 
program. John would like to see a DVD compiled for GLPA’s 50th anniversary consisting of video and images of past 
conferences included on the Conference Proceedings disk. Bart Benjamin suggested appealing to the membership for the 
content. The amount of content would then drive the project. David Leake will work with John on the project.
 Garry Beckstrom will continue to work on the History Committee. Dale Smith would like the conference delegate 
lists for the years they are trying to do photo identification. Garry will be working on conference summaries for 
Champaign and Pittsburgh conferences. 

Gary Tomlinson reported that  the Handbook has been posted and everyone should be updating their content. The 
Conference Guidelines are being revised and Garry T. thanked Garry and Janet Beckstrom for their work on the revisions.
Conference  Planning:  Gary Tomlinson complimented Geoff Holt on his idea of having a conference registrar and the job 
Janet  Beckstrom has done as Conference Registrar. Janet Beckstrom reported there are 105 registered delegates and 42 
vendor representatives. Janet has performed numerous tasks beyond the Registrar’s responsibilities such as organizing all 
conference registration materials and performing tasks normally performed by the conference host. She anticipates that 
the next year will be easier, especially if there are some changes made to the website registration. Gary also acknowledged 
the contributions by Geoff Holt  and Bart Benjamin. Geoff explained the conference registration software is evolving and 
there is an option to pay programmers to write code for the software to encompass many of the desirable features. Geoff 
would like to have the ability to edit  registrations. Geoff asked the Executive Committee about  their interest  in funding 
such a proposal. Geoff will determine the budget  necessary to fund the proposal and return to the Executive Committee 
for their approval.

Janet reported that credit cards may now be accepted onsite with the card reader linked to GLPA’s PayPal account.
Secretary/Treasurer Non-financial  Report:  Secretary/Treasurer John French had no non-financial information to 
report. The Secretary and Treasurer duties are outlined in the Handbook.
IPS Report:  IPS Representative Jeanne Bishop reported that she had sent the GLPA report that she had made at the IPS 
Council meeting to everyone in August. Jeanne had a copy of the 2012 IPS Conference Proceedings produced by Jon 
Elvert. Jeanne reported that in August, IPS Council members voted for Krakow/Warsaw Poland to be the 2016 IPS 
Conference site. Jeanne thanked Geoff for setting up the online poll for members to express their preference for the 2016 
IPS conference site. Jeanne thanked Bart  for supplying GLPA information to Lars Broman for the IPS affiliates’ column in 
the Planetarian. Jeanne thanked the Executive Committee for approving a $200 donation for shipping planetarium 
equipment to Ghana. Jeanne will be attending the 2014 Beijing IPS Conference. IPS under its reorganization will have 
three standing committees and is attempting to make IPS relevant. GLPA members are involved with IPS such as: Dale 
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Smith, Publications and Sharon Shanks, Editor of the Planetarian. Dale Smith complimented Jeanne on how thorough her 
reports are to IPS.
Membership Report:  Membership Committee Chair John Potts reported that  membership is very stable. Discussion 
followed for the membership brochure. Geoff Holt  made the motion that 250 new brochures be printed. The motion was 
seconded by Bob Bonadurer and carried. Discussion occurred regarding GLPA funding students to attend conferences. 
Vendors may only request one set of printed labels to send information to members.
Development Report:  Development Committee Chair Bob Bonadurer reported that  there are numerous Parallel Universe 
level vendors this year. There will generally be five to seven hours of vendor time each year and attempts are made to 
have the evening end by about 10 p.m.
Publications Report:  Publications Chair Bart Benjamin reported that  newsletter advertising generated $3,745 in revenue 
with 11 advertisers occupying 12½ pages. During the past year two additional advertisers – Bays Mountain Planetarium 
and Bowen Technovation – purchased one issue advertisements. These two ads provided GLPA with an additional $150 of 
advertising revenue and raised the GLPA Newsletter’s annual advertising total to $3,895. Currently, 127 members opt  to 
download the electronic version of the newsletter, while 31 members opt to receive the printed newsletter, and 82 
members opt  to receive both versions. 47% of our members (down from 57% of our members last year and 66% of our 
members two years ago) receive the printed newsletter. The winter newsletter will be GLPA’s 182nd issue and Bart 
Benjamin’s 104th as its Editor. Because of the tardiness of one invited speaker, coupled with Dale Smith’s concurrent 
production of the IPS Conference Proceedings, the completion of the 2012 GLPA Proceedings was delayed until late 
March and the completed CD was mailed to members in the second week of April. The next (2013) Conference 
Proceedings will be GLPA’s 30th Proceedings and Dale Smith’s 26th issue as Editor.

GLPA continues to grow its presence on both Facebook and Twitter. The number of followers for each service has 
gradually increased, as follows:
Twitter: Autumn 2010:   8 Autumn 2011:  23 Autumn 2012:  53 Autumn 2013:  77
Facebook: Autumn 2010:  27 Autumn 2011:  92 Autumn 2012: 154 Autumn 2013: 191
So far, GLPA’s social networking pages have been used primarily to announce new issues of the GLPA Newsletter and 
provide conference news and updates. Links to GLPA’s social networking pages can be found on GLPA’s Home Page. 
Administrators Geoff Holt and Bart Benjamin continue to solicit feedback from members so that GLPA’s social 
networking pages can continue to improve and evolve.

A discussion resulted from the question posed of adding the conference video to the Proceedings DVD. If the 
videos are all available by streaming why put them on a DVD? Bart  is working with Gary Tomlinson to publish brief 
“Where Are They Now?” articles featuring past members.
Education Report:  The Education Committee Chair, Sue Batson, and Gary Tomlinson reported that  there are minor 
changes to the astronomy literacy proposal. Bart  will watch for information regarding standards and the proposal to be 
published in the spring newsletter. The process is ongoing and will revolutionize the way teaching occurs.

Alan Davenport has created a first draft  of a comparison of “Astronomy Literacy: Essential Concepts for a K-12 
Curriculum” and NGSS which has created interesting discussion among the NSC and some of our regional partners. In 
addition, the two documents are designed to do different things. The NGSS are broad goals and Astronomy Literacy is a 
tool to reach the NGSS’s goals. The plan is to have Alan’s document posted on the web in the near future.

Sue and Gary Sampson attended a conference that  was very useful with new science standards and how 
information will be implemented. The lead for the Earth and Space Science Standards, Dr. Michael Wysession, requested 
GLPA’s document  and is one of the conference speakers who will also be available for dinner following his presentation 
on Thursday afternoon. 

Sue will check with Ken Murphy for an update on the StarGazer planetarium show conversion to fulldome. A 
subcommittee will continue to develop criteria (such as budget, timeline, volunteer time, other funding sources, etc.) for 
evaluating proposals for GLPA-funded show development. Geoff suggested a traditional dome planetarian for the 
committee.
Technology Report:  Technology Committee Chair Geoff Holt reported the Technology Committee has been working on 
the following projects:

Web site development:  One of the main projects over the past six months has been to support  the conference 
host. Bart Benjamin and Geoff Holt  have been working to post  and update all of the conference materials and managing 
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the registration system. Conference Registrar Janet  Beckstrom has been instrumental in this process as well, serving as the 
main link between the conference host and the Technology team. Special thanks also to Chris Janssen for his work on the 
GLPA Google Calendar, which includes all of the conference agenda.

As of October 12, 109 delegates were registered, and 42 vendors. Of those, only 16 delegates and 3 vendors chose 
to register by mailing a paper registration form. Several delegates and a few vendors chose to register online and mail in 
their check.

Additional content additions include the “Live from the Planetarium” video. More videos will be posted to this 
project page soon. We are also experimenting with a new medium for sharing a new TIPS booklet. Waylena McCully, Dan 
Tell, and Dave Leake have been working on a new TIPS booklet  called “TIPS on Planning and Implementing a 
Conversion to Fulldome Technology”. Their hope is to provide this booklet  in the form of an online book on the GLPA 
website. This will allow for the booklet to be updated and evolve over time.

The website software upgrade was completed by Tom Dobes. The Drupal software continues to grow and support 
our needs as an organization. We are currently working on plans to enhance our ability to manage registrations next year.

Website usage statistics:  Interesting website statistics from the past month (September 11 to October 11, 2013):
1)   Over the past month, 624 unique visitors initiated 1,294 visits, totaling 8,639 page views. This is 20% higher than 
last year at this time.
2)  About half of the traffic came from people using Google to find our site, with the most popular search terms 
being “glpa,” “great  lakes planetarium association”, “glpa conference”, and “cosmic colors planetarium show.” 
Almost a third of the traffic came directly to the site from their own bookmarks or by typing the address.
3) Our visitors came from 42 countries, but mostly the United States (87%). Visitors are using the following 
browsers: Firefox (32%); Chrome (23%); Internet Explorer (21%); and Safari (19%). About  57% of our visitors are 
on a Windows computer. Mobile access accounts for 5% of the traffic.

If you have any feedback, concerns, or questions regarding the website, please contact Geoff Holt.
Technology Standards Ad Hoc Committee:  Dan Tell reports that  nothing significant  has changed in regards to 

standards and IMERSA. Dan feels it  is still important for us to continue to be involved in IMERSA. However, he also 
suggests that we create related appendices to the Fulldome TIPS booklet, including one focused on “best  practices” for 
creating dome masters.

Miscellaneous:  The Printed Materials checking account has been closed and the balance has been transferred to the 
general GLPA treasury. The GLPA Executive Committee e-mail list continues to function effectively. And the GLPADomes 
e-mail list has increased in usage.

Discussion points:
a) CiviCRM expenditure: a $200 donation was approved by the Executive Committee to go toward a “Make it Happen” 
campaign that would support  our needs. However, it became apparent that this campaign wasn’t going to make it, so 
we’ll explore another strategy. Our ultimate goal is to give the Registrar more functionality in editing registrations.
b) Collaboration tools: We’d like to explore options for online collaboration tools. Currently our functionality is coming 
from personal Google tools, like Google Docs and Google+ hangouts for video calls. One of the new needs for spring 
will be to work together to create the online conference materials for 2014.

GLPADOMES, created for GLPA members, is a new discussion list. Geoff has been training the Conference Registrar and 
will work with the Conference Planner to set up new conference procedures. Tom Dobbs will continue to act as the 
Conference Videographer. Discussions have begun for exploring interest  in offering online workshops. No financial 
transactions or new resources have been added to the website. Dan Tell, Technology Standards Ad Hoc Committee Chair, 
continues his work with IMERSA and has nearly completed the TIPS booklet.

Members will be able to watch the fall conference through Ustream with commercials at no charge, for $3 for one 
ad free month, or GLPA can pay $99 for 100 ad free hours. With future conference registration, the Registrar will send 
checks to the Treasurer, and at conferences the Registrar will use a credit card reader.

Geoff thanked David Leake for his distribution of show kits. There have been 14 Cosmic Colors shows distributed 
(13 fulldome and one traditional version) and one Zubie show.

(continued on page 40)
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Cosmic Colors: An Adventure Along the Spectrum is a dynamic new  planetarium show  from the Great Lakes 
Planetarium Association (GLPA) that will take you on a wondrous journey across the entire electromagnetic 
spectrum. Get ready for an amazing adventure under a rainbow of cosmic light!
  31 minutes in length   Target audience: 5th grade and up

Ordering information:
FULLDOME VERSION: $300 for a full dome masters at 4K x 4K   (need 1 TB hard drive)

$250 for full dome masters at 2K x 2K      (need 500 GB hard drive)
$200 for full dome masters at 1K x 1K      (need 100 GB hard drive)

For FullDome versions, each planetarium must ship an appropriate hard drive to GLPA. Show  encoding is the 
responsibility of each planetarium.
TRADITIONAL VERSION: $100 for traditional version with two discs -- a playable Cosmic Colors show DVD 
and a DVD data disc containing all-sky images, digital JPEG images, audio tracks, flattened video scenes, 
teacher guides, and documentation.

Order Cosmic Colors through the GLPA Online Store at www.glpaweb.org/online-store.

Cosmic  Co lors
An Adventure  Along  the  Spec trum

http://www.glpaweb.org/online-store
http://www.glpaweb.org/online-store


Minutes of the GLPA Executive Committee Meeting 
(continued from page 38)

There was a discussion about  the images in the image bank. The discussion included the appropriate wording in 
the new brochure regarding the image bank. Copies of documents granting permission for such images can reside on the 
website while permission slips related to conference attendance and permission granted for broadcasting conference talks 
can reside with the registrar. 
Conference  Planning Report:  Conference Planning Committee Chair Gary Tomlinson shared a new plaque design that 
was approved by the Executive Committee.

Gary has the amount  of $6,087 as net  revenue for the 2012 Pittsburgh conference. The number of papers is up at 
the 2013 conference. The Sheraton did not contact  Sheldon to let him know that the hotel was going to be closed for the 
conference. The Visitors and Convention Bureau contacted Sheldon, arranged new locations, bussing, and were extremely 
helpful.

The 2014 conference will be October 29th through November 1st at Ball State University in Muncie, Indiana.
The 2015 conference will be in Grand Rapids, Michigan.
Gary would like to add to all future conference contracts that  the hotel would be fiscally responsible if they cause 

a cancellation of the conference hotel.
Discussion involved wording on the postcard that will be sent out for the 2014 conference reminding members 

that no conference packets will be mailed. Registration will be online.
There will be a question on the questionnaire regarding door prizes for delegates to express their thoughts. The 

consensus of the Executive Committee is that  only with the approval of the Executive Committee can money be spent  on 
a door prize. Discussion involved conference delegates’ expression of listing what projects they worked on this year.
Old Business:  No old business.
New Business: The next Executive Committee meeting will be April 12, 2014.

Adjournment:  John Potts moved that  the meeting be adjourned. The motion was seconded by Garry Beckstrom and 
carried. The meeting was adjourned at 3:40 p.m.

Minutes of the GLPA Annual Business Meeting
(continued from page 26)

Spring State Meetings, Dates and Locations:
 Ohio (Dale Smith): Cleveland area Bay Village and Shaker Heights, May 17
 Illinois (Bart Benjamin): Elgin, May 3
 Indiana (Alan Pareis): Evansville Museum of Arts and Science, April 5
 Michigan (Matt Linke): Kalamazoo, April 26
 Wisconsin/Minnesota (Jean Creighton): University of Wisconsin Stevens Point, April 25 and 26
Gary invited Ron Kaitchuck and Dayna Thompson to come up and share information about  the 2014 fall conference, 
which will run from October 29th through November 1st at  Ball State University. Construction of the new planetarium is to 
be completed August 14, 2014. The 2015 fall conference will be hosted by the Grand Rapids Planetarium.
Old Business:  No old business to report.
New Business:  No new business to report.
Adjournment:  Sue Batson moved that the meeting be adjourned. Her motion was seconded and carried. The Business 
Meeting adjourned at 11:40 a.m.
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THE GREAT LAKES PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION (GLPA) offers membership opportunities to all  individuals in any way connected with 
the operation of planetariums regardless of geographic location. GLPA is an affiliate of IPS (International Planetarium Society), NSTA (National 
Science Teachers Association), and  IMERSA (Immersive Media Entertainment, Research, Science & Arts). Membership dues are $20 annually, 
payable at  the time of the Autumnal Equinox. General  correspondence should be addressed to the Secretary/Treasurer, and requests for membership 
should  be addressed to the Membership Chair (see below). The quarterly GLPA Newsletter is received by all members in good standing. Ideas and 
opinions  expressed in  the GLPA Newsletter  are not necessarily  those of GLPA, its membership or the editor. Deadlines for contributions fall on the 
1st of February, May, August and November. Send information to GLPA Newsletter Editor (address below). Copyright © 2013.

GLPA Home Page:
http://www.glpaweb.org

PLEASE NOTE:

The GLPA Newsletter is printed and mailed from:

Physics and Astronomy Department
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green  OH  43403

For a replacement copy of this newsletter, please contact Dale Smith
(address given above).

Astronomical photographs used within the GLPA Newsletter are courtesy of 
NASA and the Space Telescope Science Institute (STScI).
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